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Introduction



apturing the social and cultural history of an

area is as important as preserving the bricks

and mortar that, on the surface, make up that

community. It is therefore important that communities

such as Cranbourne, changing so rapidly from a rural

township to an outer metropolitan suburb, do not lose

their rich, social backgrounds so fondly remembered.

However, whilst this history is looked upon with pride,

it is essential that new members of this community 

are able to establish a sense of belonging by having 

a greater understanding of the area in which they have

now chosen to make their home.

The Commonwealth Department of Communications,

Information Technology and the Arts, and the Federal

Electorate of Isaacs are to be thanked for providing 

this funding through the Centenary of Federation

Community Projects Program to the City of Casey to

make the ‘Hands on History’ project come to life. This

was one of the few projects funded that was not the

building of a monument to celebrate this important

anniversary in Australia’s history. What has been created

will be a living chronicle of the history of Cranbourne –

a project that will continue to develop as people

continue to share their memories.

I would like to acknowledge the support of the Casey

Cardinia Library Corporation particularly Claire Turner, Local

History Officer who spent a great deal of her time on this

project. She has successfully shown a side of Cranbourne

and its residents that risked being lost over time.

Not only will the information presented here make

enjoyable reading, but I urge all those with an interest in

Cranbourne to take the time to watch the video, tour

the cemetery, visit the many local attractions and view

the artmarkers in Cranbourne’s main street.

Cr Mick Morland

Mayor, City of Casey
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uch a comprehensive project requires the

support and contributions of many people

whose information and experiences have

helped to enliven the history of the Cranbourne

township. The following people, listed alphabetically,

have contributed to the project by passing on

information, sharing their experiences or making available

photos, documents or other family memorabilia:

Peggy Allen, Robin Allison, Frank Bolch, Lotus Brady,

Chas Bregazzi, Lorraine Bregazzi, Phyllis Campbell, Peter

Cowe, Cranbourne Cemetery Trust, Cranbourne Primary

School, Cranbourne RSL, Graham Facey, John Finning,

Derry Francis, Beryl Harrison, Father Herman Hengel,

Betty Johnson, Maria Jones, Ina Kelly, Joan Kelsall, Clyde

Manks, Val Marriott, Rev. Ken Martin, Jean Pillar, Joan

Reid, Nell Reynolds, Pam Ridgway, Ivy Savage, Doug &

Ruby Smith, Anice Stammers, Pat Stanley, Sylvia Tanti,

Lorraine Taylor, Lorraine Whitmore. 

The ‘Hands on History’ Steering Committee comprising

the following members: Jenny Ferguson, Cranbourne

Library Branch Manager, Casey Cardinia Library

Corporation; Claire Turner, Local History Officer, Casey

Cardinia Library Corporation; Rosemary Mynard,

Cranbourne Shire Historical Society; Caroline Bell, City

of Casey; Sue Helmot, City of Casey; Marja Park,

Merinda Park Community Centre; Margaret O’Callaghan,

Cranbourne Community House were all important in

ensuring that the project stayed on track.

In particular, the efforts of Claire Turner, Local History

Officer for Casey Cardinia Library Corporation are to be

congratulated as without her, the finished products

would not have been as well researched or captivating

in their presentation.

Cranbourne Shire Historical Society made available

their historical collection of photographs, newspapers

and other information that was used in each aspect of

this project.

Trinidad James, producer of the video ‘Cranbourne: A

Town with a History’; Big Fish Workshop for the design,

production and installation of the artmarkers, and Kym

Ramadge Design for the design of the history map and

presentation of the information sheets.

The Finning family and Paul & Linda Spottiswood for

making available a family film that formed the basis of

the video.
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he Centenary of Federation in Australia is a

special time in the history of every town and

suburb in the country. Almost none of us will

live to celebrate the Bicentenary of Australia’s

Nationhood. It is a time for reflection about the way

communities have developed over the hundred years

since Australia officially became a nation. Hands on

History is a project devoted to celebrating the past of

Cranbourne and how this has contributed to its identity

today. We have focused on how the township of

Cranbourne has developed from being part of the land

and culture of the Bunurong Tribe to early European

settlement during the 1850s through to expansion as a

suburb after the 1950s. 

The move to unite the Colonies of Australia as a single

nation was first officially discussed in 1846. As the

nineteenth century progressed, colonies gained an

increasing sense of identity and were faced with the

problems of an enormous continent that had no central

government. The first meeting to tackle the issue of

Federation was held in 1886 in Hobart. A Federation

League was formed in 1893 and planning began for a

new constitution. A Referendum on the Constitutional

Bill was successful in 1899 and the Bill was passed by the

Imperial Parliament in July 1900. The Commonwealth of

Australia was inaugurated on 1 January 1901 and the first

session of Federal Parliament was opened in Melbourne

on 9 May 1901. 
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When the district of Cranbourne was officially surveyed in

1856, the area had been occupied by European ‘squatters’

for nearly thirty years. The part surveyed to become a

town was covered in tea tree scrub and was part of a rough

track that took farmers and their stock through to

Dandenong and Melbourne from the grazing land in

Gippsland. This was during the decade of the gold rush and

many men who had enjoyed little success on the

goldfields were settling down to try their luck at farming.

Sadly, by the 1850s, there was little trace of the

Bunurong people who had moved around the land and

waterways of Western Port for thousands of years. 

A protectorate at Narre Warren was established as a

mission for these people by a Government that could

no longer ignore the catastrophic effect that European

settlement was having on the Aboriginal population.

The reserve was established with Missionary zeal by

followers of a school of thought that dictated that

Aboriginal people should be protected from their own

culture as well as from the new settlers. The land was

on the border that divided the country of the Bunurong

tribe from the Wurundjeri and was selected because it

was a significant place for both. Here they lived and

died and attempted to survive the destruction of their

culture and of the land as they knew it. 

The town of Cranbourne is generally thought to have

been named, along with Berwick and Lyndhurst, after a

group of British Parliamentarians. It rapidly developed

all the hallmarks of a ‘pioneering’ town, with a hotel,

blacksmith, school and Presbyterian church. Many of

the early families belonged to the Presbyterian faith,

which was particularly favoured by the Scots that

immigrated to Australia. There was a power base of

wealthy landowners, notably Alexander Patterson who

had the ‘St. Germains’ property on Ballarto Road,

Alexander Cameron who lived at the large ‘Mayfield’

property on Camerons Road, and James Lecky who built

‘Cranbourne House’.

With the Roads Act 1858, towns like Cranbourne formed

District Road Boards. The legislation was designed to

enable towns to manage and improve the roads and

bridges that could not adequately support a rapidly

increasing rural population. Road Boards were the first

types of local government and, naturally, the wealthy

men and those who stood to gain economically from

improved access for transport were the ones most

keenly involved. 

In 1868 the Cranbourne Shire Council was formed and

by 1875 the grand building on the corner of Sladen

Street and the South Gippsland Highway was erected as

the civic centre. Federation was a festive time for all,

with local government being invited to the Opening of

the first Federal Parliament. Cranbourne’s representative

at this grand event was the Shire Secretary, Mr. A. N. Facey.

Cranbourne was a very quiet country town during this

period and indeed until the 1950s. In fact, there was an

almost successful move during the 1920s by a section of

the Council to shift headquarters into the township 

of Koo Wee Rup, which had flourished considerably

since the swampy plains were drained for farming. 
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Like many rural townships, Cranbourne was not greatly

developed until after the Second World War. It had 

its beautiful Avenue of Honour to frame the entrance

from Tooradin, was renowned for its annual Cranbourne

Cup Race at the Racecourse Reserve and was the

headquarters of the prestigious Melbourne Hunt Club.

Dairying was its staple industry, with most locals either

running or working on a farm and the Mayfield Dairy

was among the largest employers. Sand was also a

primary industry and both the sand and dairy industries’

importance for the town were symbolized by the train

tracks that were installed along the highway and

Cameron Street to allow the produce to be transported.

It was the housing and land shortages after the Second

World War that sparked the gradual change from

Cranbourne the sleepy town, to the booming urban

centre that it is today. Immigrants were offered cheap

blocks along the railway, where the Reverend Duff had

owned land. They struggled initially with the isolation

from neighbouring towns and with wet allotments and

scarce building materials. Eventually, with improvements

to the highway and increased sub-division of farms,

greater numbers of people came to live in Cranbourne.

The resultant explosion in population caused a large

shopping centre to supersede the familiar shopping

strip, and the towering pine trees in the main street to

be lopped to make way for the widening of the road. 

There are reminders all around Cranbourne of its

colourful past: the stately row of oak trees at the town

entrance, the elegance of the Shire Offices as you wait

at the traffic lights, and the street names like Lyall and

Cameron that bear the names of the European families

that first came to live in the town. We hope that you

will enjoy the historical information that has been

collected through this special Centenary of Federation

project. We have tried to collect details about the past

of Cranbourne’s key features, but it is an historical fact

that all the facts can never be recorded in their entirety

or in the way that all people would like. This project is

intended as a model for future historical work in

Cranbourne and surrounding districts and as a means of

generating further information and interest.
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2.1

Cranbourne’s Community



ranbourne township was first surveyed for

town allotments in 1856. The original town

was organized around High Street, the blocks

encompassed by Cameron and Sladen Streets, and the

four entrances into the township. By the 1880s, there

were plantings of pines along the main street, a very

active Recreational Reserve that included the

Racecourse and a new school on the South Gippsland

Highway. The community was heavily centred on church

life, with Presbyterian, Church of England and Catholic

churches. A large landmark on the corner of Sladen

Street and the Gippsland Highway was the Shire

Offices, Post Office and Courthouse opened in 1875. 

This was a farming community and the people largely

came from Ireland, England and Scotland, with

occasional travellers from America such as the Tucker

brothers. Like neighbouring Berwick, Cranbourne

developed during the 1850s when rural settlement

expanded due to the gold rush. Although Cranbourne

was not a gold town, it enjoyed an influx of immigrants

who had originally been attracted to Australia because

of the discovery of gold. The Great Swamp that now

holds townships like Koo Wee Rup, Lang Lang and also

Bunyip would not begin to be drained for human

habitation until the 1880s. The railway did not go

through until the 1880s and it took six hours by coach

to reach Melbourne. Other neighbouring settlements

such as Tooradin and Bass were largely accessed by sea

because the roads and tracks were treacherous.

Cranbourne was considered to be a prosperous new

settlement, surrounded by good flat pasture for

agriculture and offering a future for small business to

support the town.
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Cranbourne continued to be a country community until

the 1950s when sub-division for a new focus on small

residential property began to occur. Like many country

towns, the community was close and centred around

church committees, the Shire, mothers’ club and

Country Women’s Association to mention a few.

Engagements, weddings and 21st birthdays were usually

a case of putting up a sign and inviting the whole town,

with the guarantee that everyone would bring along

food and would be prepared to put on some

entertainment. Many quirky stories remain that provide

a sense of ‘Cranbourne the Country Town’. 

Many of the families first came to Cranbourne to

establish farms. Farming was the main occupation

although following the Second World War, industry

expanded. Factories began to be established and more

people came to live in the town. In the last thirty years,

Cranbourne has experienced significant development,

and over the past 10 years, the Cranbourne population

has steadily increased, with the central township now

flanked by newly developed housing estates.

The Main Street (High Street)

This was a very quiet street compared with the

thoroughfare that it is today. There were pine trees

planted along the sides from the railway crossing up to

the Shire Hall, and post rails outside the shops for

people to tie their horses. There were also water

troughs for horses at intervals along the street. One of

these troughs can still be seen at the Old Fisherman’s

Cottage Museum in Tooradin. 

High Street was a dirt road until the early 1930s. The

shops opposite the Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre

mark the original shopping strip. Many of the shops had

residential quarters attached and also had land adjacent

for tethering a cow or horse. Some of the school

children would rely on these spaces as a ‘car park’ for

their ponies as most children relied on their ponies or

bikes to get to school. Some landmark buildings remain

in the main street today such as St. Agatha’s church, the

Old Shire Offices and Kelly’s Hotel.
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he Bunurong people are indigenous people

from south-east Victoria, their traditional

lands are from the Werribee River in the north-

west, down to Wilson’s Promontory in the south-east,

taking in the catchments of the old Carrum swamp,

Tarwin River and Westernport Bay, and including the

Mornington Peninsula, French and Phillip Islands.

Bunurong people were part of a language group or

nation known as Koolin. Bunurong people prefer to be

described as Koolin or Bunurong rather than Koorie,

which is a word from another Aboriginal language.

The City of Casey lies within the boundary of the

Mayone Bulluk Bunurong. Also in the City is the site of

the old Native police barracks, where many Bunurong

people were forced to live in the early years of

colonisation while their traditional land was being

appropriated.

The Native police was formed by the colonial

government as a tool to control the Aboriginal

community and promote assimilation. Today there is no

Native police force but there are Aboriginal people

within the public service that play a more passive but

similar role. It was also around this time that it was

suggested that Aboriginal people could survive

economically by selling art and craft. Though this clearly

did not work, state and federal governments still see this

as a solution for Aboriginal peoples low economic

status after being forcibly disenfranchised from their

land and natural resources. It would be like the present

government saying that everybody that lives in south-

east Victoria had to stop what they are doing and must

move to Melbourne by tomorrow, where they will

survive by making porcelain ducks and decorative plates,

while your land is being sold to foreign investors at

bargain prices and you get clay and a wheel.

The Mayone Bulluk Bunurong

As with most indigenous peoples of the world, the

Mayone Bulluk culture, ceremonial and spiritual life was

dictated by the seasons through the availability of their

sustainable natural resources. Through thousands of

years of observation, Bunurong people were able to

predict the availability of their seasonal resources by

certain changes in plant growth and animal behaviour.

Bunurong people knew that when the first wattles

flowered that some species of fish were about to begin

spawning, and this would give them enough time to

travel to places such as Cannons Creek, Blind Bight or
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perhaps over to Quail Island to net or spear fish. This

sort of knowledge allowed the Bunurong and many

other indigenous peoples to survive sustainably and

comfortably for thousands of generations.

During the summer months the Mayone Bulluk could

(and still can) be found at one of their many coastal

camps at Mordialloc, Tooradin or Warneet on

Westerport Bay. Here they would be accessing many of

their favourite resources such as bird eggs, fish,

shellfish, and as always, hunting kangaroo and possum.

For vegetables they would collect a variety of bulbs,

shoots and foliage like the Warrigal Spinach. After

eating their meal the Mayone Bulluk would wash it all

down with a lovely drink made from the nectar of the

Coastal Banksia flowers, then while sitting around the

campfire they told their children scary stories of the big

hairy monster named Toora’ dun that lived in a deep

waterhole at Sawtells Inlet. It is from this Bunurong

mythological creature that the township of Tooradin

derives its name.

They would spend this time on the coast camping in

small huts, which are called ‘miam’mia’, which were

made from the boughs of trees or thatched with one of

the many grasses or sedges that once flourished on

Bunurong land. From these huts the Mayone Bulluk

would launch excursions to forage for yams and shoots,

hunt kangaroos and possums whose skins they were

continually tanning for the purpose of making cloaks

and rugs for the coming winter months. The cloaks were

also a valuable trade item and it is said that one possum

skin cloak made from 50 hides was worth one

greenstone axe-head blank.

As winter drew near the Mayone Bulluk families would

begin to move inland to their favourite winter camps

around present-day Dandenong, Cranbourne and

Moorooduc, where during the coldest months when

kangaroos were frisky, they would meet up with

neighbouring Bunurong clans to mount large scale hunts

and fulfil ceremonial obligations. They would catch eels

and collect the many fungi, orchid and lily bulbs that

were abundant at that time of the year.

Occasionally the women would show the children how

to take seed from an ant’s nest, which the ants

unknowingly stored while collecting their own food.

The seed would be used to make a stomach-filling

bread that would be shared with everyone and with, a

little wild honey was guaranteed to put a smile on

everybody’s face. Some would feast on the sweet piths

of the tree fern or grass tree while others would be in

the many freshwater streams like Cardinia Creek

catching eels and fish while also gathering freshwater

mussels and crayfish. The men would teach the young

boys the art of snaring and tracking small game, as the

young girls learnt the art of making eel traps and

basketry. All the while the Mayone Bulluk would see out

the cold in small houses made from the bark of trees,

these huts known as ‘willam’. Scars on trees caused by

Mayone Bulluk people removing the bark for different

tasks can still be seen on the old red gums around

Lynbrook and Cranbourne West.

When the Elders of the Mayone Bulluk observed the

black wattle trees first blooms they would begin the

trip back down to the swamp and then later onto the

coast where they knew awaited the plentiful resources

of Port Phillip Bay, and once again the seasons changed

and the Mayone Bulluk moved with them.
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This knowledge still survives strongly in the minds and

hearts of Bunurong people today and many individuals

within the community put this knowledge into practice

on a daily basis, knowledge that unites the community

and is a great source of pride in being Bunurong.

Today very little of the landscape that the Mayone

Bulluk Bunurong utilised can be seen due to introduced

land management practices, and wide spread and rapid

development. The few remaining sites of cultural, social

and spiritual significance to the Bunurong people on

Mayone Bulluk land are under threat from

development, and sites are being destroyed or

disturbed on a daily basis.

If you were to go to Blind Bight very early on a summer

morning and look across the bay toward French Island

you might be lucky to catch a glimpse of and hear what

a Mayone Bulluk person would have seen and heard 200

years ago.

Bunurong people despite still being totally

dispossessed of their traditional land play an active role

in the protection, preservation and awareness of their

culture, heritage and environment through the

Bunurong Land Council Aboriginal Corporation.
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he region that later became Cranbourne is

strongly connected to the early history of

Western Port. The history of settlement at

Western Port was punctuated by a range of hasty

attempts that were a reaction to the international

political climate of the early nineteenth century. In 1802

the French were exploring the southern tip of Australia,

making comprehensive scientific notes as they went.

This was during the war between France and England

when Napoleon governed France. The competition was

fierce and once the English, who had been preoccupied

with their settlement at Botany Bay, realized what the

French were ‘up to’, they launched headlong into plans

to populate the southern part of the continent.

The first attempt was in 1803, when Lieutenant Colonel

David Collins established a camp near Sorrento. It

failed, largely due to the perceived threat of attack by

local Aboriginal people and an inability to locate fresh

water. The settlers retreated and the area remained

inhabited only by the Aboriginal people and the

notorious sealers until 1824 when Hamilton Hume and

William Hovell began to explore Port Phillip Bay in

search of grazing country. In 1826 a second attempt was

made at settlement in the Western Port region. The

settlement was near Corinella and was led by Captain

Frederick Wetherall, but also failed. Following this,

energy was re-directed into building a settlement on

the swamplands of the Yarra River, which offered the

essential fresh water. John Batman is largely associated

with this settlement and the place was officially

proclaimed ‘Melbourne’ in 1834. 

Squatters came to the area that would later become

Cranbourne during the 1830s. There were a series of

large land runs, among them ‘Mayune’, ‘St Germains’ and

‘Gin Gin Bin’. Men like Hugh Glass and John Turner Clarke

ran enormous portions of land. Sheep and cattle were

farmed and were sent to the markets at Melbourne.

Agriculture was the thriving industry in the new

settlement of Port Phillip, which became the Colony of

Victoria in 1852.
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y the 1850s, the land of the large farming runs

was divided up and offered for sale. This was

when towns were surveyed and settlers came

to try their luck at farming. Cranbourne was one of

these towns, surveyed in 1856. By 1860 there was a

school in Sladen Street, a Presbyterian church, two

hotels and a general store. Cranbourne quickly acquired

blacksmiths, a bakery, butcher and by the 1890s even a

coffee palace. The main part of the original township

was the blocks surrounded by Cameron Street, Sladen

Street and High Street. The Reverend Duff came to

Cranbourne in the early 1850s and his residence was in

Childers Street. Local people in the town generally ran

businesses there. These included Mr. Mullins the

storekeeper, Mr. Todd the saddler, Peter Peterson’s

butcher shop and by the 1880s, a Temperance Hall

owned by the Independent Order of Rachabites and

managed by Archibald Thomson, the schoolteacher

who lived in the new school opposite the racecourse.

The Cobb and Co. coach would stop at the Cranbourne

Hotel, which was also where the early Council meetings

were held before the Shire Offices were built in 1875.

Families living in the town included that of George

Poole, Alexander Cameron and William Brunt. The

Police Station has always been on the corner of Sladen

Street and the South Gippsland Highway, and the

Primary School was next door to it for nearly one

hundred years. 
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his letter was written in 1897 as an expression

of interest in a position to do the cleaning at

St. John’s church. Mrs Meade lived in

Cranbourne and like many other women at the time,

was limited to unskilled work. Mrs Meade’s voice gives

us some insight into the experiences of ordinary

women in Cranbourne’s history. She was possibly a

widow reliant on work to keep her family and it is also

possible that she had asked someone else to write her

letter for her. 

The experiences of European women in Australia’s

history are something that is attracting increasing

attention in recent historical research. Women are

rarely to be seen in the established histories of

traditional outlets in public life such as business and

local government. In the established early histories of

Cranbourne, it is the names of men like Alexander
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Patterson, Cameron and Duff that predominate. These

names fill the typical lists of Council representatives,

significant landowners and key players in Cranbourne’s

development. While these men feature as important in

Cranbourne’s past, we know that there must have been

women working to build the township also.

As wives, daughters and mothers, women primarily

occupied supportive roles for men until opportunities

broadened after the Second World War. They toiled

over crude cooking facilities, endured the life-

threatening experience of childbirth in isolation, and

suffered the overall hardship of life in a young and far-

away township like Cranbourne. This traditional work,

that was for most an automatic part of being a woman,

is not widely recorded in history. Their names do not

appear in the lists for council service or in the stories of

Cranbourne’s past. But, in snippets from newspapers,

community group minutes and official records, we can

start to reconstruct a picture of these womens’ lives.

Some of Cranbourne’s women occupied quite public

roles in the township, particularly as business owners

and landholders. 

If we dig deeper, it becomes apparent that the women

of Cranbourne were most definitely a vivid presence in

the life of the township and helped to shape the

community. Women found acceptable ways to be

involved in public life, which was technically

considered to be a male domain. They worked their

influence through the Church, women’s organisations,

their husband’s businesses and through the family unit.

The condition of widowhood was another, involuntary

way that women became active in areas like business

and property ownership. 
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he Country Women’s Association (CWA)

began in 1928 as a support for women living in

rural places. It is a philanthropic organisation,

basing its work on dedication to providing assistance

and support to women who may be facing difficulties

living in an isolated environment. It was designed to

encourage women to network and build useful

relationships. Cranbourne was one of the earliest

branches, formed in 1928.1 This was during a time when

assistance was especially needed due to the onset of

the Great Depression years. It was strongly believed at

the time that women, with their domestic interests and

feminine approach, could offer something unique to

the improvement of society. The Chairman of the Royal

Agricultural Society called a meeting to address what

was thought by the organisers, to be a problem of too

many women living in isolation without guidance:

There is a need for a State wide organised body of

country women untrammelled by political or sectarian

obligations, to speak with authority on, and command

attention to, matters of public interest connected with

community affairs.2

The Chairman’s comments reflect the social-reforming

zeal typical of the period. The areas of health and

leisure were targeted by the middle class founders of

the organisation as areas where they could try to make

social improvements. On a practical level, these

organisations functioned in two ways: one where the

middle class ladies conducted the administration and

organisation of activities and areas targeted, and

another where assistance was provided to working class

women through a decided agenda. This agenda is an

example of how sections of the middle class imposed

their beliefs in what was and was not important in a

woman’s life onto the women of a lower class: in this

case women living and working on farms. This is a

reality of the era in which these groups developed and

the approach was carried out with positive intentions

and mostly positive responses. The CWA enjoyed

enormous growth during its early years, demonstrating

the relevance of the organisation.
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The Cranbourne Branch of the CWA has been an

enduring force in the township. Mrs Bruce was the first

President and it is possible that she was the wife of the

Reverend Bruce of Scot’s church. Women from local

families such as Duff, Rolstone, Greaves, Brunt, McLeod

and Manks were involved in the branch activities. Miss

Ryland was also a foundation member. These women

were there to help during all the key community

hardships. Events like the depression years, the 1939

bushfires and the Second World War were times when

the group really excelled. They would take meals to

families in need, raise money through catering for

weddings and other celebrations, and generally offered

a solid network of mutual assistance for their members.3

Their contribution to Cranbourne has been an enduring

one. They donated forty-six trees to be placed along

Sladen Street. Unfortunately these have been removed

to allow for the road widening. They were involved in

township parades, most notably in the 1954 parade to

celebrate the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. They

have provided the catering at the Dandenong Show

since their inception, and continue to do so. Until

recently and since 1959, they presented flowers at the

Citizenship ceremonies. This is an interesting reflection

of the increase in new residents from overseas since the

Second World War. More recent projects include the

funding of a table and chairs at the Greg Clydesdale

Square in memory of a special member, along with a

time capsule. The Cranbourne ladies of the CWA are

remembered as having worked tirelessly during the

crisis that followed the 1983 bushfires. They also devote

their energies to assisting women in other countries by

sending parcels and raising money for water tanks and

other facilities.
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he late 1920s and early 1930s was a very

financially difficult time around the world.

People in Cranbourne struggled to meet

payments for every day necessities and a barter system

developed. Anice Stammers, whose father ran Facey’s

butcher shop, can remember how her father would accept

a bag of potatoes or a case of apples at the end of the

month as payment for a struggling family’s meat account. 

Local resident Joan Kelsall can remember that many

children came to school without shoes, which was

especially tough for those who walked to school during

winter. Peter Cowe also recalls that their teacher used

to make sure that the children from struggling families

received a hot drink and something to eat when they

arrived at school. 

It was a poor time, but in the country, families and

friends would assist each other. Businesses were

prepared to accept goods and labour if people were

not able to pay. There was generally a good supply of

fresh produce so that people did not go hungry, and

organisations such as the Country Women’s Association

and the Red Cross provided support for families.
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fter the Second World War, there were many

refugees coming to Australia from Europe

who needed to make a new start. These

‘displaced persons’ were sent to rural parts of Australia

to begin to work for a place of their own. This

resettlement was during the period of the ‘White

Australia Policy’, and selective immigration was

considered by the Federal Government as a means of

strengthening the country by boosting the low

population, and also as a way to help re-invigorate the

economy by improving industry growth. Many schemes

were developed as part of this post war ethos.

Examples include the Snowy Mountain Hydro-Electric

Scheme, the catchments scheme at Eildon and more

locally the community housing scheme at Doveton.

Migrants were sent to rural townships including

Cranbourne. 

The area around the railway in Cranbourne was an

original settlement for European migrants during this

post-war period. It is interesting that they were called

‘migrants’ when only one hundred years earlier,

European ‘settlers’ had first come to Cranbourne. It is an

example of the strong national identity that had taken

hold over a relatively short period in world history. 

Cranbourne cemetery clearly demonstrates the change

in the district’s demography after the Second World

War. The Roman Catholic section is largely occupied by

families from refugee countries in Europe, whereas the

graves from the earlier period of European settlement

are concentrated in the Presbyterian and Church of

England sections, reflecting the high proportion of

Scottish, Irish and English settlers in Cranbourne. 

These migrant families have been largely responsible for

the boom in the market gardening industry that has

become Cranbourne’s trademark industry since the

1950s. One such person was remembered for his work

tending the flowerbeds around the Shire Offices and

the shopping centre, creating beautiful displays. 
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Pam Ridgway grew up in Cranbourne during the 1930s

and 40s and she can remember when the first migrants

came to Cranbourne and some of the difficulties they

experienced:

After the war a lot of British and Europeans were

migrating to Australia around 1950. The first two arrived

at Cranbourne under the Government scheme – they

worked at allotted jobs for two years regardless of their

qualifications – one was a Yugoslav, the other Northern

Italian. Their home was just a little hut near the Railway

Station and they worked with the rail maintenance gang

travelling on the little rail trolleys. They picked up the

language from the locals they mixed with, sometimes

being told wrong words deliberately and then being

embarrassed. Being only two of them, they mixed well

with the locals. Three to four years later, migrants were

arriving in larger numbers. 

Today, Cranbourne is very proud of the multiculturalism

that has created a vibrant and diverse community.
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ith the Roads Act 1858, towns like Cranbourne

formed District Road Boards. The legislation

was designed to allow towns to manage and

improve the roads and bridges that could not

adequately support a rapidly increasing rural

population. Road Boards were the first types of local

government and, naturally, the wealthy men and those

who stood to gain economically from improved access

for transport were the ones most keenly involved.

The original Cranbourne Road Board comprised Dr

James Adams of the property ‘Balla Balla’ as the

Chairman, James Bruce of ‘Sherwood Park’, Richard

Chomley of Lyndhurst, James Lecky (Snr) of

‘Cranbourne’, Edward Malloy of ‘Mayune’, Alexander

Patterson of ‘St Germains’, Christopher Peed of

‘Springmount’, Patrick Thompson of ‘Oaklands’, and John

Wedge from Lyndhurst. The Board (and then the

Council) used the Cranbourne Hotel (located on the

site of the Cranbourne Park Shopping Centre) as its

meeting place.
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On 24th February, 1868 the Cranbourne Shire Council

was proclaimed and by 1875 the grand building on the

corner of Sladen Street and the South Gippsland

Highway was erected as the civic centre. Members of

the first Council were: James Lecky (Snr) as President,

Alexander Patterson, Thomas Keys, William Norquay,

George Poole, Edward John Tucker, Frederick Poole,

Edward Malloy and Herbert Foley.

(insert photo of Councillors – use image from

artmarkers)

Following its move into the grand shire building in

September 1875, monthly meetings re-commenced in

October and were held on the Saturday following

market day. 

A highlight for Cranbourne Shire Secretary, A.N. Facey

was to attend the Opening of the first Federal

Parliament held in Melbourne in May, 1901.

Cranbourne was a very quiet country town for the early

part of the twentieth century and indeed until the

1950s. In fact, there was an almost successful move

during the 1920s by a section of the Council to shift

headquarters into the township of Koo Wee Rup, which

had flourished considerably since the swampy plains

were drained for farming. 

The early years of the Cranbourne Shire were marked by

the ongoing demand of building and maintaining roads,

drains and bridges. The Shire, which stretched out to

Lang Lang and Koo Wee Rup, depended on these

amenities for the smooth running of its staple

agricultural industry. This work was designed by the

Shire Engineers and implemented by the road gangs and

sub contractors. The physical work was mainly

completed using horse - power, even in the 1940s. There

was a Shire Ranger employed to ensure that farmers’

stock were not wandering. The Ranger would ride on

horseback to inspect complaints. Council had a pound,

which unlike the dog pounds we know, was for the

restraint of stray cows, sheep, horses and other

livestock caught out of their paddocks. Farmers had to

pay to get them back. 

The Cranbourne Shire relied mainly on local resources

to carry out its work. There was a staff of around eight

until after the second World War, mostly drawn from

the local community. Local businesses were tendered

to supply gravel and build roads. Gravel, sand, bricks

and other materials were all produced within the Shire.

Tooradin was a road building base in the 1870s, with

necessary imported materials being delivered by sea.

Many of Cranbourne’s long-serving staff were

recognised through the naming of streets and reserves

in their honour. Mr Harry Cockcroft , Shire Engineer for

30 years had many streets named after himself and

members of his family. Greg Clydesdale replaced Harry

Cockcroft as Shire Engineer in 1957 for over 20 years –

his work was recognised by the naming of the Greg

Clydesdale Square, in front of the Cranbourne Park

Shopping Centre, whilst Terry Vickerman, the last and

Cranbourne’s tenth Shire Secretary had the sporting

complex named in his honour. 

Towards the end of the twentieth century, amendments

to the Local Government Act resulted in changes within

Councils and Cranbourne was no exception. At the

same time, the growth of Melbourne’s south-east

corridor had a significant impact on Cranbourne,

resulting in what we now know as Cranbourne the

suburb, a far cry from Cranbourne, the country town. In

recognition of this growth, Cranbourne was proclaimed

as a City in 1994 with former Shire President Mr Peter
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Bottomley becoming the City’s first Mayor. Over 300

people attended the official proclamation ceremony

conducted by the Governor of Victoria, Mr Richard

McGarvie, and local residents were also treated to

celebrations and a spectacular fireworks display at the

Cranbourne Racecourse that evening. 

However the move to become a City was short-lived, in

fact the City of Cranbourne was again to change,

becoming amalgamated with the former City of Berwick

to form what we know today as the City of Casey. These

amalgamations occurred not long after the formation

of the City of Cranbourne and many were left to

wonder about these changes. 

Many of Cranbourne’s pioneers played an active role in

shaping the community through their involvement in

the governance of the local area. Their families often

continued with this involvement with participation

often carried through fathers and sons, such as Robert

and William Campbell and William and Norman Brunt.

These early Cranbourne families had a passionate

interest in how their town changed and improved. The

early days of settlement survived in living memory and

the teams of men and later, women worked through

local government to see those early hopes for

Cranbourne realised. Their contribution is recognised in

the plaques, memorials, street names, reserves and in

the overall success of Cranbourne as a city. 
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The Cranbourne Shire Council, and its

predecessor, the Cranbourne Road Board

conducted all their meetings and official

business at the Cranbourne Hotel in High Street in the

1860s. However it soon became obvious that to cope with

the increasing growth of the township, something more

was needed in the way of municipal accommodation.

To this end, Councillors Edward John Tucker and Charles

Rossiter moved a motion at a Council meeting held on

11 February, 1871 that the Council build a Shire Hall that

would then be used for all official activities of the

Council. Early in 1873, an application was made to the

Public Works Department for plans to be drawn for a

building that would include Council offices, a Court

House and Post Office. However it took some 4 years to

raise enough funds to commence building, with

assistance from a Government grant of £1,000 and a

contribution of £749 from Council. 

On 6 March 1875, Councillor William Lyall laid the

foundation stone of the grand building on the corner of

Sladen Street and the South Gippsland Highway, placing

coins and documents in the cavity of the stone. Mr

William Smith was commissioned as the Builder, and

John Donnelly and his father carted bricks made of clay

dug from a hole near Narre Warren Road in the vicinity

of the railway crossing, although it is said that

construction was held up ‘because the bricks were not

dry’.4 A replica of the trowel used to lay the Foundation

Stone was presented to Council by the Lyall family in

1978 and can be found on display at the Narre Warren

Council Offices.

The building was finally completed in September 1875,

then in 1892 a Post Master’s residence was added.

Further extensions were undertaken to the Hall in 1913

adding a new Council Chamber, although a porch had

Cranbourne’s Shire Building – The Old Shire Offices

By Caroline Bell, City of Casey

Cranbourne shire offices



also previously been added to the Post Office in 1910.

An exterior clock (not the current one) was also

purchase by Council in 1891 for the princely sum of £25.

For many years the building served as Cranbourne’s

only Public Hall. One of the single largest functions

held at the Hall was the 1927 ‘Back To’ celebrations.

Over 1,000 attended this function but as you can

imagine, not all were able to crowd into the Hall for

this joyous get-together. 

In 1948, the Shire Hall was taken over as the Council

Chamber and for use as additional office space to meet

the growing needs of the Shire. At around the same

time, the two Norfolk pine trees that are still standing

to the side of the building were planted. 

The first stage of a long-term 3-stage plan commenced

in 1962 with the building of an Engineering Block at the

rear of the Shire Offices at a cost of $40,000. It was

envisaged that this would be the beginning of a modern

Civic Centre precinct, however these plans also

anticipated the demolition of the old building. As

Henry Kirwin, former employee with the Shire of

Cranbourne mentioned, ‘things were cramped and had

to change to keep up with times...’. 

Henry remembers that:

The old health office (located in an old wooden shed out

the front of the now Customer Service Centre) was in a

condemned state with a floor slope so bad that you had to

have brakes on your chair or you would roll out the door.

Another former employee, Tedd Finn also recalled the

state of the health office, saying that after each visit

you walked lop-sided.

The dream for a new Civic Centre was in fact realised on

26 November, 1976 when the Shire President Cr. Ernest

Marriott laid a foundation stone using the same silver

trowel used by William Lyall on 6 March 1875 when he

laid the Foundation Stone of the original Shire Offices.

This new Centre was officially opened on 22 April 1978

by the Governor of Victoria, Sir Henry Winneke, next

door to the existing Shire Hall after a total estimated

cost for construction being approximately $1.7 million,

much greater than the £1,750 required to build the

original building. 

The completion of the Civic Centre sparked the debate

over what to do with the Old Shire Office. The Shire

Council plan was to demolish the building however the

local community rallied behind Mr Wilf Facey and Mr

James Lineham in their efforts to preserve the old

building. The Council had felt justified in their plans to

demolish the building as it had been pronounced as

unworthy of Classification by the National Trust (at that

time the Trust only classified buildings of State

significance) and they intended to develop the site as a

public garden. However the local community, led by

Facey and Lineham, believed that the building ‘was not

just a shire hall but the district’s only major public hall

for a long time and therefore had a long involvement

with the history of the community and its social life’ . 

The Old Shire Office building is easily recognisable as

one of the town’s significant landmarks, located as it is

at the top of the town’s main commercial street. It is

one of the few remaining 19th century buildings in

Cranbourne and as such one of the few reminders of

the area’s past. 
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1860-63, 64-65 Dr. James Smith Adams

1863-64, 72-73 Alexander Patterson

1865-71, 76-80 James Lecky (Snr)

1871-72, 80-82 (June), 

82-83 Charles Rossiter

1873-74 George Bird

1874-75, 85-86, 89-90 George Poole 

1875-76, 83-84, 91-93 Alexander Cameron (Jnr)

1882 George Howard

1884-85 (May) Paul Fahey

1885, 88-89, 94-95, 

1900-01 James Lecky (Jnr)

1886-87 Walter Duff

1887-88 Frederick Poole

1890-91 John Alexander Gamble

1893-94, 1902-03 John Snipe

1895-96 Robert Gibbs

1896-97 David Craig

1897-98 (November) John Henry Smethurst

1898-99 Richard Grice

1899-1900 Prosper Henry Victor Le Roux

1901-02, 1907-08, 13-14 William Clement Greaves (Snr)

1903-04 William Charles McLennan

1904-05 William Herbert Gardiner

1905-07 David McCulloch

1908-09 Francis Brumby

1909-10, 16 Frank Callanan

1910-11, 20-21 Angus Cameron

1911-12, 21-22 William Brunt

1912-13 John Lloyd

1914-15 William Hardy
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1915-16 (June) Robert Herkes

1916-17 John Thomas O’Brien

1917-18 James Brisbane Wilson

1918-20 Donald MacGregor

1922-23 Edward Simpson Hill

1923-24 Frank Wildes

1924-25 Cyril Croskell

1925-27 David Stewart McCulloch

1927-28 George Randall Burhop

1928-29, 36-37, 

46-47, 54-55 William Clement Greaves (Jnr)

1929-30 Joseph Taylor

1930-31 George Bowden

1931-32, 41-42 Matthew Bennett

1932-33 Albert Stafford

1933-34 Stanley John Fairbairn

1934-35, 44-45 Harry Holloway Lloyd 

1935-36, 46, 

49-50, 57-58 Leslie James Cochrane

1937-40 Robert Campbell

1940-41 Robert Longmuir

1942-44 John Thwaites

1945 Frank Hodgson

1947-48 Harry Kirkham

1948-49, 56-57 Albert Edward Hillier Webb

1949 (October) William Taylor

1950-51 George Ridgway

1951-52 Frederick David Spottiswood

1952-53 Walter Leonard Mills

1953-54, 65-66 Percy Bazil Fechner

1955-56, 59-60, 72-73 George Flawith Knowles

1958-59, 66-68, 

75-76, 85-86 William Thwaites, OBE, JP

1960-61 Russell Ansden Smith

1961-62 Henry Evans

1962-63 William McLellan Greaves

1963-64 Norman Llewellyn Brunt

1964-65 William John Bosse

1968-69, 76-77 Ernest James Marriott

1969-70 John Gregory Dore

1970-71 Albert McDonald Bethune

1971-72 Keith Maxton Lawrence

1973-74 Gordon Bousfield Harris

1975-75, 84-85 Colin Maxwell Utber, JP
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1977-78 Dudley Edwin Brierly Callinan

1978-79 Kester Herbert Kitchin

1979-80 William Brunt Campbell

1980-81 Graham Wood

1981-82 Keith William Emmett

1982-83 William (Bill) Robert Parkin

1983-84, 87-88 Arthur Wren

1986-87 John Sawyer

1988-89 Judith Ann Elso

1989-90 Ronald White

1990-91 Ian Craig Greenaway

1991-92 Patrick Marshall

1992-93 Peter J. Giles
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Families

If you would like to add information about your family history in the Cranbourne region or add/correct details

contained in this paper, please contact the Local History Officer, Casey-Cardinia Library Corporation on 9704 7696.



any families have contributed to the growth

and character of Cranbourne since European

settlement in the 1850s. Some of these

families are still living in the district today and others

have moved away, but their mark remains in the

buildings that we still have, in the monuments that they

built in the cemetery, and in the street names and

recreation reserves around the township. 

The older families include the Lecky’s, Pattersons,

Camerons and Einsiedels. James Lecky and his son

served on the Council in its early days, along with

Alexander Cameron (Jnr). The Ridgways, Faceys and

Bregazzis remain in the area today. Well-known families

during the 1930s and 40s included the Rennies, Savages,

Camerons (Roy Cameron served as a Justice of the

Peace and ran a commercial sandpit), McKaskills (Colin

McKaskill dedicated many years to the Turf Club),

Taylors and Cowes. 

We have included a little information in this section to

provide an example of some of the Cranbourne

families. Many will not be included due to a lack of

information or unintentional neglect. If you have any

information that you would like to add, please contact

the Library, the Cranbourne Shire Historical Society or

the City of Casey and we will include it in the

information files and on the web site. Similarly, if there

are any incorrect details we would like to correct them.

This material has been assembled from some family

members, primary sources such as Church records and

referenced from ‘The Good Country’ (see bibliography).
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here were many women in the earlier history

of Cranbourne who supported their husbands

in their public roles while being responsible

for family life in the private sphere. In most cases these

women outlived their husbands and must have become

quite notable personalities as older women. 

Annie Duff, wife of the Reverend Alexander Duff, would

have been in a prominent position next to such a

community-minded man as Alexander. She would have

entertained and been entertained by wealthy families in

the district such as the Lecky’s at ‘Cranbourne House,’

the Camerons at ‘Mayfield’ and the Pattersons at ‘St.

Germains.’ One of her daughters married into the Lecky

family. It is possible that she was involved in organising

church fundraising events and other township activities.

We can speculate that she came to Cranbourne with

her brothers William and Edward, who settled in the

late 1850s. There she would have met her future

husband who had occupied a central role in the

township since his arrival in 1854. Annie lived in their

family home in Childers Street, which Duff built shortly
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after his arrival in the town. It was located in a block

nearer to Cameron Street. Like most women, she

experienced hardship and loss in her family. She

suffered the death of their son Edward Tucker in 1877 at

the age of only 7 months. She had already lost her

brothers, William in 1870 who was only 29, and Edward

in 1872 at the young age of 36. She was widowed in 1890

and lived on until 1905 when she was 74. She had been

the wife of one of the most prominent men in

Cranbourne, and indeed the region, and must have been

a great support to her husband who was renowned for

his hard work, travelling as far as Somerville, Gembrook

and Bass to conduct services. It is possible that she had

contributed some of the ideas for which the Reverend

Duff was so famous. She must have shared his

evangelical social reforming zeal and carried out her

own work for this cause in the township.

Similarly, Annabella Lyall (nee Brown) had been the wife

of another legendary district ‘pioneer’. William Lyall

was a partner in the Lyall Mickle Bakewell business that

occupied thousands of acres of land as far out as

Yallock in the Great Swamp. He had built a family home,

‘Harewood’ in the 1860s and introduced game for sport

to encourage a reputation for the district as a sporting

destination. Lyall served on the District Road Board, an

early form of local government in Cranbourne and laid

the foundation stone of the Cranbourne Shire Offices in

1875. Annabella would have had quite a job keeping up

with such a publicly active husband and was herself

often in the public eye. She frequently entertained

important guests, including the Governor of Victoria.

She lived on for another thirty years after the death of

her successful husband, and must have been quite a

matriarch in the family. Annabella was born in Glasgow

in 1827 and lived in Melbourne during the 1840s with her

young family. She suffered the loss of four children

after their move to Tooradin: Annabella in 1856 aged 2,

Theodore in 1861 aged 5 months, Mary Francis in 1869

aged 3 and Edith in 1873 aged 16.
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3.5

Individual Families

By Claire Turner, Casey Cardinia Library Corporation

Bregazzi Family

The Bregazzi family came to Australia in the 1850s. They

settled in Cranbourne in 1858 and members have

remained there ever since. Charles Lorenzo Bregazzi was

born in Derby, England in 1822. He arrived off Cape

Otway on the 1st November 1857 on a ship called the

‘Carrier Dove’ from Liverpool, England. He bought land in

Cranbourne in 1860, now known as ‘Junction Village’. He

was a landscape painter and died in Cranbourne in 1886.

Charles’ descendants have continued to live in

Cranbourne. At the present time, he has one grandchild,

four great grandchildren and six great great

grandchildren still living in Cranbourne. 

The family has been associated throughout the years with

the dairying industry. Charles’ son Thomas Henry Bregazzi

(1877-1975) was born in Cranbourne and he started a milk

round, which was carried on as a business for many years.

Thomas and his family were great supporters of everything in

the community, particularly the school, swimming pool and

war time functions. Thomas married Florence and had 6

children, Charles (Chas), Keith, Tom, Glady, Winnie, and Ron. 

Keith worked at the Melbourne Hunt Club quarters 

in Camerons Road/Narre Warren Cranbourne Road,

Cranbourne for 45 years. He began his work at the kennels

in the new Cranbourne headquarters during the

Depression. The hunt club had moved to Cranbourne

from Oakleigh in 1929. He was responsible for training and

breeding the hounds, exercising the horses and generally

became the backbone of the club. He and his wife Phyllis

(nee Ratford, married 1937) lived on the Hunt Club

property. Phyllis was famous for her beautiful

dressmaking. She made the Debut dresses and wedding

dresses for most of the local girls during the 1940s. Keith

is described by the many people who knew him as a noble

gentleman, a great friend and a great horseman. 



Brunt Family

William Brunt (1845-1927) came to Australia from

Northern Ireland in the 1850s with his cousin Ralph

Brunt. He was apparently met at the dock in Melbourne

by his future employer, who owned a large property in

Beaconsfield. He worked at that property, ‘Karlson Park’

as a general farm hand until the owner moved back to

England after the death of his son in a riding accident.

Ralph settled in Berwick and later in Officer, where

‘Brunt Road’ is named after his family. William was able

to purchase some of the furniture from his employer to

take into his marriage (the mahogany chairs are still in

the family). 

William married Mary Jane Espie (1858-1928), known as

Jane who was from one of Cranbourne’s original settler

families and they settled on the property ‘Spring Villa’,

which stretched between the South Gippsland Highway

and Narre Warren Cranbourne Road. The house was

behind where the Settlement Hotel is today. They had

four boys and three girls: Maggie, Laura and Eva, William

(Willy), Harold, Sydney (Syd) and Norman.

William’s granddaughter, Ruby Smith remembers that he

was very Irish. Ruby also recalls that ‘my grandfather

had a sprightly horse for his jinker and my grandmother

had a fat old slow-coach of a horse called Lou Lou’. 

‘Spring Villa’ was a timber house. There was red striped

wallpaper in the dining room and mahogany dining

chairs. The table was sold by Aunt Eva in the 1930s to be

replaced by a modern piece – Victorian era furniture

was very out of favour during that period and people

frequently threw it away. 

The sitting room was lavish, with gold striped wallpaper

and furniture that was covered in heavy green and gold

satin and velvet. Ruby can remember that her aunts

would go ‘up the town’ to buy supplies at Hudson’s

store. If they were in a rush, they would take the short

cut through the paddocks using the steps that straddled

the fences. By the 1960s, the property was being leased

(furnished) to a horse training family named Osborne.

The family home remained until quite recently.

‘Spring Villa’ was a farming property and William Brunt

expanded into quarrying by purchasing the property across

the highway. Local men worked there, shovelling the hand-

dug gravel into the carts that were pulled by horse to the

Cranbourne station. Much of this gravel was sold to the St.

Kilda Council for their paths during the 1920s. 

The Brunts were Presbyterian and were benefactors of

Scot’s Presbyterian church in Cranbourne. Jane told her

family that she could remember when the original

church was opened in 1860. 

William and Jane’s daughter Maggie (1881-1959) married

Robert Campbell and settled in North Clyde on a

property called ‘Oakwood’, a 722 acre farm on the

corner of Thompsons Road and Pound Road. Another

daughter, Laura, married Lawson Burdett Gustav Poole.

Eve remained single, caring for her parents.

William Brunt served the Shire of Cranbourne as one of

the founding members for many years. His cousin,

Ralph, had settled in the Pakenham area and was

involved in the neighbouring Berwick Shire Council. His

son Willy also served on the Council and was Shire

President from 1911-1912 and 1921-22.
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Sydney, after leaving school, operated the family gravel

pit, on the old Cranbourne tip site, until he sustained a

broken leg in an accident during blasting operations.

Later he farmed, in partnership with Robert Campbell at

Clyde, where he first commenced business in grain and

produce, selling stock feed from rail trucks to farmers

to cart home in horse drawn milk carts. In 1928 he

transferred his business to Cranbourne, its present site,

and it still continues in his name.

Harold enlisted for active service in World War II, and

was sent to France, and spent all his leave at the old

family home in County Tyrone. He was reputed to be

the first Australian soldier to land on Irish territory.

After the war, he returned and operated the gravel pit,

carting the gravel to Cranbourne Railway Station with

horses and drays. Later he continued farming at ‘Spring

Villa’ until his death in 1955.

Norman, after leaving local school, spent two years at

Scotch College, Melbourne, intending to become a

teacher; but returned to the family farm, and after his

marriage to Agnes Greaves, another pioneering family,

purchased a farm at the west end of Camms Road,

which is now a housing development. He served as a

Councillor for eight years from 1956-1964 being

President in 1963-1964. After a long life involved in

community services Norman lived in the township of

Cranbourne in semi-retirement and died in 1978.

3.7

Cam Family

Robert Cam was born in 1811 and came to Victoria in 1849.

He is thought to have come to Cranbourne in 1884. The

Cam family owned the land near the Brunt family property

‘Spring Villa’ and Camms Road is named after them. 

It is believed that J & P Camm Reserve in Duff Street 

is also named after the Cam family.



Cameron Family

Memoirs by Beryl Harrison (nee Cameron)

Roy Cameron was born at Doncaster in 1894 and lived in

Box Hill as a youth. Margaret Barry was born at

Homebush, Victoria in 1895. Roy joined the Australian

Infantry Forces in 1915 and was posted to the 13th Light

Horse Regiment. He was trained as a machine gunner

and went to Gallipolli to fight in June 1915. He was one

of the last Australians to leave the beaches in

December 1915. He then went on to fight in Egypt and

France and received a commendation for his actions.

During this time he was affected by mustard gas which

ultimately led to his death.

A feature of social life in Cranbourne at that time was

Roy and Margaret’s dances held in the large packing

shed to raise much needed funds for the Red Cross. The

dances were held by gaslight and featured Mr and Mrs

Gunne Cowe and Mr Arthur Milne who provided the

music. They also held other activities such as table

tennis nights. Beryl and Phyllis remember the

excitement of watching the trail of headlights coming

up the long curving drive, the couples in their dance

finery and the large dining table covered in cream

sponges, jelly cakes etc., many of which were made by

their mother.

Whilst living at the orchard the three children walked

the three and a half miles to school and back until they

were old enough to ride their bikes.

Various travellers called at the orchard, among them

was the grocer in his horse and cart always with a bag

of broken biscuits for the children. The iceman came

with blocks of ice for the ice chest, the Raleigh’s man

with ointments etc. and often travelling men with

suitcases filled with pots, pans, dress materials, cottons,

and scissors. To the children these cases were like

Aladdin’s caves filled with all sorts of treasures.

Electricity and water were not available to the orchard

so gas lamps were used and the water came from tanks.

In dry times water had to be delivered to the orchard 

by cart.
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Roy Cameron, 13th Lighthorse Regiment, France, 1916 

Upon his return home he married Margaret and in 1925

they moved to Homebush Orchard in Thompsons Road,

Cranbourne where they grew apples and other fruit for

export to the United Kingdom. Their children Phyllis, Beryl

and Trevor were all born whilst they were at the orchard.



The family lived at the orchard until 1939 and then

moved up to Bakewell Street in the town. This year

bought the terrible bushfires in Victoria, and World War

2. Roy became a Lieutenant in the Volunteer Defence

Corps and his duties involved presenting a parting gift

to each serviceman from the town. He also had the sad

duty of personally delivering the news to families of

dead, injured and missing soldiers. Margaret worked

hard for the Red Cross, and Beryl and Phyllis knitted

socks and scarves for the troops.

Roy planted peaches and nectarines on a block of land

in Clyde Road, which provided the town with lovely

fruit, and it became known as ‘the garden’. He then

bought a sandpit at the back of the cemetery where he

worked until his death in 1956.

During his life in Cranbourne Roy was very active in

many aspects of town life. He was a Justice of the

Peace, Master of the Masonic Lodge, President of the

Returned Servicemen’s League and was in great demand

by the youth of Cranbourne to be Master of

Ceremonies for engagement parties, kitchen teas and

21st Birthday celebrations. One of his duties was to lead

the Anzac Day ceremonies at the Cenotaph in front of

the old Shire Hall. He was also a leading figure in

forming the Cranbourne Golf Club and along with

others created a golf course in the centre of the

racecourse. He took a keen and active interest in the

Cranbourne Centenary celebrations.

Margaret was quiet, a behind the scenes worker who

was a member of the Red Cross, Country Women’s

Association and Presbyterian Guild for over 40 years.

She was an artist, well known for her floral

arrangements and was a judge at the Red Hill Flower

Shows. She died in 1990 in her 95th year.

Phyllis, Beryl and Trevor were also actively involved in

Cranbourne’s social life. They were members of the

Tennis Club, Red Cross, Country Women’s Association

Younger Set, Presbyterian Fellowship Association and

the local Country Fire Authority. With other young

people in the town they arranged dances, balls and

concerts to benefit local fundraising activities. Beryl

was a member of the committee formed to build the

Public Hall in High Street.
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Campbell

John and Rebecca Campbell (nee McCrawley) emigrated

from Ireland in the late 1860s/early 1870s. They first

settled on a property at Maribyrnong before settling on

land in Kernot. The country was densely covered and

their eldest son helped John to clear the land. 

Their younger son Robert (1876-1953) somehow

managed to meet a girl from Cranbourne, while living in

Kernot and married her right in the heart of Melbourne,

at the Victoria Coffee Palace. His wife’s father, William

Brunt, paid for all the guests to stay overnight at the

Victoria Hotel. Robert and Maggie first lived on one of

William Brunt’s properties, outside Tooradin, while they

established a house and farm at Clyde North. This Clyde

property, ‘Oakwood’ was a triangle shape and was 722

acres encompassed by Thompson’s Road and Pound

Road. The timber house had been moved from Brunt’s

Tooradin property in about 1920. It was divided into

sections and put on the train. Robert carted the

structure in sections from the Clyde Station using

horses and a dray along the five miles to his farm.

Robert and Maggie had four children, Ruby (married to

Doug Smith, Cranbourne), Marjorie, Grace, William

(married Phyllis Bowman) and John. John moved to

Queensland whilst the other children remained in the

district. William Campbell continued on the family farm

with his wife Phyllis (her grandfather was Harold Keys

and the suburb Keysborough was named after her

mother’s family. The Bowman family connection is to

the Bowman Hotel along the Gippsland Road during the

1860s). Robert and his son William served as Councillors

on the Shire of Cranbourne for many years. Robert

served for 25 years and was Shire President from 1937-

1940, and William (Bill) served for 28 years. This was in

the days when Councillors were unpaid. 
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Close Family

The Close family owned the land where the Amstel Golf

Course is today along Cranbourne  Frankston Road. Their

house was called ‘Willowdale’. James Close was the

elder in the family and he died in 1908.

Cockerill Family

William Cockerill was born in Leicestershire, England. He

married Miss Glover in 1851 and came to Victoria in 1859

on the ship ‘Erroll’. The Cockerill family home was located

at 17 Stawell Street in Cranbourne and remains today. They

were a Church of England family. Their sons were builders

and worked on many of the houses in the area. 

Francis, the son of Charles and Mary Cockerill, was a

Private in the 5th Australian Pioneers and was killed in

action on the 13th of August 1916. The family were

originally from Tasmania.

Cockerill Family



Donnelly Family

Compiled using the memoirs of Mr Eddie Donnelly.

John Donnelly was born in Ireland. He came to Victoria

in 1854 on the sailing ship ‘Stanboal’. Six months later he

landed in Melbourne and hunted around for work,

finally settling for a job on a dairy farm at Lyndhurst. In

1857 John had saved sufficient to buy 27 acres from a Mr

Glass who selected a lot of land in the district. He

proceeded to build his own residence by putting in red

gum posts, mailing ti-tree saplings to the sides. The

gaps he filled with a mixture of lime and loam and the

inside plastered over. Wattles were used for rafters and

fence palings formed the roof. In the kitchen was a big

open fireplace with a crane. The latter was used to

move the camp oven and kettle when necessary. The

floor, common in those days, was a dirt one.

Eventually he married Miss Ann O’Neill (?) and reared a

family of five sons and four daughters. His daily routine

consisted of milking cows and growing potatoes. This

was interspersed with periods of work for the

Cranbourne Shire. His horse and dray were in frequent

use on shire road works, construction and maintenance.

As business prospered he was able to acquire more

land. In 1869 he bought 55 acres of land nearby for £6.30

an acre. This increased the milk output and cream was

now made into butter and sold to butter hawkers.

An elder son, born in 1859 followed John in such things

as road making, wood cutting etc. In 1875 the two were

carting bricks for the new Shire hall which was built that

year. When he was about thirty years old he ventured

out on his own, leasing a property on the Frankston

Road and bought and sold cattle. Five or six years later

he paid a deposit on the property and quickly paid it

off. In 1895, he married and like John before him raised

five sons and four daughters. Further land purchases

were made during this period.

John joined the cemetery trust in 1895. Due to

advancing years he resigned in 1911, his place being taken

by one of his sons and subsequently his grandson.

Between family members a total of eighty years was

dedicated to the work of the Cemetery Trust.

In the sporting world four brothers played football for

Cranbourne at the one time. John’s grandson, Henry was

captain when Cranbourne won the first premiership in

1926. His father was made a life member of the

Cranbourne Racing Club and Henry’s brothers were on

the committee for a number of years. Cycling was one

of the chief interests of Henry’s brother Eddy who as a

young man took part in such races as the Melbourne to

Warrnambool, Bendigo to Ballarat, Dandenong to

Tooradin. As a result of a substantial donation to the

Dandenong District Hospital Eddy was made a life

governor of this hospital in 1946. 

Donnelly Reserve is located in Lesdon Avenue and is

named after this long serving family.
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Duff Family

The Reverend Alexander Duff (1824-1890) came to

Cranbourne in 1854, before which he taught at

Campbellfield. He had an MA from Glasgow University

and was an evangelical man with an interest in applying

the gospel to all facets of everyday life. He was absorbed

by agricultural developments and had his own farming

properties. He was known for his ploughing matches and

having his own team of bullocks. Skilled crafts were

another area of interest, especially that of the blacksmith.

He was a hard working minister, who travelled great

distances and worked long hours to conduct services in

places like Somerville, Bass and Gembrook. 

The town allotment maps tell us that Reverend Duff

purchased many blocks of land in the original carve up of

the earlier runs. He had around 10 lots near the railway

line, where Duff Street is today. He also had land in Clyde.

Duff was part of a close network of original European

settlers in the Cranbourne district. His close family circle

included the Pattersons, Leckys and the Camerons. They

were all Presbyterian families who strove to develop

Cranbourne as a successful, evangelical community. They

worked together to establish the first school in 1855. Duff

campaigned heavily with the Denominational Board to

start the school and was successful. In 1860, they had

pooled enough funds to build their first church, Scot’s

Presbyterian. 

The Rev. Duff married Annie Tucker, who came to

Cranbourne in the late 1850s with her brothers Edward

and William. Her brother Edward was born in America

and it is possible that they had come to Cranbourne

directly from there. Their children were Walter (1855),

William (1859), Alexander (1869), Edward John (died in

infancy), Annie (1857), Maggie (1864), Dora (1861) and

Minnie (Mary Clarissa 1865). Edward John, who was

named after Annie’s brother, died in 1877 at the age of 7

months. Their eldest daughter married a Church of

England minister called Gason, another daughter

Maggie married James Lecky (Jnr) and another married

Robert Gibb. Walter Duff became Shire President in

1886-1887. 

The Reverend Duff’s brother Robert also settled in

Cranbourne and started the Cranbourne Hotel, to rival

the Mornington Hotel. Robert and his wife Margaret

ran the hotel together. Robert died in 1860 at the age of

31 and Margaret re-married Edward John Tucker (Annie’s

brother), who also died at a young age in 1872 when he

was 36. There is also a family grave for a John Duff who

may have been Alexander and Robert’s father. He died in

1869 age 78.
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Einsiedel Family

The Einsiedel family came to Victoria in 1849. Pauline

and her four children had emigrated from Prussia and

came on the ship ‘The Godeffroy’. The passenger list

suggests that Pauline’s husband and a couple of other

children had died in a cholera epidemic directly before

leaving for Australia. Pauline’s surviving children were

Gustav aged 13, Paul aged 11, Frederick Louis aged 7 and

Bertha aged 2. It is Gustav that settled in Cranbourne

and married Mary Ann Doile who was from Avoca,

Ireland. They had ten children (not listed in order):

James who died in infancy, Arthur who settled in

Melbourne, Cassey who married into the Tindall family,

Mary Frances who married William Burdett Poole, Carl

Gustav who married Mary Hartness, Richard who

married Florence Hall, Julia Suzanne Cora who married

Roger Billington, Fred William who married Teresa

Jones, Charles Percival who died quite young, and James

Charles Percival who was known as ‘Paddy’ and settled

in Yannathan and married firstly Grace Smethurst and

possibly a second time to Anita Hill. Julia Suzanne Cora

was known as ‘Cora’ and her daughter was called Cora

Violet but is known as ‘Violet’. Violet married William

Arthur Tempest. 

Mary Ann ran the Cranbourne Hotel in the late 1880s

and 1890s. Mary was taken to Court in 1888 and fined

for allowing illegal gambling on her premises. The

hearing was held in the Old Shire Offices and was

presided over by Alexander Patterson. It must have been

awkward for her as a well-known identity, to be publicly

fined and reported in the local paper. She died in 1906

age 69 and must have been a very strong woman,

running a successful business. There is a possibility that

Gustav and Mary Ann were living separate lives later in

their marriage. Their family home was on the corner of

the South Gippsland Highway and Brunt Street and this

location was known as ‘Einsiedel’s corner’. This site is

now that of the southern end of Ray Perry Park.

Mary’s daughter Cora went to the old Cranbourne

Primary School. Her grand daughter Sylvia has married

into the Tanti family. Well-known local identity Lawson

Burdett Gustav Poole was also related to the Einsiedel

family. His mother was Mary Frances Einsiedel and his

father was William Burdett Poole.
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Facey Family

Compiled by Graham Facey for students at Cranbourne

High School when ‘Facey’ House was named.

In 1848 Anthony Northey Facey was born in England. His

father James was the local blacksmith in the town of

Peeralston, Devonshire. When Anthony was 12 years of

age he sailed to Australia with his father and his Uncle

Arthur. They arrived in Melbourne in 1859, and like many

others headed for the Ballarat goldfields. At the

diggings Anthony worked a mine with his uncle – this

would have been very hard work for a boy of 12, using a

pick and shovel all day. Anthony’s father set up as a

blacksmith, sharpening the picks and tools for the other

prospectors. Those prospectors who struck gold were

expected to pay cash for having their tools repaired, the

alternative was to pay double if and when you did have

some luck. Their efforts on the goldfield must have

been worth while because they returned to England and

made plans to bring all the family to live in Australia.

In 1862 the family with furniture, trees, plants and seed

sailed for Australia. When they arrived in Melbourne,

Anthony’s father James and Uncle Arthur went to a land

sale and purchased a 160 acre block in Cranbourne, this

block was in Thompsons Road, where Wagstaff

Abattoirs is today. When they arrived at Cranbourne

they were very disappointed in their block, so they

purchased the adjoining 160 acre block ‘[Springmount’[

from Mr C.B. Peed. This block had much better soil and

also a house. This is the property on the south east

corner of Thompsons and Narre Warren Roads, where

Cranbourne Pony Club now have their rallies.

When they left Melbourne to come to Cranbourne,

they loaded all their furniture and belongings on a

wagon and drove along the road (or track as we would

call it today). It must have seemed an empty and dry

country to these people, as most of the road was

through thick bush or scrub, with an occasional little

town with few buildings – Dandenong was one of

these. The town of Cranbourne had a store, hotel,

blacksmith, church, school and a few houses and was

considered to have a great future.

In January 1863 the family moved into ‘[Springmount’[.

The house was typical of the era – a frame of bush poles,

then mud was packed between sticks which were nailed

to the poles (this was called Wattle and Daub) then slabs

of timber were laid like tiles to form the shingle roof.

Anthony’s mother found the Australian conditions very

different from England. No neighbours, boggy unmade

roads in the winter and in the summer very hot days,

always a shortage of water and the risk of bush fires.

Anthony’s sister Elizabeth was now aged 13 – his

brothers James aged 8, and Arthur a small baby. Anthony

aged 15 worked with his father and uncle – they planted

the fruit trees and berry bushes they had brought from

England – set up a forge to make the tools and

implements necessary to farm this new land. They also

bought cows to milk and horses to ride and work.

By the time Anthony was 18 he was tall, broad shoulders

and had a full beard and moustache. The farm was now

producing more then they could sell locally, so one of

Anthony’s jobs was to cart the fruit and butter to

Melbourne in a horse drawn wagon. This led to Anthony

becoming a storekeeper at St Kilda. While living at his

store he married Mary Norquay, the daughter of

Alexander Norquay of Lyndhurst. Anthony, his wife

Mary and children Elizabeth and James, returned to

Cranbourne in 1872 when their store was burnt out.

While Anthony had been at St Kilda his father James

and Uncle Arthur had been farming ‘[Springmount’[, and

also leased the 10,000 acre Tobin Vallock run at Lang

Lang. This partnership continued until 1877, when they

held a three day clearing sale of cattle and horses –
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total proceeds were about £5,000 (a lot of money in

those days). Arthur then went to live on a property they

had purchased at Lang Lang. James continued to farm

‘Springmount’.

In 1876 Anthony now aged 29 and the father of six

children became a Cranbourne Shire Councillor. He and

his father lived opposite ‘[Springmount’[ on the 160 acre

property ‘[Pine Grove’[ (the north west corner of

Thompsons and Narre Warren Roads) which they had

purchased for £600. Anthony cleared the property,

planted an orchard, milked cows and made butter and

cheese which was sent to Melbourne to be sold.

In 1884 the Cranbourne Shire Council was in serious

financial trouble – owing thousands of dollars – they

couldn’t even afford staff. Anthony offered to be Shire

Secretary without pay until hopefully things improved.

With six months of careful budgeting the Shire was

then in a position to employ a Shire Secretary again.

Anthony then continued as the Shire Secretary – a

position held for nearly 30 years. For part of this period

he was also the Shire Engineer.

He was a well known and popular person as he travelled

to work and around the Shire in his buggy and pair of

grey ponies. During this time Anthony purchased the

property ‘The Park’, 160 acres for £450 on the north east

corner of Thompsons and Narre Warren Roads.

Anthony’s brother, James Thomas Facey had now

married and lived at ‘Springmount’. He had eight

children, the eldest being Frank Facey who later became

the Real Estate Agent in Dandenong. In 1888 a new brick

house was built at ‘Springmount’, six rooms for a total

cost of about £500.

Anthony’s eldest son James or Jim as he was known

locally, worked at ‘Pine Grove’ milking the cow and

working the orchard. In 1895 Jim Facey married Maria

Poole, a daughter of George Poole – they selected a

block at Heath Hill near Lang Lang. A few years later,

unable to make a living they returned to Cranbourne to

live on a 170 acre block they owned where Facey’s

Nursery is now. Jim Facey then became a road

contractor – they used horses and drays to cart stone

and filling to the roads they were making. They also

used horse drawn scoops and graders to form the roads

and drains. Jim Facey camped with his men and horses

wherever the work took them, then on a Saturday night

he would ride his bike home and spend Sunday with his

family. He would cut enough firewood to last until next

weekend. On Monday morning he would ride the bike

back to Lang Lang or Koo-Wee-Rup or wherever they

were working.

In 1912 Jim Facey and his family moved into

‘Springmount’. His Grandfather James had bought the

two storey house ‘Merlin’, in Dandenong and lived

there. At ‘Springmount’ Jim Facey and his family milked

about 40 cows in the big 28 bail cow shed. Farm

machinery now made it possible for them to clear much

more land and harvest crops of oats and maize.

In 1913, 50 years after settling in Australia, the Facey

family owned about 800 acres of land in Cranbourne.

James, now 91 years old, died at his home in Dandenong.

In 1915, 2 years later, Anthony also died aged 68.

Anthony and his father James, had seen Cranbourne

grow from very little to a thriving country town. Jim

Facey now owned ‘Springmount’ which he farmed until

he died in 1948 aged 77. His wife Maria had died when

the children were young and his daughter Myra cared

for her four brothers. 
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Hook

Isaac Hook was born in Gloucestershire, England in 1815.

He came to Victoria in 1849 to the Bendigo goldfields

where he spent 2 years. He came to Clyde in 1859 and

purchased 160 acres and married Miss Durham of

Scotland in 1865.

Hudson

James George Hudson was born in Westminster England.

He came to Victoria in 1852 on the ship ‘Marlborough’.

He was a storekeeper in Prahran in 1855 and started a

general store in Cranbourne in 1869, which continued for

many years. 
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Lecky Family

The Lecky family were amongst the earliest European

settlers in the Cranbourne district. James Lecky came to

Melbourne from Ireland in 1841. In 1846 he purchased

the Gin Gin Bean run on the Cardinia Creek where he

built ‘Cranbourne House’. James was very involved in

the development of Cranbourne, particularly the

establishment of the first school and the Presbyterian

church. He served on the District Road Board and the

Cranbourne Shire from 1860  - 81 and was District Road

Board Chairman and Shire President between 1865 and

1871 and again between 1876 and 1880. 

His son James (Jnr) also served on the Council between

1876 and 1905 and was Shire President in 1885, 1888-89,

1894-95 and 1900-1. James (Jnr) and his wife Maggie (nee

Duff, daughter of the Rev. Duff) had suffered the sad

loss of both their sons in the First World War. Mervyn

and James were killed tragically at the end of the War. 

James and William (known as Mervyn) probably enlisted

together at Cranbourne and must have caused their

parents anguish by both enlisting, as they were the only

sons. James, a renowned horseman, was a driver in the

8th Brigade Field Artillery and died in France on the 14th

of November 1918, sadly just days after the armistice

was signed. Mervyn was a gunner in the 4th Brigade

Australian Field Artillery and was killed only two

months before his brother on the 1st of September 1918.

Their parents were so devastated by the loss of their

sons that they sold the farm in Officer, unable to

manage it on their own and moved away.

News of the Lecky family was recorded in the South

Bourke and Mornington Journal on July 17th 1919. It was

written that:

Mr and Mrs. J. Lecky, of Cardinia Park, Officer, have

been notified that their son, Gunner Mervyn, of 12th

Battery, who was killed in action in September last,

has been awarded the Military Medal for gallantry

and devotion to duty.



Lineham Family

James Lineham (1824-1901) established this pioneering

family in the district. Lineham road is named after 

the family. 
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Patterson Family

Alexander Patterson was born in Blawerie, Berwickshire,

Scotland on the 24th January in 1813 and died on the 29th

December in 1896. He came to Adelaide in 1839 and

worked on many large cattle stations before purchasing

the ‘St. Germains’ station in 1848. He married in 1852.

Patterson played a leading role in agricultural

development in the district and indeed in Victoria and

was a founding member of the Mornington Farmers

Association. He was chairman of the Cranbourne

District Road Board in 1863-4 and served on the

Cranbourne Shire between 1860 and 1877, 1872-3 as

President. Alexander was an elder and trustee of Scot’s

Presbyterian church. 
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Council and on recognition, was asked to lay the

foundation stone for the Shire Offices on 6 March 1875.

(A replica of the trowel used to lay the foundation

stone was presented to the Lyall family, who in turn

presented the trowel to the Shire of Cranbourne for its

historical collection in 1978 as a gesture of goodwill. It

is now located at the City of Casey Offices in Narre

Warren.) William’s good friend, the Reverend Alexander

Duff conducted his funeral service in January 1886.

William married Annabella Brown who was born in

Glasgow in 1827. She outlived him by 30 years and died

in 1916. They had many children but lost four in

childhood. Annabella in 1856 aged 2, Theodore in 1861

aged 5 months, Mary Francis in 1869 aged 3 and Edith in

1873 aged 16. The Lyall family enjoyed social prestige,

entertaining visitors from Melbourne including

Governor Sir George Bowden, Lord and Lady Hopetoun

and Premier Hon. J.G. Francis. The Lyall family continued

to live at ‘Harewood’ until the 1960s

Lyall Family

Their monument in the Cranbourne Cemetery says it all

– they were a very wealthy and successful early family

in the district. 

William Lyall (1821-1886) was a member of the Lyall-

Mickle-Bakewell partnership that owned thousands of

acres of land in the district. He immigrated to Tasmania

from Scotland in 1835, lived in Melbourne in the 1840s

and settled in Tooradin in the 1850s. He built the home

‘Harewood’ on the South Gippsland Highway in 1865. It

was built by George Binding & Son and most of the

materials were shipped in by sea. The family had

previously been living at ‘Frogmore’. Lyall was interested

in natural history, and was an original trustee of the

Melbourne Zoo in 1861. He introduced hares, deer,

pheasants and partridges to the area for sport. He also

had a vested interest in experimenting with methods

for draining the Great Swamp that covered two of his

large property runs in Yallock. He represented

Mornington in Parliament from 1859 – 1861, and served

the community both on the District Road Board and



Poole Family

The Poole Family originally came from Yorkshire

England. Mr and Mrs Frederick Poole settled in

Cranbourne with their son William Burdett who was 20

years of age (Lawson’s father). Their property “The

Parks” was situated on the South Gippsland Highway

adjoining the present Cranbourne Golf Club.

William Burdett married Mary Frances Einsedel whose

family were licensees of the Cranbourne Hotel. They

had three children: Lawson, Violet and Myrtle. At first

they settled on a property of 240 acres that Mr Poole

selected at Loch, name “Loch Park”. They then moved to

Cranbourne where Mr Gus Einsedel built the family

home of “Rangebank” at the corner of Thompson Road

and South Gippsland Highway. The family attended

Cranbourne Primary Schools PS 2068 and were

conveyed to school in a phantom which was a four

wheeled horse drawn vehicle, and they considered it

quite a feat to walk home. Lawson completed his

education at Swinburne Technical School.

Contrary to his father’s wishes he was not interested in

farming but displayed a keen appreciation of all things

mechanical and electrical. He commenced working for

Mr A.C. Colvin, a garage proprietor at Koo-Wee-Rup,

who also engaged in building Shackcloth cycles.

About this time, Lawson’s father, who had

a 30 year association with Cranbourne

Turf Club, resigned and Lawson became a

Committee member, a position he held

for 63 years, being President since 1959.

At the age of 21 years, Lawson had the

option of farming the 240 acres at Loch

or building a garage at Cranbourne. He

accepted the challenge and established

the first motor garage in Cranbourne with a limited

capital of £14 ($28), a bicycle, and financial assistance

from his father. The garage was situated on the corner

facing the Post Office (on the corner of Sladen & High

Streets). Mr Les Butcher was employed for 18 years.

Whilst in the garage, Lawson built 1821 Poole Street

Bicycles as well as conducting the motor business. He

had a reputation for being first in Cranbourne, namely:-

1 He brought the first motor car to Cranbourne in

1919, a 1918 Model Buick.

2 Installed the first telephone line 1920.

3 Sold the first car, a Dodge Tourer to Mr Alex Duff 

of Cardinia.

4 Installed first talking picture plant in 1929.

Lawson was a Justice of the Peace for over 40 years,

Chairman of the Court of Petty Sessions in Cranbourne

for 8 years during that period, and Treasurer of the

Cranbourne Masonic Lodge for 40 years. A keen

photographer, his work was frequently exhibited by

Herbert Smalls in Collins Street, Melbourne.

Mr & Mrs Poole had no children, but nevertheless were

concerned with the welfare of others in the community and

donated generously to many hospitals, schools and Guides. 
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Ridgway

Anthony Ridgway (1822-1890) emigrated from

Buckinghamshire in England and settled in Melbourne 

in 1849. He farmed at Moonee Ponds and then spent two

years at Ballarat before coming to Clyde in the early 1850s.

He married Miss Sophia Cadd in 1843. They lost an infant

son Thomas in 1854. The Ridgways remain in the area today.

Anthony’s daughter Jane was married to John George Wenn

(1841-?) in 1866. Wenn was born in Norfolk, England and

came to Australia on the ‘Royal Dan’ in 1863. He worked as a

labourer in Cranbourne and bought a property at Cardinia.

Another daughter married into the Lineham family. 

Sparks

Frederick Sparks was born in Bath, England in 1825. He

came to Victoria in 1841 on the ‘Duchess of Numberland’.

He first went to Gippsland and then came to

Melbourne, where he worked as a stonemason at the

Melbourne Gaol. In 1852 he went to the Bendigo

goldfields to try his luck. He next came to the

Cranbourne district and purchased 110 acres from large

landowner Hugh Glass and married Miss Kellett in 1852.

He died in 1917 aged 92.

Presumed connections:

A child Frederick Sparks died in 1864 aged 4

Robert Sparks died in 1937 age 81 and was probably

Frederick’s son

Mary Sparks died in 1911 age 81 and was probably

Frederick’s wife
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5.1

Education



n the period of early European settlement in

Victoria, there was no cohesive management of

education. The Colonies placed the

responsibility for education with the Church and it was

not until the 1870s that State education became a co-

ordinated department. During these early years, children

had lessons at home or gathered for group lessons at the

local Church or at a larger home.

5.2

The History of Cranbourne Primary School

By Claire Turner, Casey Cardinia Library Corporation

When the township of Cranbourne was first being

settled by Europeans in the 1850s, the establishment of

a school was an immediate priority. Since its inception

in 1856, the Cranbourne School has existed on three

different sites and today it is one of nine primary

schools in Cranbourne. It has been located on Bakewell

Street since 1969. 



As early as 1835, Sir Richard Bourke had recommended

that plans be made in the new Port Phillip settlement

for a school of mixed religions, based on the model of

contemporary Ireland.1 This recommendation was later

adopted by Governor Fitzroy in 1848 when he launched

his Education Act, signalling the beginning of the long

journey towards a co-ordinated approach to

education.2 Fitzroy appointed a Denominational Board

to support the Church schools that had sprung

independently since 1838. In a confusing move, he also

established a National Board of Education to organise

the development of secular schools. 

By the 1850s, the two bodies were unable to agree on

the future development of education. The

Denominational Board issued a report in 1852 that

highlighted the need for a single organisation and

concluded that: ‘...there should be but one system of

State support for the Schools in this colony…’.3 By 1862,

the Church system had emerged as the more successful

of the two, with a higher attendance rate and more

schools in operation.4

The Church maintained a strong involvement in the

early development of education in rural Australia.

Religion played an important role in young pioneering

communities as a traditional and familiar social

framework that people could look to for stability. The

responsibility of providing an education to the

colonies’ youth also rested with the local Church

community. There would often be select members of

the congregation who were prepared to give local

children both secular and religious instruction. In

Cranbourne, this is recorded as having been a young

gentleman called Frederick Parker, who held a small

school and Sunday school at his home and also

conducted some of the early Anglican services during

the 1850s and 60s.5

The first church to be built in Cranbourne was the

Presbyterian church in Sladen Street. A majority of 

the early settlers in Cranbourne and indeed in this

region, belonged to the Presbyterian faith. The

Presbyterian Church was a leader in the establishment

of schools in Victoria. Their first school was erected in

Collins Street in 1838, just three years after the

settlement that was to become Melbourne was

populated.6 The Reverend Alexander Duff is recorded as

having been instrumental in both the establishment of

the Church and of the first Cranbourne school. 

The Cranbourne Primary School has a long history. A

school is always at the heart of a community, being

experienced by all at some time, whether as students,

teachers or as parents. The Cranbourne school grew

with the town and by the 1970s the town had developed

to more closely resemble a suburb. In contrast to the

modest building erected in the 1850s, there are now nine

primary schools to service the explosion in population.

Many residents still remember their days at Cranbourne

Primary School: their teachers, lessons and friends. Their

memories of the school that stood on the South

Gippsland Highway for nearly one hundred years remain,

but sadly the old building is gone.
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uff made an application to the Denominational

Board for the establishment of a school on 24th

December 1855. He wrote: ‘As the necessity for

the establishment of a school at Cranbourne is very urgent

(no school being nearer than Dandenong which is ten miles

distant) I trust the Board will take this application into

their early consideration’.7 It is interesting and perhaps an

example of his trademark tenacity that Duff wrote his

letter on Christmas Eve, possibly in an attempt to find the

Denominational Board in a festive mood. It was extremely

difficult to receive funding for schools during this time,

due to the rapid expansion of rural populations created by

the Gold Rush. It is a significant demonstration of the

persuasive clout wielded by Duff and his wealthy

Presbyterian counterparts, that the application was

successful and the Crown Grant of land provided. It is even

more startling that just five years later, they again received

funding from the fragile Denominational Board, to extend

the school to accommodate students as boarders.

The residents, presumably those belonging to the

Presbyterian church and possibly also others in the town,

built the school and it was opened just five months after

the application was made, in May, 1856.8 Trustees included

A. Cameron, A. Patterson and J. Lecky, who collectively

formed Cranbourne’s land-owning power base. This first

school was situated on Sladen Street, where the

Presbyterian church would later be built. The first head

teacher was Mr. James Henry, who was followed by Mr.

Walker in 1858. Archibald Thomson occupied the position

next and remained until 1889. Thomson was a public-

spirited man, who was also heavily involved with the

Temperance Hall in Cranbourne.9 The Temperance Hall

was used by the school for concerts and other public

events. This relationship is an example of the evangelical

zeal that underpinned early community life in the

Cranbourne township. 

Denominational Schools became Common Schools when

the Common Schools Act was passed in 1862 and were

managed by a single Board of Education.10 Prior to this,

there had also been a small Catholic school in Cranbourne,

but it was no longer possible to have both the Catholic

and Presbyterian schools in the one township functioning

as Common Schools. Cranbourne Presbyterian School

became Cranbourne Common School No. 144 in 1862.

There were changes yet again when the Education Act was

adopted in 1872, making attendance at school compulsory

and requiring all schools to be called State Schools.
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Cranbourne’s First School - Sladen Street

By Claire Turner, Casey Cardinia Library Corporation



y 1876, enrolments at Cranbourne Common

School had climbed to over 100 children. The

average attendance was around seventy. As the

township of Cranbourne grew, the demand for a larger

school became increasingly urgent. However, since 1873,

much debate had surrounded the decision to choose

the new site. There was a petition from one side of the

community, including A and J Facey, A. Ridgway and W.

Manks, supporting the site next to the police station:

The site we propose is high and dry with only the road

separating it from the Racecourse Reserve where the

children would find ample room for recreation and be

out of the way of the busiest part of the township.11

Interestingly, it was Duff and his friends, Patterson and

Cameron who rejected the suggested new site, quite

possibly because it would mean moving away from the

Church and closer to the ‘less than holy’ Racecourse.

Their petition stated that: 

The proposed new site is a sand bank covered with

heath and scrub and in the summer abounds with snakes.

The site is in immediate proximity to a public racecourse

and regard for the children’s safety would require the

school to be closed whenever races are held.12

It appears that the children’s moral safety was the real

concern at the heart of their futile protests. The old

building was condemned by the Education Department

and a new school, number 2068, commenced on 1st

May 1878. 

Cranbourne State School No. 2068 was on what is now

called the South Gippsland Highway where the Senior

Citizen’s Club now stands, next to the Police Station.

Many residents have memories of attending this school,

which operated until 1969. The old Sladen Street

building was sold in 1879 to St. John’s Church in yet

another example of the Reverend Duff’s real estate

prowess. St. John’s used the building as a parsonage until

they demolished it and sold the land in 1889.13
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The New School - South Gippsland Highway
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There were periodical complaints by teachers about

inadequacies in the school and in the teacher’s

residence. However, Cranbourne had a school, when

many rural places were holding their classes in churches,

halls or private homes. There was an incident where

Cranbourne school classes were held in the Temperance

Hall in 1898 due to an outbreak of typhoid, which the

teacher Mr. Lindsay, had himself caught. Lindsay argued

that the condition of the residence was to blame and his

illness provided an excellent case for having the building

cleaned and painted at the Education Department’s

expense.14 Earlier, Mr. Thomson, who was the first to

teach at the new school, complained that the residence

was damp, leaked and had caused severe illness for his

entire family with one fatality. There were many

structural problems to overcome however by 1905

extensions to the school were finally  carried out to cope

with the increasing numbers of students. 
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ranbourne State School 2068 was replaced by

the Primary School on Bakewell Street in 1969.

It had played a key role in the lives of

Cranbourne’s children for nearly one hundred years and

there are many colourful memories to be shared. Mr.

Peter Cowe attended the school during the 1920s and

30s and recalls that ‘I must admit I never ever enjoyed

going to school!’.15

School concerts were as much a part of school life in

the past as they are now. Concerts were held in the

Temperance Hall and later in the Church of England or

Shire Halls. An article from a local paper during the

1890s demonstrates the excitement and relaxed

enjoyment at one of these early concerts. The article is

titled A Juvenile Treat and reports that:

The scholars of Cranbourne State School gave their

second annual concert at the Temperance Hall on

Friday, before a crowded, and most appreciative

audience. The children were, of course, most gaily

dressed their happy smiling faces being by no means the

least pleasurable feature of the evening’s enjoyment…16
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The article continues to describe the concert, with

appearances from the children of now well-known

pioneering Cranbourne families, such as the violin recital by

Master A. Facey and singing by the blacksmith’s daughter,

Christina O’Rourke. There were also performances by

children from the Brunt, McLeod, Close and Nurse families.

The school concerts became war effort concerts during

the Second World War. In her memories of school life

during the war, Pam Ridgway recalls that: 

Each Friday afternoon we held a 1 penny concert to raise

money for the war effort. We all performed depending

on ability!! Singing, recitations, essays, dancing, acting…

Wendy Bidwell and I went to dancing classes and teacher

would help us put a dance together - on one occasion

‘Knees up mother Brown’.17

There are many accounts of everyday life at the

Cranbourne State School during the 1930s and 40s.

Because Cranbourne was a largely farming community,

the children were expected to complete their share of

farm duties before and after school. Being delivered to

and collected from school is mostly an everyday

occurrence today, but in the past, children walked or

rode long distances independently every day. Mrs Joan

Kelsall grew up in Cranbourne and worked at the

Cranbourne Shire for many years. Her memories of how

children travelled to school during the depression in

the 1930s, tell us much about Cranbourne’s farming

origins:

Children walked long distances to school, some barefoot

because of the poor times. One such family walked for

about 3 and a half miles (6kms) each way from what is

now the Dandenong Hastings Road, but was then

Billingtons Lane, a dirt road... A friend rode a bad

tempered little Shetland pony from down Pearcedale

Road, and left it in a paddock in the main street during

the day… about opposite the Hotel.18

…we rode bikes… and left them leaning against the side of

Lawson Poole’s Garage (Cr. Sladen Street and the

Highway). We’d leave them there all day and expect

them to be there when we came back after school and

sure enough they were, and that certainly has changed.19

It appears that there was a universal dislike among the

children at the school during the 1930s and 40s, and

that was for the annual visits by the dentist. It was part

of the National Health strategy to employ State

Schools as a vehicle for monitoring dental and other

health issues. Lorraine Bregazzi provides a heart-felt

description of the brutality of the dreaded dentist.

She remembers waiting for the school dentist and the

doctor for the injections: 

which I deviously tried to avoid, hiding down the slope

beside the fence separating the school from the Police

Station. Needless to say, I didn’t succeed… I seem to

remember 2 or 3 large mothers dragging me back.20 

Joan Kelsall also describes the children’s enduring

feelings of dislike towards the dentist. 

I think we got the leftovers. It they wanted to pull out 6

teeth they pulled out 6 teeth and then sent the kids off to

walk home. We were glad to see the end of him and it didn’t

matter which dentist came we still called him a butcher.21
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There were many features and routines at the school

during the 1930s and 40s that are quite foreign to schools

today. Every Monday morning the children gathered for

the raising of the flag and recited the pledge:

I Love God and my country

I will serve the King

I will honour the flag

I will cheerfully obey my parents, teachers and the laws.

Many of the everyday aspects of the school are very

different from what is found in schools today. Open

fires were used during winter because there was no

heating. These were also used for drying the children’s

shoes and socks sodden from the long journey to

school. Play equipment was unheard of and there was

no fancy classroom stationery apart from the basic

slates and pen and ink for the seniors. Boys and girls had

to play in separate playgrounds and there was a shelter

shed for the boys and one for the girls. School

Inspectors were a familiar sight. Fridays were usually

sport days and the racecourse across the road was a

popular venue. The children were allowed to shelter

under the Avenue of Honour on hot days and on race

days they were taken over the road to watch. The

Avenue held a special connection for the school

because many of those who served in the war had

attended the school. At the Cranbourne ‘Back To’ in

1927, former head teacher Mr. Allen, who had taught

these people, laid a wreath and read out the names

from the Honour Board. Mr. Allen had taught between

1906 and 1910. 

The Cranbourne ‘Back To’ in 1927 had a special component

for revisiting the school. The teacher at the time was Mr.

Evans. Previous teachers Mr. Lindsay (1885-1905) Mr. Allen

(1906-1910), and Mr. Atkins (1914-1915) attended, along with

old pupils. Former pupils dressed up in old uniforms and

performed satires of classroom behaviour.22

There are many memories of Cranbourne State School

from its time on the South Gippsland Highway. It

developed along with the approach to education in

Victoria. The Department worked towards a goal of

standardising methods of teaching and the sometimes-

dreaded inspectors tried to enforce these goals. These

inspectors must have witnessed some amusing sights in

their travels, particularly in rural places like Cranbourne

where children’s socks could be hanging up to dry at the

front of the classroom, or the entire school could be

over the road watching the races.
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4.1

Religion



eligion was a powerful force in Victoria during

the mid-nineteenth century. Before 1852, an

average of fifty percent of the population

attended church. The conditions people lived in were

of course vastly different from those we enjoy in more

recent times and people found comfort in religious

faith.1 A myriad of diseases and lifestyle hardships made

the threat of death ever present. The networking and

support that was available from the church was

essential to families during a time where there were no

social security benefits or support services for people

experiencing hardships. The church doctrine of life

after death provided often much needed assurance that

life would be better in the next life. In the context of

these challenging circumstances for new European

settlers, it is easy to see why the building of a church

was always an immediate priority in a new settlement.

It gave people a familiar anchor to depend on and

provided a sense of place. Cranbourne was no

exception. The town was officially surveyed for town

lots in 1856 and by 1860 the first church, Scot’s

Presbyterian, was built in Sladen Street.2

The mid-nineteenth century in Victoria was a time when

the popularity of Christianity increased dramatically,

particularly as families and individuals ventured further

into the sparsely settled parts of the State. Religious

faith provided people with a sense of belonging and

community that helped them to survive the loneliness

and isolation of pioneering life. Through the traditional

and stable framework of the church, isolated young

communities like Cranbourne were able to achieve the

familiar hallmarks of a ‘civilized’ settlement. People in

Cranbourne during the 1850s and 60s mobilized

themselves with the support of the Church to establish

their first school and church building. They organized

themselves into respectable committees through which

decisions could be made for the good of the community. 
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There was a significant evangelical influence in the early

development of the Cranbourne community. A zeal for

applying the Gospel to improve society was maintained

by many of the early Cranbourne families. Alexander

Patterson, who owned the ‘St. Germains’ property, took

great interest in nurturing the Presbyterian faith.

Similarly, Alexander Cameron from the large ‘Mayfield’

property, held services at his home and allowed a small

school to be conducted on his property before the

Cranbourne School was established. He also took new

‘important’ residents under his wing. Both the Reverend

Alexander Duff and later the first teacher at the

Presbyterian School, Mr. Henry, were granted

accommodation at ‘Mayfield’ while they made their

housing arrangements. 

The establishment of a fresh community presented a

tantalizing opportunity for evangelical new settlers to

attempt to create a community based on pure values,

free from the social ‘evils’ of their homelands. This

social reforming agitation was propagated by many

social commentators at the time, who felt that the

‘free’ settlement of Australia should be a means of

building a new society, divorced from the social

prejudices and firmly entrenched social problems of

Europe. Leading Cranbourne personalities such as the

Reverend Duff, Mr. and Mrs. Gooch and Charles

Rossiter, channeled their energies into ensuring that

Cranbourne maintained suitable ‘moral’ standards. The

desire to nurture a morally correct society in

Cranbourne existed within a complex relationship

between Christian zeal and economic survival. An

example of this is the link between the outwardly

clashing spheres of the church and the local hotel. The

Reverend Duff’s brother Robert was the innkeeper at

the Cranbourne Hotel and before his early death in 1861,

Robert took considerable interest in the establishment

of the Presbyterian church and local government.

Similarly, Thomas Gooch and his wife Elizabeth were

the proprietors of the Mornington Hotel, and Thomas

was one of the instigators of building a Church of

England in Cranbourne. Gooch was also on the Church

of England committee and the early meetings were held

at his residence. 

The early history of St. Agatha’s, St. John’s and Scot’s

churches demonstrates how community life during the

first hundred years in Cranbourne revolved around

church society. During the 1927 ‘Back To’ celebrations

centred on religious activity. In the course of the

weekend, a service was held in the Shire Hall,

conducted by the Rev. Bruce. It was recorded that: ‘The

speaker’s utterances found responsive earnestness from

the hearts and minds of the large congregation, who

thoroughly appreciated its human touch’. Bruce,

remembered as ‘a dear old thing’, was a prime mover

behind the event and was president of the committee.

The traditional link to life and order at ‘home’ that the

church provided for the town’s early settlers filtered

through the families. One Cranbourne resident

remembers that his mother always took him to church.

She died when he was only 12 years old and he has

continued to attend church for the rest of his life

because ‘you never forget what your mother tells you’. 

Church life in Cranbourne offered people a social

centre for community networking, fundraising and

friendly support. The church of course continues to

provide all of these things today, but in the small town

environment of Cranbourne that existed until the 1950s,

the churches occupied a uniquely pivotal role in this

developing country community. St John’s, St Agatha’s

and Scot’s churches have grown and developed with

Cranbourne over recent years. Scot’s church has a fine

hall for community events, St Agatha’s has relocated to

a beautiful new building in Sladen Street and works

closely with its school, and St John’s church enjoys the

prestige of existing within one of Cranbourne’s oldest

surviving buildings. 
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he Presbyterian faith was popularly held by

Cranbourne’s early settlers. The earliest land-

owning families, such as the Camerons and

Pattersons were largely Presbyterians and readily supported

the establishment of a church in their new town.

The Reverend Alexander Duff (1824-1890) was the first

Minister in the district and began his duties in 1855. He

formed close relationships with the pioneering families

and resided in the home of Alexander Cameron until his

home in Childers Street was built. Alexander Patterson

joined the church committee in 1855 and began to take a

leading role in the campaign to obtain a church and

manse for Cranbourne. Patterson was ordained as a

church elder in 1857 and Scot’s church was opened in May

1860. The first trustees were of course Cameron,

Patterson, Lecky, Kennedy and Thomson. These men were

mostly large landowners who went on to be instrumental

in the establishment of local government in Cranbourne,

shaping the development of their new district. 

The Reverend Duff became a deeply entrenched

character in Cranbourne, dabbling in facets of township

life that went far beyond the ordinary duties of a

church Minister. Duff was a hard-working Minister, who

voluntarily extended his charge from Dandenong and

Cranbourne to include Berwick, Bass and sometimes the

districts within the Gembrook hills. On some days he

would have to travel from dawn to dusk on his horse to

conduct services within this enormous area. His

involvement in farming issues, education and the

establishment of traditional crafts, particularly

blacksmith work, was approached with evangelical

zeal.3 Though a man of the humble Presbyterian church,

Duff was most certainly an entrepreneur and like his

friends the Camerons and Leckys, saw the investment

opportunity that the district’s land offered. They
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enjoyed a close relationship and one of Duff’s daughters

was married to Lecky’s son. It is possible that Duff was

schooled in these matters by his influential friends and

that they enjoyed a mutually beneficial relationship. 

Scot’s church was demolished and rebuilt in the 1950s on

the same location. A plaque has been mounted

explaining the history of the church in Cranbourne. A

new manse was built in the 1970s, but surrounding trees

betray the age of the site as the place where

Cranbourne’s first church was built and beside which the

first official school operated. Ruby Smith from

Cranbourne remembers going to the old Scot’s church

with her grandmother, Mrs. Jane Brunt. Her grandmother

was originally from the Espie family and could remember

when the first church was built. Mrs. Brunt helped

perpetuate the almost legendary status enjoyed by the

Reverend Duff, having told Ruby that ‘the Reverend Duff

built it with his own hands’. Ruby remembers that the

church, by the 1920s, was ugly, constructed of home

made bricks and disintegrating. The new church was most

welcome and was substantially contributed to by

Cranbourne’s families such as the Brunts. A hall and

improved facilities followed.

The church records provide a fascinating array of well-

known early family names and demonstrate their long

association with this church and Cranbourne. Some

examples of these are the baptism of a Patterson child,

Alice Mary in 1904 at ‘St. Germains’, and of the

Cranbourne Shire Engineer and Secretary A.T.N. Facey’s

child, Anthony James in 1908. The records show that

even into the twentieth century, the Reverend’s work

extended out to Somerville, Mornington and Cardinia. 

Reverends at Scot’s Presbyterian church as recorded for

the 1927 Cranbourne ‘Back To’ celebrations:

Alexander Duff (MA) 1855-1888

R. Rock 1888-1895

Colin Robinson 1895-1903

James Davies 1903-1905

W. Huey Steele 1906-1908

J. L. Cope 1908-1909

J. T. Kelly 1909-1912

Frank H. Butchers 1913-1918

Charles Anderson 1918-1920

A. R. Uren 1920-1922

Coledge Harland 1922-1924

Douglas Bruce 1925-1927. (Rev. Bruce collapsed and died

suddenly during an ANZAC march c1936.)
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In 1861 the first Catholic church in the region

was established on the South Gippsland

Highway on the site where the ‘Heavenly

Pancakes’ restaurant is located today. This was originally

a humble wooden church and its establishment

demonstrated the growing needs of the Cranbourne

community. The district was serviced by Father Patrick

Niall who travelled across the districts of Port Phillip

Bay and Western Port to conduct services.4 In 1929, a

new brick building was erected next to the old wooden

church and was opened by Archbishop Mannix. The

church was built by a Mr Taylor, and the architect was

Mr. P. J. O’Connor. It was recorded at the time that: ‘the

gathering was representative of all sections of the

community’. It was a significant day, with the unusual

occurrence of both the opening and the laying of the

foundation stone on the same day. Apparently many of

the donations towards the building of this church were

received from non-Catholics, such was the community

support.5 The old church had served the Catholic
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the women cooked furiously for the event. One

Cranbourne lady remembers as a child how hard her

mother worked to make a table full of sponges for the

ball and the enormous fuss that resulted from her cheeky

brother taking a chunk out of one of them!

There have of course been many changes over the years.

People who were children in the congregation during

the 1920s and 30s can remember the fear that was

instilled in them about heaven and hell. Religious

instruction was held on Saturday mornings in the old

weatherboard church building. You were expected to

have completed a week of written exercises and if you

had not finished, the nuns, who came out from the

Dandenong Parish, were to be avoided at all costs. One

gentleman remembers that he hid up a tree to avoid

getting into trouble for not doing his homework. This

particular little boy felt that he was doomed to get the

strap if he did go and the strap if he didn’t! Staunch Irish

Missionaries also came out to Cranbourne occasionally

to conduct Missions, ‘to stir you up and remind you of

your religion’ according to one lady who recalls the

intrigue these men used to inspire in the children. They

would hold very special services on Mission Sunday’s,

where the old brick church would be filled with the

aroma of incense and lit with dozens of candles. These

are remembered by the children as being very magical

and beautiful evenings, where the church was filled

with the sound of the Sunday night choir.
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community well, but it was in disrepair. The church

newspaper The Advocate recorded that: ‘The erection of

the new church was a source of the greatest delight to

the parishioners, who had long looked forward to the

replacement of the old church, in which many of the

senior parishioners had been baptized’.6 One

Cranbourne resident, who attended this day as a child,

can remember the atmosphere of anticipation because

the Archbishop was coming to Cranbourne. This

gentleman was just a ‘kid kicking the grass’ but the

importance of the day was greatly felt across

Cranbourne. This impressive brick church building

remains on the corner of High Street and Stawell Street.

The old wooden building was eventually sold for £50

and transported to Devon Meadows.7

In 1973, Cranbourne became a Parish. Father Joseph

O’Hagen was the Priest during this time. A third church

building for St. Agatha’s was opened in 1981 in Sladen

Street, consolidating the church and the school. The

Priest at the time, Father James McGuigan said: ‘…those

of us with roots in Cranbourne will make the move from

old to new church with a great deal of sadness and

nostalgia. Doubtless we will regret the passing of the old

St. Agatha’s to less sacred uses – whatever they may be!

Circumstances of size and location as well as security,

made the move inevitable.’8

St. Agatha’s church was renowned for its annual ball,

which was held at the Shire Hall. All the girls would have

new dresses, the band would come from Dandenong and
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By Claire Turner, Casey Cardinia Library Corporation

n his 1947 Centenary history of the Church of

England in Australia, the Reverend G. W. Nunn

made the boisterous claim that ‘church life

began in Australia in 1788 with the English flag on

Australian soil’.9 Political incorrectness aside, it is

certainly reasonable to assume that Victoria’s European

pioneers brought their foreign views and beliefs with

them when they created new settlements. After nearly

ten years, the Church of England followers in Cranbourne

decided to work towards establishing their own church in

the town with a resident Clergyman. Services had

previously been held at private homes at irregular

intervals by a visiting Clergyman from Dandenong and

local services were conducted by lay readers. Mr.

Frederick Parker was an early resident who is believed to

have managed some of these services at Cranbourne

during the late 1850s and early 1860s. He also held a small

school and Sunday school at his home.10

Provision for a Church of England building was not

made in the original town survey. By the 1860s, the

community had gathered together and appealed to the

Crown Lands Department for a grant of land on which

to build a church. This was granted in 1861 for lots 7-10

in section 15. Building commenced on the Childers

Street location and official worship commenced in

1865.11 This original church building remains today, with

several extensions to accommodate the growing

requirements of the congregation. The church appears

to be one of the oldest remaining buildings in

Cranbourne, although there have been a number of

extensions over time.

With the reservation of a piece of land for a church in

Cranbourne in 1861, Melbourne’s first Dean, H. B.

Macartney, appointed a team of Trustees. These

included Charles Rossiter, John Wedge, Frederick Parker

St John’s Church

Rev E.C. Thomson and St John’s Church, 1908
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and Thomas Gooch.12 In 1863, an ecclesiastical district

was formed for Dandenong, which included Cranbourne

and Berwick. However, both Cranbourne and Berwick did

not have a resident Clergyman and continued to rely on

visits from the first Dandenong Clergyman, the Reverend

Thomas Woolcock Serjeant. It is presumed that the first

marriage in Cranbourne as an official Church district,

occurred in 1863 between George Buttolph and Amey

Minister at the Gooch’s Mornington Hotel. It is possible

that the bride could have been a relative of Mrs. Gooch,

whose maiden name was also Minister.13

In addition to a grant, the people of Cranbourne raised

the funds to build their church. The foundation stone

was laid by Dean H. B. Macartney on the Queen’s

birthday in 1864, and the building was officially opened

in January 1865. To celebrate the laying of the stone, a

great procession made its way along the main street of

Cranbourne. You can imagine that a visit from the

Church’s Dean was viewed as quite a privilege. The

Sunday school children marched, along with the church

committee and the Dean, from Mr. Parker’s house to the

church site. Mr. Charles Rossiter made a speech and it

was reported in the Melbourne newspaper The Argus

that over two hundred people were in attendance.14

The arrival of the first resident Clergyman in

Cranbourne shortly after the opening of the new

church put an end to the irregular services and signalled

the beginning of routine church life for the township’s

Church of England followers. Mr. Rossiter agreed to the

Berwick township’s offer to contribute fifty pounds

towards the payment of a resident Clergyman, provided

he resided in the bigger parish.15 In the committee’s

eyes, Cranbourne was the bigger parish and they must

have argued successfully because the agreement was

sealed. The Reverend C. L. H. Rupp began his duties in

September 1865 and he was also required to hold

services at Berwick. However, instead of settling into a

calm routine, the period of Reverend Rupp’s

appointment was distinguished by a great deal of

managerial problems. These problems were largely

instigated by the church committee itself. 

When Rupp arrived in Cranbourne, there was no

Vicarage for him to occupy. It was agreed by the

committee that they would lease a house belonging to

Mr. W. Poole for thirty pounds a year.16 At this time

Poole was on the church committee and obviously

stood to gain financially from this arrangement. By

February the following year, there had clearly been an

argument between the Rev. Rupp and Mr. Poole. The

committee has chosen to allow us to believe that Mr.

Parker was simply offering a better deal of rent at

twenty-two pounds per year. Rupp made the decision

to move and it was endorsed by Mr. Rossiter. The

squabble over money and personal issues experienced

by the St John’s committee is an apt example of how

human nature has not changed over time. Mr. Poole

stood up at the next meeting and complained that he

knew things ‘had been said concerning himself at the

previous meeting.’17



Poole had been absent when the decision was made to

cancel the previous agreement. The Rev. Rupp

retaliated, perhaps hiding behind his technically neutral

position. Rupp:

‘…took the opportunity of expressing his sorrow for the

appearance of ill-feeling amongst the members of the

Committee… he hoped that no unfriendly personal

feelings would be indulged by anyone.’18

In May of the same year, the in-fighting had spiralled

into quite a serious debate. The unfortunate secretary

was forced to record behavior that the church would

quite possibly have been very ashamed of. The

secretary tells us that:

In the course of the meeting a considerable amount of

acrimonious spirit was exhibited by Messrs Poole and

Monk towards the chairman and other members of the

committee… This conduct drew from the Chairman (Rev.

Rupp) expressions of displeasure that he should be

obliged to meet persons in the Church Committee who,

he had reason to believe, felt no confidence in him, took

no interest in church matters and attended Committee

meetings only when they had some unpleasant and

quarrelsome business to bring forward.19

The meeting concluded with the original committee

member Charles Rossiter, resigning in disgust.

Mr. Poole appears to have removed himself from the

Committee affairs after this period and the members

focused on making arrangements for a Vicarage of their

own. They enjoyed an amicable relationship with the

Presbyterian church and shared the job of reaching

outlying communities in Bass and Cardinia. When Scot’s

church sold the former Presbyterian school and

parsonage in 1878, St. John’s purchased it as a vicarage.

This was during the time of the Rev. Rupp’s successor,

Mr. Gason. Gason had married the eldest daughter of

the Rev. Duff, an alliance that could have assisted with

the transaction. Duff was fond of playing the real estate

market, having purchased and sub-divided a substantial

portion of land in Cranbourne and Clyde.20 The

Presbyterian quarters were demolished in 1889 during

the time of Clergyman Mr. Robert Shekleton and a new

vicarage was built on Church of England land in the

same year.21 A church hall was also planned and extra

land was purchased in 1906 for this purpose. The hall

was opened in 1913 and is remembered by residents as a

hub of activity for receptions, fund raisers, balls and

school performances.22

It is easy to imagine how in the early years of a town

like Cranbourne, when town allotments first became

available in the late 1850s, financial gain preoccupied

most settler’s minds. Economic survival was, after all,

the reason for them emigrating in the first place and

good decisions made early could be of enormous

benefit later. People like Patterson were successful

because they had worked hard during their years as

employees on the land and were able to make educated

decisions about land purchases. The Crown Lands
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Department was in its infancy and faced the daunting task

of allotting land. Naturally mistakes were going to be

made and astute individuals were likely to benefit. Mr.

Edward J. Tucker, owner of the Cranbourne Hotel was such

an individual and made a tidy profit from a Crown Lands

Department bungle with the St. John’s church site. The

Reverend Rupp, having survived chairing the tempestuous

church committee, was later faced with a disgruntled Mr.

Tucker, who argued that he had been duped by the

government because the land he had purchased by

auction in 1866 had been reserved for church purposes.

The embarrassing situation appeared in the Church of

England publication ‘The Messenger’ in 1867:

The Reverend C. L. H. Rupp on the 22nd of May (1867)

received a note from a resident inn-keeper (Mr. Tucker)

stating that the writer had purchased the lands which

the Government had granted for church purposes and

soliciting an explanation.23

Investigation revealed that the land had been sold to a

private buyer previous to the land being allotted by the

Crown Lands Department for a church building. The

Church committee was left in the position of having to

buy back the land. The committee rallied and again

displayed the ability of the Cranbourne community to

work together. A petition was signed and the Board of

Land Works had to pay for the land. Mr Tucker was paid

£250 for the land.

Church of England activity in Cranbourne flourished

from the early township days of the 1850s, through to

the erection of a building in 1865 and a hall in 1913. 

It continues to be a busy church and as the Parish

records demonstrate, covered a wide area within 

the Cranbourne Shire. The Parish grew to include

congregations at Pearcedale (St. Peter’s), Tooradin

(Christ Church) and Clyde (St Paul’s). 

There are many interesting artifacts at St John’s that

show the close relationship between the church and

the community. There is a beautiful pair of stained glass

windows that were erected by the Einsiedel family 

in memory of Ernest and Florence Einsiedel during the

1950s and 60s respectively. Other objects such as

bibles, a communion table and vases are reminders 

of the contribution made to the church by many of

Cranbourne’s early families.
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n the official history of the churches in

Cranbourne, there is very little mention of the

women who worked quietly in the

background to advance their church and the town.

These ladies employed traditional talents such as

baking and sewing and combined them with shrewd and

creative fundraising techniques to purchase church

equipment and supplies. The activities themselves were

significant for women and the community because they

fostered networking and mutual support and allowed

women to perform public duties in traditional and

acceptable ways. The church recognized the value of

women’s ‘unofficial’ work in the community, particularly

in charitable and philanthropic fields. Their endeavors

to build facilities for young people, to hold artistic

bazaars and to perform publicly, helped women’s self

esteem and gave them an opportunity to be involved in

interesting tasks outside the home. They learnt skills

such as marketing and applied their housekeeping skills

in financial management. Women were recognized as

bringing a uniquely feminine approach to work that

produced successful results for traditionally male-

dominated organisations like the church.

St. John’s church is fortunate to have a complete set 

of Ladies Guild Minutes beginning from 1922. There are

many familiar names listed, including Mrs. Einsiedel, Mrs.

Garlick (wife of the Shire Secretary), Mrs. Cockerill and

Mrs. Glover. Their bazaars were more than just table

stalls. In 1921, they held a bazaar with a Japanese theme.

The ladies researched the Japanese culture for some

months and produced a display of tables decorated with

peach blossom and tea tree and suspended Japanese

lanterns to evoke an exotic atmosphere for the

entertainment of the Cranbourne community. This

would have been quite a contrast from the dusty, barren

October climate of the small country town, and possibly

reflects the occasional fantasy of a Cranbourne mother

or daughter dreaming of travel.

Newspapers and magazines would have been the only

window into life outside their district and the keeping

of scrapbooks to browse and dream over was a popular

pastime for young women. Scrapbooks contained

poems, pictures, anecdotes, local news and foreign

news, in a rich collage of imagined possibilities outside

small country town life.
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In 1922, the St. John’s Ladies Guild took on a larger project:

to build a tennis court. Mrs. Glover was elected president

of a special committee to oversee the fundraising and the

building of this exciting facility for the town. The women

researched carefully the issues surrounding asphalting,

gravel and fencing and networked with Mornington and

Dandenong. The tennis court was next to the church hall

and is no longer there, but must have been a source of

great enjoyment for Cranbourne’s community.

The ladies also organized entertainment functions to

raise money for projects. They held variety entertainment

at the Shire Hall, invited guest speakers on subjects like

hunting and travel, and were renowned for their

Merrymaker concerts. Catering was another useful way

that the Guilds raised funds, along with annual flower

shows. There were Easter egg hunts for children and

Christmas celebrations that always included the

children’s favorite, ice cream. 
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fficial European cemeteries in Victoria mostly

began during the 1850s, in conjunction with

wider settlement. Our earliest burial places

were informal until an Act for the Establishment and

Management of Cemeteries for the colony of Victoria was

passed in 1854. This left local government responsible

for the management of cemeteries and made it law to

bury people in designated places. Before this, people

were often buried on private property and in many

cases, it was not even considered necessary for a

doctor or clergyman to view the body. 

Cemeteries of the nineteenth century, like Cranbourne,

were designed to be park-like in appearance and

atmosphere. Plants were carefully chosen to represent

important ideas about death and Christianity. Cypress

trees were planted because they pointed to the sky in a

gesture of the soul’s journey to heaven, evergreens

reinforced the eternity of life after death and rosemary

was planted for remembrance. 

The position of a newly planned cemetery was carefully

considered because they posed a very real health risk

when poorly designed. Health reformers were tackling

sanitation problems in overcrowded cities and the

vapours and seepage from low-lying cemeteries were

being linked to the spread of disease. The Melbourne

cemetery was an example of this concern. The original

location, opened in 1837, was where the Queen Victoria

Market is now located. It was quickly outgrown and

caused concern by being too close to the rapidly

expanding population. The Melbourne City Council

ordered the cemetery closed in 1850. Explorer John

Batman was buried here along with other original

Melbourne settlers. By the 1870s, this land became

highly sought for the economic benefits of its central

location. The market was rapidly expanding and its

thriving success demanded more space. It was decided

in 1877 that the market space should be extended into

the old cemetery. Forty-five bodies were exhumed and
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moved into the new Melbourne cemetery. The

Melbourne City Council continued to agitate for more

land from the old cemetery to be made available for

the Victoria Market. In 1917 they hurried through a Bill

that would enable the exhumation of significant graves

to begin. In a controversial move by Council in 1922,

nine hundred and fourteen bodies were exhumed and

moved to the new Springvale and Fawkner cemeteries.

The original cemetery was over ninety years old when

these events occurred and many graves had suffered

neglect and were unidentified. There are still human

remains under the market site today, which are

occasionally discovered during construction work. 

The space at Carlton was chosen in the 1850s for its

isolation from the city centre. It was believed that the

general population would be protected from the fumes

and seepage. However, with the establishment of

Melbourne University and settlement expansion in

Carlton, it was clear that the new position would

quickly become inadequate. A new site in Springvale

was settled on and the first burial was in 1902. In view

of the space and health problems associated with

cemeteries, cremation was encouraged as a hygienic

and sensible arrangement. In 1873 a small group of

supporters began to promote the alternative of

cremation and in 1892 the Cremation Society of Victoria

was formed. The committee received harsh criticism

from both the public and the press because most

people found the method offensive and felt that it

conflicted with their Christian beliefs. A Roman

Catholic Church edict in 1886 also condemned the

practice. However, a minority adopted the practice and

the first recorded cremation was in 1895 and was held

on Sandringham beach. There were no facilities, so

outside fires were used. By 1920 there had only been 57

cremations.24 Today cremation is the popular choice,

with 65-70% of deaths being dealt with through

cremation between 1976 and 1992.

The nineteenth century was a period of interesting

changes in how cemeteries were designed and

managed, but it was also a time when death was treated

very differently from today. Death was an ever-present

fact of life and was surrounded by a whole range of

social customs that are largely foreign to western

culture now. A death in the family was a far more

immediate experience. People were laid out at home,

whereas today, most people die discreetly in hospital

and generally live longer lives.25 Historian Philippe Aries

refers to death as having been a ‘social and public fact’

that created a cult of memory.26 Rituals of clothing, a

formal period of mourning and attention to erecting

heavily symbolic monuments were the key aspects of

this ‘cult’. In Cranbourne Cemetery, family monuments

for the Duffs, Pattersons and Lyalls are good examples of

the expense and effort that was channelled into building

elaborate symbols to commemorate their lives passing. 

Today’s reduced death rate poses some interesting

comparisons with the past, particularly for identifying

changing cultural responses to death. Infant mortality

presents a particularly dramatic contrast. In the

Cranbourne Cemetery register for the late nineteenth
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century, an average of 40% of every page’s entries are

for children under 3 years old. In the 1850s, the average

life expectancy was 30-33 years and by the 1870s it had

improved to about 47 years. Threats to health that are

now almost non-existent caused high numbers of

premature deaths. Between 1871 and 1900 in Victoria,

there were approximately 38,000 deaths caused by

tuberculosis, 25,000 from diarrhoea and 9,000 through

infant convulsions. Roughly 5,000 women died in childbirth. 

As living conditions and medical science have improved,

our perspective on life has broadened. More people

travel and mediums like television have introduced us to

a broader view of life and death that has focused our

attention away from elaborate cemetery memorials for

our loved ones. Historian Celestina Sagazio argues

compellingly that worldwide events, especially the

carnage of the First World War and the misery of the

Great Depression, encouraged people to hold a more

global view of their experiences and turned them away

from ‘indulging’ in ritualistic monuments to the dead. 

The expansion of communities since early European

settlement is another contributing factor in the decline

in the elaborate monuments that are quite unique to the

nineteenth century. Families have dispersed and family

graves are more likely to be widely spread across suburbs

and states, creating a decline in the family monuments

that are such a feature of our early cemeteries.27
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s part of the original 1856 survey of Cranbourne

for township lots, a reservation was made for a

cemetery on Sladen Street. It remains in this

location, which has changed considerably from when it first

stood in the middle of an isolated paddock. 

The cemetery can tell us much about the early years of

the Cranbourne township. The style of the mid to 

late nineteenth century monuments and gravestones

demonstrates aspects of the early social organisation of

the town, class distinctions, family priorities and

cultural values. Later monuments display how burial

customs and the culture surrounding death have changed

over time, producing much simpler monuments. Many

of Cranbourne’s early families and well-known

characters can be found resting here.

Cranbourne cemetery is unassuming from the highway

that has grown around it since the days when it was in the

middle of a paddock. The fences that surround some of

the gravesites were erected to protect the monuments

from damage by wandering stock. It is a carefully planned

layout, similar to many of the middle and late nineteenth

century plans, which are a contrast to the layout of much

older graveyards in England and other parts of Europe. It

is lined with a row of cypress trees, providing special

symbolism for the Christian belief in the soul’s journey to

heaven. Cypress also demonstrates a pagan tradition,

where they were used as an allegory for the end of bodily

life. Cypress tress represent the Roman tradition of

planting evergreens to symbolise eternal life and their tall,

cylindrical shape represents ascendance to heaven. There

were most likely other plantings in the cemetery dating

from the early years of Cranbourne’s settlement, but time

and possibly bushfires have contributed to their demise.

The Cranbourne cemetery is typical of Australian planned

cemeteries where geometrically arranged sections cater

to the main religious denominations. The Presbyterian

section is located closest to the main entry, where it can

be seen clearly from the road, suggesting that a higher

priority was given to this faith by the Cranbourne

community, which was dominated in early settlement by

Irish and Scottish Presbyterians. Similarly, the Church of

England section, also a dominant faith in Cranbourne’s
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early history, is located high on the hill, looking over the

township. The overall design of the cemetery is important

in the context of Cranbourne’s history. When the land was

first set aside, the surrounding land and the cemetery land

would have been cleared. It is possible that the cemetery

could be seen from the main township just further up the

road, improving the prestige of a visible monument. It was

also located on one of the four main entrances into the

town and would then, as it is now, be passed by a great

deal of traffic. As the nineteenth century progressed, a

trend towards elaborate gravesites and monuments

developed and the social importance on the type of grave

and the position was great. 

The cemetery is the perfect place to learn about the

pioneers of the Cranbourne district. We can see the social

organization of the early township, the relationships

between people and families and developing attitudes to

death from the monuments that survive in the cemetery.

Graves from the 1850s are usually of a quite humble

design, with plain flat, upright gravestones in a

semicircular or cambered shape. The earliest example of

this is the Ridgway family grave.

There are some extremely distinctive memorials that

show the popularity of ornate family monuments that

had developed towards the end of the nineteenth

century. Instead of just a gravestone, elaborate stone

surrounds were built, using the latest skills in

stonemasonry from England. There was a greater choice

of design in carved sculptures that delivered special

messages. There is little doubt that leading families like

the Camerons, Pattersons and Duffs made sure that

their graves would stand out and be a continuing

reminder to later generations of the contribution they

felt they had made to the future of Cranbourne. 

Monuments can tell us about the personality of the

buried, their occupations and their beliefs. The Lyall

family grave tells the story of their immigration to

Australia. They were natives of Scotland who became

great landowners in Tooradin and lived in the beautiful

‘Harewood’ property. William Lyall’s inscription tells us

that he was born in Scotland in 1821 and died at

‘Harewood’ in January 1886. It also shares the loss of so

many young children by William and his wife Annabella.

The social organization of Cranbourne during the

nineteenth century, when social standing was heavily

represented by the type of grave or monument that was

erected for a person or a family, can be ascertained from

the layout of the cemetery. A majority of the founding

people of the township were of the Presbyterian faith

and their position in the community is reinforced for

posterity in the monuments chosen by their families.

The Duff family monument is impressive, in grey marble

with a broken column symbolising life cut short and is a

good example of the type of monument that was

erected for a popular local man.

Cranbourne cemetery provides a wonderful microcosm

of the changing patterns in the social demographic. It

offers visual information about the change in

immigration patterns since European settlement in the

1850s. The majority of Presbyterian and Church of

England graves represent the original influx of English,

Irish and Scottish people. The more recent expansion of

the Roman Catholic section since the end of the Second

World War, demonstrates the increasing number of

migrants from Europe which is linked to the district’s

market gardening industry. These patterns are usually

unique to particular areas and show the different

attractions that drew migrants. The cemeteries in towns

like Omeo and Beechworth have sections for Chinese

immigrants that came to the gold diggings, but did not

usually settle permanently, so that these sections have

not continued like their fellow European migrants. Of

course Cranbourne was not a gold town and so its

cemetery does not have such a section. These are just

some of the ways in which cemeteries can be

interpreted to reconstruct the early history of a town. 
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Presbyterian Section

1 The Duff Family.

The Reverend Alexander Duff came to Cranbourne in its

first years as a township, in 1854. He was from Ireland and

held a Masters Degree from Glasgow University, hence

the placement of ‘MA’ after his name. He lived from 1824

to 1890. Duff enjoyed legendary status in the town as the

man who started the first Denominational School and

the first church, Scot’s Church, in Cranbourne. He married

Annie Tucker and had a home in Childers Street as well as

a farm in Cardinia. The Reverend was a hard working

churchman, travelling as far as Bass and Emerald to

conduct services. He was highly regarded by the

community and was great friends with leading families

like the Lecky’s and Lyall’s. When the Reverend Duff

passed away, the funeral procession marched to the

cemetery from his home in Childers Street.

The monument is a large column, symbolising ascendance

to heaven. It is located along the prominent front row in

line with the Lecky and Lyall families. It faces the town

and could possibly have been viewed from the township.

The position certainly demonstrates the high status that

Duff enjoyed in the township. The wording is very simple,

typical for the time that it was

constructed (approximately

some time after 1905). His

wife died in 1905 aged 74 and

the style of the monument

suggests that it was erected

after her death, either by

family or with the assistance

of friends. The monument 

is surrounded by elaborate

ironwork, probably constructed

locally, while the stonework

would have been constructed in

Melbourne and transported by train. The site is a good

example of how a name listed on a monument does not

necessarily guarantee that the person is buried there. The

Reverend Duff and Annie lost their 7 month old son Edward

John Tucker (named after Annie’s brother) in 1877. He is

buried alone next to the Lyall family grave. For whatever

reason, the Duff family grave did not develop in this place

and instead this monument was erected on the other side.

The family has ensured that they are all reconciled on the

large monument.
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2 Margaret Tucker

This Duff and Tucker family monument is an interesting

contrast to that for the Reverend Duff. They are both

large and in prominent positions, but this one is highly

ornate and ostentatious. The dates are earlier, suggesting

that this might have been constructed during the late

nineteenth century, when the Reverend Duff was in the

prime of his career and when friendships with the

powerful families were at their peak. The Reverend

outlived his wealthy original friends such as William

Lyall and James Lecky, so they were not there to assist

with providing an elaborate monument. However, the

friends were there to contribute to this early monument

that commemorates the Reverend Duff’s brother Robert

who died in 1861 at the age of 31. Again it is made from

stone imported from Melbourne (made by McGrath and

Churchman) and is surrounded by ornate ironwork. The

expense of the grave could also indicate that Margaret

Tucker was mostly responsible for it. She was a

successful businesswoman by the late nineteenth

century, during the height of Victorian sentimentalism

and the ‘cult of death’. She had two husbands to

commemorate: Robert who died in 1861 and then

Edward John Tucker, the Reverend Duff’s brother in law,

who died in 1872 aged 36. She inherited the Cranbourne

Hotel from Robert and large portions of land from

Edward, which she leased to her advantage. She ended

up calling herself a 'lady’ and living in ‘Fernlea’, Clyde.

She died in 1902. 
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3 Hudson and Mickle Grave

This simple stone can actually tell us a great story of

the difficulties encountered by women during early

settlement. Agnes came out from Scotland with her

husband Alexander Mickle in 1857. Alexander was the

younger brother of John Mickle, who was a member of

the famous land-owning Lyall-Mickle-Bakewell

partnership. The couple tried to emigrate the year

before, but were shipwrecked on the ‘Mull of Kintyre’.

They later came on the ‘Blackwell’ and settled at

Yallock. Alexander died suddenly from appendicitis in

1861 at the age of 32. He left a young pregnant wife and

two other children, David and Margaret. Agnes awoke

to find her husband was dead and the only other person

on the property was the farm hand. ‘She called

him…took him into the room and said, ‘my husband has

passed away, get a horse, ride to Cranbourne, and get

the Police to make burial arrangements’. Andrew

Hudson was Alexander’s cousin and had also settled in

the Yallock district. The widow, Agnes married Andrew

and they lived at the property ‘Warrook’ which is still

located on the South Gippsland Highway. Andrew died

in 1888 at the age of 55. Agnes lived to the great age of

86 and died in 1913. At the time, she was thought to

have been the oldest resident in Cranbourne. The grave

is next to the Lyall family, representing the friendship

that existed between the Mickle and Lyall families. 

The friendship stemmed from the Lyall-Mickle-

Bakewell partnership and the subsequent shared

pioneering experiences. 
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4 Lyall Family

This is an enormous grave, which represents the status

of the family and also their own perception of

themselves as important ‘pioneering’ people in the

district. William Lyall was born in Scotland in 1821 and

died in 1886. He immigrated to Tasmania in 1835, lived in

Melbourne in the 1840s and came to the Tooradin

district in 1852. Lyall owned up to 4,000 acres in the

‘swamp’ area around Tooradin. He was also in a business

partnership with Mickle and Bakewell, was involved on

the Shire Council and was generally considered a highly

respected man. Lyall Street is named after him. He built

‘Harewood’ in Tooradin, which is still there and was

built as a place for sport, and he can be credited with

having introduced deer and hares to the area,

experimenting with oyster farming and initiating the

draining of the Great Swamp. His wife was Annabella

Brown. She was born in 1827 and died in 1916 at Western

Port. Wealth did not protect them from suffering the

loss of children in infancy. They lost Annabella in 1856

aged 2, Theodore in 1861 aged 5 months, Mary Francis in

1869 aged 3, and Edith aged 16 in 1873. 

5 Edward John Tucker

This little boy was the son of the Reverend and Annie

Duff. He died in 1877 age 7 months. The inscription could

be interpreted as being quite sad for Annie Duff,

because Edward is only recognised as being the son of

the Reverend. It neighbours the Lyall family grave,

representing the friendship between the families and

also suggesting that there was some assistance with

financing the grave. The stone is very beautiful, highly

sentimental and typical for the era. It is made from

imported stone (Stanford – Windsor). The inscription

reads: ‘In affectionate remembrance of Edward John

Tucker, infant son of Rev. Duff’. There is a beautiful

carved angel holding a child and floating up to heaven

and also a sentimental poem. 
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6 The Lecky family

This elaborate monument in white stone again indicates

the wealth and status of the Lecky family. The style is

very ornate, with an urn placed at the top. Urns were a

typical high Victorian burial symbol taken from Roman

tradition and represented remembrance. It is positioned

right at the front of the cemetery, both near the gate

and the main road where it could be easily seen. Status

was possibly more important to the Lecky family than

religious sentiment, although James Lecky was very

involved in the Presbyterian church. The wording is

quite simple, ‘who departed this life’ and suggests that

they believed he had gone safely to the next life.

Although the inscription is not heavily sentimental, the

ornate artistry indicates that they were ‘slaves to

fashion’ in terms of making the right appearance. 

James Lecky (1802-1884) arrived in Melbourne in 1841, he

had the Gin Gin Bean run in Cardinia and later built

‘Cranbourne House’. There are other Lecky graves

behind this one, however they are much simpler in the

Edwardian style. This is an example of using a family

grave as a monument because two sons, James and

Mervyn, died in France during the First World War, sadly

only weeks apart. Their bodies would have been buried

at the Front.
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7 The Peterson Family

This site is an interesting example of a family story that

could make a family historian’s life extremely difficult.

The gravestone stands alone in the far corner of the early

Presbyterian section, the only identified site among many

unmarked ones. The names of family members are listed,

along with Ann Peterson. Ann first appears in the

Cranbourne records in the early 1860s as owning a local

shop. She became a widow and later married George

Poole. They moved out to Tooradin with Ann’s children

from her first marriage to Peterson and ran a hotel. It is

believed that Ann and her children remained at the hotel,

while George eventually headed back to Cranbourne

where he lived and began a new family with another

woman. When Ann died, her family recoiled from

recording her correct married name of ‘Poole’ and laid

her to rest as one of their own, a Peterson. 
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8 Alexander Patterson 
(1813-1896)

Alexander Patterson (1813-1896) was another Cranbourne

pioneer. He came from Berwickshire to Adelaide in 1839 and

to Melbourne in 1842. He worked as a property overseer

before settling at ‘St. Germains’ on Ballarto Road in 1848. He

played a leading role in agricultural development in the

district, and indeed in Victoria, and was a founding member

of the Mornington Farmers Association, which later

became the Berwick Agricultural Society. 

His family monument would have to be the biggest in

the cemetery, certainly the tallest. The expensive stone

was imported from Melbourne and crafted by

Henderson and Co. It is a simple, elegant design, a

straight column with an urn at the top. The wording

indicates the sentimental attitude to death and

remembering at the time (late nineteenth century): ‘The

path of the just is as the shining light that shineth more

and more into the perfect day’. 
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9 Other examples of different monument styles are: 

9a Brown Grave – Joseph died 1900 and Sarah died

1909. Great example of pretty Edwardian Style. 

9b McMorran Family died 1896 and 1911. Another

example of pretty Edwardian style – lengthy

inscription, flowers and a shroud. 

9c Good example of a broken column. McMillan family

– represents a life cut short and indeed Alex

McMillan ‘died suddenly’ at the age of 32 in 1900. 

9d Hudson – a good example of a raised box style.

There are not many in this cemetery. 
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10 Thomson family

Archibald Thomson was the local head teacher at

Cranbourne State School. He was very community minded

and was involved with the Temperance Hall and the church.

It is safe to assume that his family would not have been able

to afford such an ornate and prominent monument on only

a teacher’s salary. It is quite possible that the community

contributed to the cost so that Thomson could be properly

remembered. The message at the end of the inscription

supports this: ‘They Rest From Their Labours and their

works do follow them’. The stone was imported from

Melbourne, indicating its value and is surrounded by ornate

ironwork. It is a simple Edwardian style.

The first inscription is to daughter Lizzie who died in

1878 at the age of 1 year and 9 months. ‘Our darling

Lizzie’ is very sentimental and expressive, typical of the

era in which she died – this was possibly written on an

earlier stone that was replaced by this large one when

Archibald died. Lizzie’s death was linked at the time to

the poor conditions in the residence attached to the

new school building on the South Gippsland Highway.

Thomson wrote to the School Board to complain of the

poor conditions in January 1879: ‘every member of the

household has been more or less seriously ill within the

time mentioned, one little darling who had endeared

herself to us all was taken away from us in July past…’. The

family suffered flooding and dampness in the school

residence, which contributed to illness in the family.
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1 Donnelly family 

The cemetery gates were donated by the Donnelly

family. John Donnelly was a native of Ireland and arrived

in Victoria in 1854. The family farmed at Lyndhurst. They

maintained strong community ties and were benefactors

for St. Agatha’s Catholic Church. Eddie Donnelly and his

father were trustees for the cemetery. 

2 Keith Bregazzi

The Bregazzi family came to Australia from England in

the 1850s. Keith was famous in Cranbourne for his role

in the Melbourne Hunt Club, which had its quarters

here from the 1920s until the 1990s. Keith was the

kennel manager from 1937, and he and his wife lived on

the estate, retiring in the 1970s. The plaque on his grave

beautifully conveys the high regard with which he was

held by the Cranbourne community. 
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3 Nurse Family

Henry Nurse lived 1837-1922. He came to Australia from

Ireland in the 1880s and leased both of the Cranbourne

hotels. His monument is a very good example of a

Celtic cross and is heavy with symbolism. It certainly

stands out and invites passers by to ‘look at me’. Its

front row location reinforces this desire to be noticed.

His wife died in 1912 and receives a sentimental

message, whereas by the 1920s when Henry died the

message was very simple, indicating the change in the

culture and attitude towards death. 
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4 Ornate Grave Sites. 

These sites are all in the front row of the Catholic

section and are of interest as examples of the enduring

Catholic preference for ornate and heavily symbolic

graves, regardless of the popular trend. Such

monuments of course rely on sufficient funds and are a

matter of personal choice. Much of the symbolism

found on the late nineteenth century sites represents

how these people still felt a powerful connection with

their homeland. Celtic crosses, clover leaves and Latin

inscriptions were all comforting and familiar reminders

of home and perhaps were thought to provide a link

with the family monuments in Ireland that the deceased

could not join. As time has passed and Cranbourne and

its district have become home, the traditional Irish

motifs have declined. 

4a Lynch Family Grave 

This site has very simple wording but is symbolic with

the repeated use of the clover motif. The deaths span

1898, 1916 and 1923, but although they do not date from

the high Victorian period, the decorations are quite

elaborate, suggesting that this was important to the

family rather than obliging a popular style. The clover

implies that they were Irish immigrants who continued

to identify strongly with their ‘home’. 
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4b Hall Family Grave 

This is the grave of a mother and son. The son died at

Cranbourne in 1897 at the young age of 20. The mother

died at Malvern in 1920 and is reunited with her son

here. This story suggests that the mother must have

moved to the city to be with family or friends after her

son’s death. Although her ties with Cranbourne were 23

years before, she had arranged to be buried with her

son. The extreme grief experienced by the mother is

apparent in the sentimental message inscribed.

4c Murphy Family

There are two graves side by side indicating the

relationship between them. The parents are next to the

son and his family. Again these would have been

expensive monuments. The wording is simple, but

sentimental. The parents’ grave is particularly ornate in

a gothic style. The life story of Elizabeth, who was born

in 1815 in Ireland, died in Clyde in 1894, explains why the

‘homeland’ symbols are so vivid. Elizabeth lived a long

life and must have felt very Irish to her dying day,

whereas her son’s first generation Australian family

grave does not require this demonstration of a yearning

for Ireland. 
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4d The range of monuments for the post World War Two

immigrants can be seen behind the old Roman

Catholic section. They represent an important stage

in migration patterns for the Cranbourne district. The

rest of the cemetery is dominated by Presbyterian and

Church of England sites as the majority of original

European settlers were from Ireland, England and

Scotland and form the wide base for the subsequent

population until the post war period when refugees

and displaced persons travelled from countries like

Latvia, Italy and the Balkan region. They were the first

of a much wider migration pattern that continues

today. These people have remained in the area

forming the backbone of the market gardening

industry. Their burial sites are distinguished by very

ornate monuments, often with pictures and are

beautifully maintained. 
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Church of England

This section of the cemetery looks down over the town

from the hill. There is a mixture of very ostentatious

monuments and more humble stones. 

1 Duncan

Mr. Duncan decided to bury his first and second wives

side by side, a practice not likely to be carried out

today. Ivy died in 1924 age 26, perhaps in childbirth and

Eileen died in 1952 age 48. 

2 Enoch Goulter

This unfortunate man died at the age of 25. He was

accidentally shot on Christmas Day in 1875. We can only

speculate on what could have been the cause of such

an accident on such a day, perhaps some sport after

lunch, a family feud or playing with a new rifle after too

many alcoholic beverages. Whatever the case, his family

has expressed the bizarre nature of fate in their

inscription: ‘for thou knowest not what a day may bring

forth’. The stone is simple for the high Victorian period

with carved flowers representing innocence. 
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3 Twyford

Thomas Archdall is in the front row, indicating his social

standing as a well regarded man in Clyde. He was the

local teacher and lived a long life, dying in 1943 age 92.

The style of his monument is very simple and typical of

the times. Twyford road is named in his honour. 

4 Rossiter

Charles Rossiter (1820-1895) was an early Cranbourne

resident. He was an original member of the Church of

England committee in Cranbourne and was also

prominent in the Council, serving as Shire President

three times between 1871 and 1883. His elegant

monument reflects his important role in the community

and the status of his family. 
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6 Eliza Robins

The condition of widowhood was particularly difficult

during early settlement. In most cases, the widow was

left with farmland to manage and she would have relied

on the assistance and advice of friends. Eliza was in this

position when she was widowed by her husband Richard

in 1883. She was 64 years old and managed their farm

properties by leasing land. Donald McKay leased some

of this land. He is buried just nearby, suggesting that

there was a significant friendship or a family connection. 

5 Facey Family

A.N. Facey served the Cranbourne Shire between 1884

and 1912. The family came to the district in the 1860s

and remains in the district today. They stem from the

property ‘Springmount’ on Thompsons Road. Anthony

Facey occupied the position of Secretary to the Shire

during the period of Federation and attended the

opening of the first new Parliament in May 1901 as

Cranbourne’s representative. 
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7 Henrietta Sheklelton 

Henrietta was the wife of the Licensed Reader at St

John’s Church. She died after a long illness aged 47 in

1893. Robert saw some significant changes in the district

during his time at St John’s. He organised the demolition

of the old Vicarage and the building of the new in 1889.

Henrietta and Robert lived in the new Vicarage, which

still remains in Bakewell Street. Robert died in 1898

aged 58 in Geelong and is reunited with his wife here. 

8 Espie Family 

The Espie family is another ‘early settler’ family. Espies

worked in a range of trades around the town: they had

a blacksmith shop, and Joseph Espie was the undertaker

and the cemetery’s sexton. This is a beautiful Edwardian

stone, in a simple style with the lovely symbolism of

ferns for everlasting loyalty and humility. It is located

near the Sparks family site because the families were

related by marriage. 
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9 Einsiedel

The Einsiedel family came to Australia from Prussia in

1849. Gustav was one of four surviving children and he

settled in Cranbourne. He married Mary Doile and they

ran the Cranbourne Hotel during the late 1880s. Mary

was a charismatic person and was once fined for

holding illegal gambling in her hotel. She was ‘hauled

over the coals’ by local Justice of the Peace, Alexander

Patterson. The family monuments are located near the

Smethurst family because the two families were related

by marriage. They were a well-known local family and

the corner of High Street and Brunt Road where their

house was located was called ‘Einsiedel’s Corner’. 

10 Ridgway Family

This is a very early memorial for the cemetery, in fact, it

is thought to be the oldest. The earliest date is 1854,

suggesting either that the cemetery was being used as

such before the official decision to open was made in

1856, or that the child is remembered only in name and

is really buried on a family property in Clyde. Anthony

(1822 to 1890) came from Buckinghamshire to

Melbourne in 1849. He was a successful show exhibitor

with his dairy produce and bees. His children are buried

here and probably also his wife, although she is not

listed on the stone. The Ridgway family has continued

to dwell in the district. The Churchill and the Wenn

families, into which his daughters married, are located

nearby. Anthony’s brother-in-law was James Lineham

(1824-1901) and this family grave is nearby. Lineham Road

is named in honour of that family. 
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11 Poole

Lawson Burdett Poole 1898 – 1987 enjoyed a high profile

in community life in the Cranbourne district. He ran the

local car garage, which he established in 1919 and with

the success of the garage and other business interests,

he became a leading philanthropist on the Mornington

Peninsula. His family came from the ‘Rangebank’

property on Thompsons Road and his mother was an

Einsiedel. Lawson was involved in local film, the Turf

Club and agriculture to name a few. The Lawson Poole

Reserve in Cranbourne is named in recognition of his

contribution to Cranbourne. He married Laura Brunt,

daughter of Councillor William Brunt who emigrated in

the 1870s and settled at ‘Springvilla’ where the

Settlement Hotel is today. Many who knew Lawson

would say that the position of his monument is quite

deliberate and very typical. It is facing the opposite way

to all the others in the row, where it can be

conveniently viewed by passers by.
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6.1

Industry



number of industries have flourished in

Cranbourne over the years. The earliest

industries were dictated by the demand for

produce and the composition of the natural landscape.

As the township developed in the late 1850s, the bakery,

hotel, blacksmith’s and general store appeared. It is

interesting to look closely at the changes that have

occurred over the years. As the community’s lifestyle

and interest changes, so too do the type of industries

and shops that can survive. Many of the once thriving

industries can hardly be imagined now, but they were an

important part of Cranbourne’s development and

history. Agriculture was the most popular way to earn a

living during the early settlement years, and was in fact

the dominating industry until subdivision commenced

in the 1950s.

Dairying was the primary occupation until around the

1950s. Locals remember that there was a convoy of

horse-drawn carts and trucks at the Cranbourne station

every day delivering their milk cans to Melbourne. As an

industry dairying in Cranbourne took a successful leap

forward in the late 1920s when the Lady Talbot Dairy

was established at the ‘Mayfield’ property. There were

initially around three hundred cows, which were all

milked by hand. The dairy, owned by the Hope family,

employed many local people and the milk had the

prestige of being the first bottled and pasteurised milk

produced for Melbourne. The bottled milk was packed

in ice and transported to the Cranbourne station by

horse-drawn lorry. These early bottles read:

Raw milk bottled for sale by Lady Talbot Milk Supply Co.

From Govt Accredited Tuberculosis Free Herd. Bottled

and sealed at Cranbourne.

Throughout this time the farming industry continued to

develop. Dairying was still a main focus, particularly for

small farms, whereas larger farms diversified into horse

breeding. There were a number of gentlemen like

Alexander Cameron (Jnr) and James Lecky who were

passionate horsemen and developed highly prized horse

studs. Dr. Smith Adams who lived at ‘Balla Balla’ on

Baxter - Tooradin Road was also a keen supporter of the

horse racing industry and was notorious for driving a

hard bargain. The local interest in horses served in

partnership with the interest in racing to fuel the growth

of the Cranbourne Racecourse and Recreation Reserve

from the 1860s. Horseracing is of course an ‘institution’

in Cranbourne today and is part of a long heritage.
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Mornington Farmer’s Association

By Claire Turner, Casey Cardinia Library Corporation

arming continued to be the staple industry for

Cranbourne. Agriculture was taken very

seriously by people as this was the source of

their livelihood. New discoveries and improvements in

agricultural methods were highly sought after and this

was largely the impetus for the establishment of a

Mornington Farmers’ Association, as a branch of the

Port Phillip Association. Cranbourne at this time was

part of the Parish of Mornington. The Association began

in 1856, and in 1857 the first agricultural show was held

in Cranbourne, at the show grounds on the corner of

Sladen Street and Cameron Street. 

Alexander Patterson (1813-1896) was a local man and

owner of the successful ‘St Germains’ property on

Ballarto Road. He was the driving force behind the

Association and was recognized across Victoria as a

leading man in agricultural developments. The

Association involved farmers from surrounding districts,

including Berwick. By 1860 it was decided that the

annual show would alternate between Cranbourne and

Berwick. This was the forerunner of the annual Berwick

Show, which is still held today.



and quarrying was and still is a staple industry

in Cranbourne, sustained by the naturally

sandy soil in the district. By the 1880s, farmers

were exploring the possibilities that were offered by

the native landscape. Quarrying the natural rock

deposits and carting the sand that was plentiful

developed into industries that would supplement

farming in the district. Sand was used to make bricks

and support the building boom in Melbourne. The

railway went through in 1887 facilitating the easy

transport of resources that were being developed in

Cranbourne. 

Men like William Brunt, who owned the farming

property ‘Spring Villa’ on the South Gippsland Highway,

began to diversify their farming interests. Brunt quarried

in the property opposite his farm. Gravel was hand dug,

shovelled into drays and carted to the station. It was

sold to St Kilda Council to build pathways in the then

coastal resort.

The sandpits became central to Cranbourne and by the

1930s there were even rail tracks across the highway to

transport the sand with ease to the station. Local residents

remember playing around these giant sandpits as children,

and having picnics in the bushland that surrounded them.

There were sand quarries behind the cemetery (still there

today) and along Berwick - Clyde Road. Cranbourne’s sand

was reputedly highly sought after. Local resident Clyde

Manks describes the sand industry:

Cranbourne had large deposits of sand that was sent by

rail all over Melbourne, and to a number of towns all

over Victoria. It was claimed to be the best brick-layer’s

and plasterer’s sand available. There were two siding

lines (railway) out to the sand pits – one went along

Cameron Street over the South Gippsland Highway, and

the other went along the west side of the Cemetery to

the sand pits in that area.

The sand industry was an important source of

employment for local men and also attracted workers

from other towns. Clyde Manks recalls that:

Hundreds of men were employed over many years in the

sand pit – men would come by train on Monday

mornings, some would last a day, some a week and some

for months. Many homes in Cranbourne had a boarder

at times.
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arkets were an essential part of life in

agricultural districts. Local produce would be

sold and livestock auctioned. During the

1860s and 70s, Cranbourne was known as a market town.

It is believed that this early market was held on the

Mornington Farmers’ Association show grounds on the

corner of Sladen and Cameron Streets. Dandenong

Market was in direct competition with Cranbourne and

even within Cranbourne competition between

auctioneers to attract the largest crowds was strong. 

Controversial Shire Councillor Alexander Cameron

decided in the late 1880s that Cranbourne required its

own official market. Land was set-aside next to the Old

Shire Office (where the new offices would be built in

1978). The market buildings were constructed in 1889

and the plans and specifications were put on display by

the Shire Secretary, A. N. Facey at the Mornington Hotel. 

There were soon problems with a rebel auctioneer who

decided to begin his own stock auction market in the

yards of the Cranbourne Hotel. The Shire took court

action against the accused. The Shire Secretary, A. N Facey

was appointed as the prosecutor for the case in the

Cranbourne court. All must have been resolved because

the Cranbourne market lasted until the 1930s, when the

depression and competition from Dandenong became

too great. 

Market day varied during the forty or so years that it

was held. In 1901, it was advertised as being on a

Thursday whereas during the 1890s it was on a Monday

and Council meetings were held on the same day.

People would drive their cattle from their properties

into Cranbourne. Market day must have been a real

sight to see. Paddy Einsiedel (1877-1958) drove his cattle

from his various properties at Lang Lang and many

others would have done the same. A local resident

recalls how families interacted with the market:

Arthur Ryland, a well-known local identity, had a sweet

stall with his sister. Every week I would beg a penny from

mum and buy four aniseed balls or a licorice strap from

them. This was my market treat…..every autumn Mum

would buy a case of ripe tomatoes for a shilling and

spend most of a day making our annual supply of

tomato sauce.’
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he township of Cranbourne needed local

businesses to service the farming community.

Hotels were the first to appear and they

provided quite varied and essential purposes beyond

just the provision of alcohol. Hotels were the civic

centres before local government was established. They

usually had many rooms that served as meeting rooms,

libraries and lounges. There would be a small public bar

for the express purpose of drinking alcohol, but this was

only a small facet of the hotel’s function. Hotels were

stop off points for travellers on coaches and were

required to have room for horses, coaches and people.

They would also often handle the mail and were

required by law to be a venue for coronial inquiries and

to make their cool room available for use as a morgue.

They were usually managed by women, who found that

through the hotel they could earn a living, run a family

and also participate in public life.

Cranbourne’s first hotel was the Mornington Hotel and

was originally managed by Mr and Mrs Gooch. It was on

the site of today’s Kelly’s Hotel. The Gooches were

evangelicals and Mr Gooch held some of the earliest

meetings of the Cranbourne Church of England in the

hotel. This was before the church was built in 1865 and

while Gooch was the Church committee secretary. A
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later manager was Mrs Harris who ran the hotel when it

was owned by Isaac Mullins during the 1870s. She is

mentioned in the Racecourse history as having made the

most of race days and was a very enterprising woman:

Mrs Harris, of the Mornington Hotel (Cranbourne), had a

booth on the ground and did a roaring business in

supplying refreshments to an apparently thirsty gathering.1

The Nurse family ran the hotel during the turn of the

last century. The hotel was finally owned by the Kelly

family, who continue to run it today as Kelly’s Motor

Club Hotel. 

The ‘Cranbourne Hotel’ was established in the early 1860s

by the Reverend Duff’s brother Robert and his wife

Margaret. This hotel building survived up until around the

1970s and was located where the Cranbourne Park

Shopping Centre is today. A series of women owned and

managed the hotel, which was usual in Australia during

the nineteenth century. Margaret Duff (later Tucker),

Bridget Savage and Mary Einsiedel (died 1906 age 69) all

ran the Cranbourne Hotel in succession. The Kelly family

took it over in around 1917 and it was renovated and re-

furnished. They also renovated the Mornington Hotel and

held both licenses. The Kelly family initially ran both

hotels, but in later years the Cranbourne Hotel was leased

out to local businesses such as antique dealers and hair

salons, making ‘Kelly’s’ the star attraction.

Kelly’s Hotel provided long-term accommodation to

local workers such as the bank clerks and schools

teachers during the 1930s and 40s. Anice Stammers (nee

Facey) grew up over the road from Kelly’s Hotel. Her

father owned Facey’s butcher shop on the National

Bank side of the main street. Anice can remember the

Hotel and the Kelly family: 

I was an only child up till 1945 (when my sister was

born) so I was always off playing with someone or over

at Kelly’s Hotel annoying Mr and Mrs Kelly as they had

a wonderful playhouse their girls had outgrown. I spent

many hours there… it (the hotel) is still a landmark

today but not the place I remember with a huge stove

in the kitchen, a pantry and ironing room, a dining

room with starched white table cloths and crocheted

sauce bottle covers.2

A section from the local newspaper, The Mornington

Country Herald in 1889 demonstrates just how fierce

the competition was between the two hotels before

the Kelly family took them over. The Mornington Hotel

was described as having:

First class accommodation for visitors and travellers… 

Good stabling and paddocks. Horses and buggies for hire.

The Cranbourne Hotel claimed the following:

Visitors and Travellers will find first class

accommodation and every convenience…vehicles and

saddles for hire. Good stabling and first class paddocks.

By 1919, the Cranbourne Hotel had been ‘practically

rebuilt and newly furnished throughout’ and was being

run by Arthur Kelly as ‘Kelly’s Cranbourne Hotel’. Kelly

claimed that ‘everything is done to make this hotel a

home away from home: Only best brands of liquors

stocked.’3 In the same year, the Mornington Hotel was

renovated and running as ‘The Motor Club Hotel’

managed by Mrs S. Kelly, and boasting ‘Excellent cuisine,

large billiard room, ales, wines and spirits of the best

brands, cabs meet all trains, sporting parties catered for.

First class stabling and loose boxes - motor garage.’4
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6.8

ranbourne had the usual shops that flourish in

a country town. Hotels, blacksmiths, saddlers,

bakers and butchers were all essential. These

businesses continued through the decades, providing

work for the second and third generations of

Cranbourne families that were not interested in or able

to work on the farm. Most of the food suppliers would

deliver, both to houses in the township and out to

farms. During the 1920s and 30s Charlie Bregazzi would

deliver the milk in the town and he was also a landscape

painter. Joe Taylor was the local baker and he travelled

long distances to deliver bread. His family had run the

bakery since the 1880s. On one occasion there had been

yet another flood out at Cardinia and Joe was trapped.

He had been delivering bread and could not come

home because the water was too high. Similarly, the

butcher would come out to his customers perhaps

twice a week and prepare cuts of meat on the spot, as

Pam Ridgway remembers:

The butcher’s cart came around once or twice a week.

Meat was weighed at the gate on small scales the

butcher had with him. I remember the butcher always

had a switch of gum leaves to deter any flies. The baker

had a similar cart to deliver bread and brought a few

loaves to the door in a large basket. 

Shops
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Anice Stammers (nee Facey) can remember as a girl the 

sorts of shops that were in Cranbourne during the late 1930s:

I used to love starting near Poole’s Garage on my scooter

and freewheeling down the footpath to our house. First

I’d pass Joe Taylor’s horse paddock and his bakery shop

and bake house where I would be sent to get a loaf of

bread still hot from the oven. I’d pass Mosey Miles the

saddler, then the National Bank, the estate agents and

next to our place, Mr and Mrs Cowe’s shop which sold

fruit and vegetables, ice cream, ice blocks, cigarettes, and

best of all lollies.5

Shops on the Kelly’s Hotel side of the highway included

Hogg’s Groceries, Espie’s blacksmith shop and the Smith

and Jolly joinery. These shops mark the original layout

of the main street. 

The shops on the other side of the highway were pulled

down to make way for the widening of the road.
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he availability of medical services in early

Cranbourne fluctuated for many years. There

was a doctor in the early township and he was

described by a traveller in the 1860s as being rather

unreliable. James Watson recalled that: 

The ruined cottage is mentioned because in it lived, or

rather existed, the local doctor – a clever man, but one

who had the habit that many an otherwise good man

has fallen victim to. The minister kept his books and

instruments, and, for special cases, he was sobered up for

a couple of days, the hotel being taboo to him til he had

completed the case in hand.6

Residential houses were used as hospitals in

Cranbourne at different times. There was a maternity

hospital on Duff Street in the 1910s, and the house later

owned by the Rolstone family on the corner of

Codrington and Childers Streets was run by Nurse

Brockhurst during the 1920s and 30s. Many children

were born there, if not at home. 

Cranbourne only had a resident doctor at odd intervals

for many years. During the 1920s and 30s, Doctor Percy

Langmore visited from Berwick one day a week and held

his surgery in the lounge room at Mrs Cowe’s milk bar.

There seems to have been a general perception that:

‘one had to be nearly dead to go to the doctor’. Home

remedies were mostly used in preference to a visit to

the doctor. These remedies included mustard plasters,

cough mixture and sticking plaster.
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ehind every successful man there is a successful

woman is a well-known cliché, but in Cranbourne

there seems to have been a successful woman

behind every successful hotel. Women played a critical role

in the hotel industry of Colonial Australia, with 40 to 50%

of hotel licenses being held by women until the 1950s. If

they did not hold the licence, wives, daughters and sisters

still usually all contributed to the family business. Running

a hotel provided women with independence, economic

gain, status and political identity.7

Cranbourne’s female hotelkeepers, like their colleagues in

neighbouring Dandenong and Tooradin, were able to run

their domestic and entrepreneurial lives through their

hotels. Recent studies have concluded that the notion of

public and private spheres for men and women became

melded in hotels. Women could raise children and earn a

living at the same time and enjoyed the benefits of being

at the centre of community life.8 Female hotelkeepers like

Cranbourne’s Margaret Duff (later Tucker) would have co-

ordinated early Shire meetings, which were held at the

Cranbourne Hotel during the 1860s, along with other local

social events. Hotelkeepers also contributed to church

and political life. This was certainly the case for the

Gooch, Tucker and Duff families.9

The oldest Hotel in Cranbourne was the Mornington Hotel.

It was located on the site of today’s ‘Kellys’ Hotel in High

Street. Originally owned by Mr. and Mrs. Gooch, the hotel

began in the 1860s. From the late 1870s, it was known as

Harris’ Hotel and was primarily run by Mrs Elizabeth Harris.

She was an innovative businesswoman, who regularly set up

an alcohol stall at the Cranbourne Race events. 

Mrs Harris, of the Mornington Hotel (Cranbourne), had a

booth on the ground and did a roaring business in

supplying refreshments to an apparently thirsty gathering.10

Margaret Tucker owned the Cranbourne Hotel, which

was on sixteen acres of land. Robert Duff, the Reverend

Duff’s brother, had widowed Margaret in 1861. She was

widowed a second time by Edward John Tucker, who

was the Rev. Duff’s brother in law (Duff married Annie

Tucker).11 Edward died in 1872, at the age of 36. He had

been active in the community as the first Secretary of

the Cranbourne District Road Board and as Secretary

and Treasurer of the Mornington Farmers’ Association.

Margaret ran the pub from the 1860s and was clearly a

good businesswoman, who skilfully managed her

inherited property to afford herself the title of ‘Lady’ in

her retirement. This reinforces how female hotelkeepers
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could fulfil their social aspirations through the

‘domestic liberty’ that living and working in a hotel

afforded them.12 By the 1890s, Margaret was a significant

landowner, with six properties, which she leased to men

like Josiah Clarke Allen and Patrick Savage. The ‘Fernlea’

property in Clyde, which remains today, was her retreat

for retirement until she died in 1902. She is buried at the

Cranbourne Cemetery. 

The Cranbourne Hotel was later run by a series of

women. Bridget Savage leased it from Margaret Tucker

in the 1880s, and in the 1890s it was run by Mary

Einsiedel. There was a long tradition among female

hotelkeepers of passing licenses onto a string of

women. Mary was taken to Court in 1888 and fined for

allowing illegal gambling on her premises. The hearing

was held in the Old Shire Offices and was presided over

by Alexander Patterson. It must have been awkward for

her as a well-known identity, to be publicly fined and

reported in the local paper.

Female business owners were quite a presence in the

Cranbourne Township but they were also working as

farm and property owners. Mrs Henry owned ten lots of

property in 1863. Other female landowners included Ann

Poole, who leased her 20 acre property to contractor

Donald Mckay in 1886. Ann Peterson ran a shop in the

1890s. Ann Churchill was widowed in 1883 by her

husband James. She maintained a 32 acre property. Eliza

Robins owned 156 acres, which she also leased to

Donald McKay.13

In later years, women continued to run businesses in

Cranbourne. Mrs Oliver ran a taxi service and lived near

the railway station where she would have been in a good

position to meet the Melbourne train. She was a stout

woman who could certainly hold her own. Mrs Cowe 

ran the milkbar and was particularly known for her home-

made ice cream. She has been remembered as being a

good businesswoman and the children certainly knew it

– they used to hope that Mr Cowe would serve them

their ice cream because they would get a little extra

serving with a wink! 

It is clear that Cranbourne’s women played a role in the

public life of the township. Women who owned hotels

would have been directly exposed to and involved in the

cut and thrust of Cranbourne society life. As landowners,

they would have been exposed to the rigors of the

agricultural market place, managing livestock in addition

to the ordinary daily toil of running a family and a home. 
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he industries in Cranbourne were quite

consistent until after the Second World War

(1939-1945). Dairy farming, crops of peas, beans

and potatoes, horse breeding and local business in the

town were the staples but the developments across

Australia after the War soon impacted on Cranbourne. 

The Cranbourne Market had petered out during the

1930s and its buildings next to the Shire Offices were

used by Hiltons Knitting Factory. This factory employed

around 60 local women during the 1950s. Women had

joined the workforce during the war, and in the

Cranbourne area they were particularly known for their

help in the land armies that kept the farms running

while the men were off fighting. At the end of the war,

there was a general acceptance that women could

work, so the factory provided a good local opportunity. 

The Cranbourne Shire was planning to expand the

district and looked for ways of attracting people into

the community to live. An expression of interest by the

International Harvester Company in the late 1940s to

set up a factory in Cranbourne was welcomed by the

Shire Secretary, Harry Cockcroft. International

Harvester was also establishing a factory in a new

district that would be called ‘Doveton’. The Cranbourne

factory was located on the corner of Cameron Street

and Sladen Street, where the Library is today. 
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7.1

Military History



he carnage of the First World War shocked and

disturbed the newly federated Australian nation.

The feelings of sadness and loss permeated

communities and Cranbourne was no exception. 

The communities of the home front formed their own

organisations for supporting families and soldiers

through the War period. Cranbourne had a Patriotic

Association, which involved many local people. They

held weekly dances in the Shire Hall to raise money for

parcels and supplies and, towards the end of the War,

for welcome home events and monuments. Miss Nurse,

whose family had run the Mornington Hotel, was the

tireless secretary and Mr. Kirkham was the President of

the Patriotic Association. In October 1919, they hosted

an enormous celebration to welcome home the soldiers

and women who had gone to War. The event

endeavoured to ‘give the boys a real good time’. The

returned people included W. Bethune, Harold Brunt, Ed.

Nurse, Chas Greaves, Ed and Les Savage, and Fred

Peterson. There were also Sisters N and E Lehman who

had served as nurses. A Cranbourne branch of the Red

Cross was established and was extremely active during

both the First and the Second World Wars.

There is a rich legacy in Cranbourne to remind us daily

of the hardships and sacrifices that were made by

ordinary people in a small country town. Whether they

endured for the sake of what they felt was ‘the mother

country’ or to defend their young nation, the

importance of war and an all too clear understanding of

what it meant, is embodied in the visual monuments,

both living and stone and in the success of the

Cranbourne RSL. 
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he following information is about some of the

men who died in the First World War who

were from Cranbourne. The Australian War

Memorial has a central database of names that includes

details such as where they enlisted, when they died and

their parents’ names. Many families had a number of

sons who had enlisted together. There are also the

names of men who enlisted in Cranbourne, but were

from Melbourne or even overseas. It is possible that

they were working in the Cranbourne district on farms

and were attracted to the enlistment camps along with

the local men. 

Peter Innes was killed at Gallopoli on the 6th of August

1915 during the eight month long campaign that saw

around 7,500 ANZACs killed. He was 33 years old and

was from Whifflet in Scotland, but had enlisted in

Cranbourne. Similarly, Private William Allars was in the

39th Battalion of the Australian Infantry. He was only 21

when he died on the 2nd of May 1917 and although he

was from St. Kilda, he had also enlisted in Cranbourne.

These men are of course remembered through the oak

trees that form part of the Avenue of Honour at the

entrance to Cranbourne near the racecourse. The trees

were planted in 1919 and were a central focus for the

community’s ‘Back To’ that was held in 1927. The

Cranbourne Primary School was a familiar place to all

the men and this is likely to have been the main reason

for locating the Avenue near the school building.

Wreaths were laid by Cranbourne Primary School staff

who had taught the boys who served. The school

building stood for nearly 100 years where the Senior

Citizens building stands today.

For further information, see www.awm.gov.au

Herbert Arthur Anderson

Herbert was a driver who was responsible for herding

the horses and donkeys that were used at the front in

the 13th Brigade of the Australian Field Artillery. He died

on the 2nd of September 1917 at the age of 24 and is

buried in Belgium. His parents were Reinhert and Rose

and lived in Cranbourne. 
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Rupert Charles Bethune

Rupert was a Lance Corporal in the 59th Battalion and

was killed in action on the 19th of July 1916. He is buried

in France along with around 3, 000 other Australian

soldiers who were killed in one night in the disastrous

battle of Fromelles on the Western Front in France. He

was 27 years old and his mother was Annie Margaret

Meade of Tongola, Lyndhurst. Such heavy losses in only

a few hours mark Fromelles as one of this War's most

dreadful battles and the greatest loss of Australian

troops. Gallipoli has reached legendary status as a

tragic mistake where around 7,500 Australian troops

were killed over an eight month campaign, but

Fromelles is beginning to be recognized as a

catastrophic military disaster for the Allied forces. It

was feared that carnage of this magnitude might impair

the fighting morale of other troops and damage the

reputation of the British military leaders and so there

was a cover up. Unlike the very public disaster of

Gallipoli, Fromelles, a comparatively short disaster, was

passed over and blended into military history with the

overall brutality and futility of trench warfare on the

Western Front. 

British corps commander Sir Richard Haking was

responsible for the campaign at Fromelles. Pompey

Elliott was the Australian commander of the 15th

Brigade that included the 58th, 59th and 60th

Battalions. He was a veteran of Gallipoli, highly

respected by his men and was horrified to be ordered

to send them into the German stronghold. He later

committed suicide, unable to cope with the guilt

impressed by the impossible situation into which he

had been placed. The 60th Battalion was almost totally

wiped out and the 59th, to which Rupert belonged,

nearly suffered the same fate. Next morning, the front

line was described as looking like a butcher shop. 

Thomas Clair Whiteside from Officer was a fellow

soldier with Rupert in the 59th Battalion. His letters

from the war, sent home to his mother, father and sister,

have been published by his daughter in the volume ‘A

Valley in France’. Tom was wounded in the head during

Fromelles, a life altering experience that he could never

forget. The 21 year old, like his companions, was fresh

from training in Egypt when he was sent into this

terrifying battle. He wrote about the experience from

his hospital bed on the 28th of July, just over one week

afterwards and when he was still on the danger list:

The first lines fare the best – for the terrible machine gun

is deadly once he sees the game is properly on. It looked

like putting up cardboard nine– pins in a hurricane - only

it was human beings who were facing up to it.

Often wonder what happened to many a chap I passed

lying helpless in the grass. For my part I was strong and

had all my wits about me and it was only through acting

on every inspiration that, with God’s help, I got out of it.

James Daws

James lived with his parents Abraham and Mary in

Codrington Street, Cranbourne and he enlisted in

Cranbourne. A Private in the 23rd Battalion in the AIF, he

died on the 3rd of May 1917 and is buried in France. He

was 20 years old.
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John Henry Glaisher

John was the son of John and Emily Glaisher. He was

from Cranbourne but enlisted in Richmond. It is possible

that he had moved to the city for work or study. He was

in the 10th Field Coy Australian Engineers and died on

the 28th of July 1917. He is buried in Belgium.

James Alexander Lecky 
and William Mervyn Lecky

James and William were the sons of James and Maggie

Lecky in Officer. The Lecky family were among the

earliest European settlers in the Cranbourne district.

James Lecky senior built ‘Cranbourne House’ and was

involved in the establishment of the first school and the

Presbyterian church as well as serving on the Council for

many years. James and William (known as Mervyn)

probably enlisted together at Cranbourne and must have

caused their parents anguish by both enlisting as they

were the only sons. James, a renowned horseman, was a

driver in the 8th Brigade Field Artillery and died in

France on the 14th of November 1918, sadly just days

after the armistice was signed. Mervyn was a gunner in

the 4th Brigade Australian Field Artillery and was killed

only two months before his brother on the 1st of

September 1918. Their parents were so devastated by the

loss of their sons that they sold the farm in Officer,

unable to manage it on their own and moved away.

News of the Lecky family was recorded in the South

Bourke and Mornington Journal on July 17th, 1919. It was

written that:

Mr and Mrs. J. Lecky, of Cardinia Park, Officer, have been

notified that their son, Gunner Mervyn, of 12th Battery,

who was killed in action in September last, has been

awarded the Military Medal for gallantry and devotion

to duty.

Leslie William Lyons 
and Patrick Edward Lyons

Like James and William Lecky, Leslie and Patrick

probably enlisted together, with the elder brother to

look after the younger. Leslie was a Sergeant in the 24th

Battalion of the Australian Infantry. He and his brother

had enlisted in Cranbourne and were from Longwarry

East. Their parents were Patrick and Louisa. Leslie was

killed in action on the 5th of October 1918 on the

Western Front and is buried in France. Patrick was a

Private in the 59th Battalion and he died of wounds on

the 27th of September 1917. 

John Stark

Private John Stark was the son of William and Agnes

Stark (nee Fraser) and lived on Hastings Road (now Craig

Road) in Cranbourne. He was in the 5th Battalion of the

Australian Infantry and was killed in action at the age of

21 on the 18th of August 1916. 

Francis Douglas Cockerill

Francis was a Private in the 5th Australian Pioneers and

was killed in action on the 13th of August 1916. He was

the son of Charles and Mary Cockerill of Cranbourne.

The family were originally from Tasmania. The Cockerill

family home remains on Stawell Street in Cranbourne.

They were a well - known Cranbourne family and great

community participators.
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n a further response to the shocking loss of life,

many communities around Australia decided to

erect living memorials to those who served and

those who had made the ultimate sacrifice. Avenues of

Honour were planted nationally at the end of the War

and in the early 1920s. The species of tree varied and the

symbolism of the chosen species was significant.

Evergreens were planted to represent everlasting life and

regeneration, and natives were planted in assurance of

the national identity that was proudly displayed by

Australian soldiers.

The Cranbourne Avenue of Honour is of Portugal Oak

trees and is located on the South Gippsland Highway

between Sladen Street and Cameron Street. The trees

originally had nameplates, but now the names can only

be found on the Honour Board that still remains with

the Cranbourne Primary School. The Avenue was officially

opened on 9th August 1919 by the Shire President, Cr. D.

McGregor. It was planted by the Cranbourne Patriotic

Association, whose president was Mr. Kirkham and

secretary was Miss C. M. Nurse. The tree planting was

supervised by a Mr. Fisher. The original Avenue

represented 59 men and Sisters E and N Lehman. More

trees were added after the Second World War.
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he first World War was fought on a world

stage and was the catalyst for the formation of

Returned Servicemens Leagues. RSL branches

were established in towns and suburbs to provide

support for the thousands of returned soldiers. These

were of course before the days of counselling, and the

men relied on each other for understanding about their

experiences, because at times their families at home

often could not.

The earliest form of the Cranbourne RSL began at the end

of the First World War. Early meetings were held at the

Devon Meadows Hall under kerosene lamps. This early

group was called the Tooradin – Cranbourne Sub Branch

and had about twenty members who were ‘diggers’ from

the 1914-18 War. 

The networking and support that the RSL provided for

Cranbourne’s returned soldiers increased when the

community was struck by another World War that took

away many of the First World War veteran’s sons and

daughters. The Second World War was devastating for

these veterans because they had believed that they

suffered in the name of a war that was to end all wars

and did not expect to witness another only twenty

years later.

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, meetings were being

held in the Church of England Hall, but numbers were

expanding with the return of World War Two soldiers.

They were politely asked, in 1957, to find another

location for their meetings and securing a home of their

own became a desperate priority. They held their

meetings at the Turf Club while they investigated a

block of land in Russell Street. This was purchased in

1957, but after visiting the new Dandenong RSL building,

it was decided that this land would be too small to

accommodate their dream ‘Dandenong’ model building.

In 1958, Sir George Wales offered them a deal at no

interest, to purchase the land that today remains

occupied by the RSL. The members themselves built the

original rooms, drawing on their skills and the

generosity of local material suppliers such as Smith and

Jolley. The grand opening for the first stage of

completed work was held in 1961. Their membership

and diversification of facilities enabled them to

successfully apply to become a Sub–Branch. This

occasion was officiated by Brigadier Sir William Hall in

1977. Developments have continued and Cranbourne

remains a thriving branch.

Memorabilia from each of the wars can be found on

display at the Cranbourne RSL.
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he Cranbourne War Memorial,

which today is located in Greg

Clydesdale Square, was originally

erected on top of the hill in High Street, 

at the start of the Avenue of Honour. 

It was damaged by a milk truck in 1949 

and needed to be restored, and was

subsequently moved outside the Old Shire

Offices. There was an official ceremony to

celebrate its restoration and new location

in 1952. The grand stone tablet monument

was again relocated in the 1990s to Greg

Clydesdale Square. 

Enlistment registers show that many of the First World

War soldiers were not born in Australia or were first

generation Australians. They identified strongly with

the ‘Mother Country’ and fought to support her, but

they were also aware that they were the ‘kangaroos’ and

belonged to a proud young nation. Many historians

have remarked that the First World War was the arena

through which Australians first developed a sense of

national identity, independent from Britain. Our earliest

myths and legends were born there, the notion of the

spirit of the ANZAC, mateship and what it meant to be

an ‘Aussie’. These were only preceded by admiration for

British explorers and the struggle of the European

pioneer. It was this First World War that provided the

unexpected opportunity for the young Australian

nation to display its qualities to the rest of the world. 
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ranbourne was again thrown into the turmoil

of war by the outbreak of the Second World

War in 1939. The seriousness of the fighting

was not fully felt by Australians until the Japanese had

advanced into Indo China. The fighting in the Pacific

mobilised the Australian people who were faced with

the very real threat of invasion by the Japanese. 

The efforts of the locals in Cranbourne were intensified

– everyone was involved in the war effort. The school

children held weekly concerts to raise money, they

made items to send to the soldiers and wrote letters of

friendship to children in London. They also sewed

together rugs and saved their scrap paper, all in the

name of the war. The coastline of Western Port was

defended by 24-hour watches. There was a tower in

Tooradin and a roster for all the locals to share the job

of watching for aeroplanes. Dances were held on

farming properties to raise funds for the Red Cross,

where the women would bake delicious suppers.

Women of all ages worked together, knitting socks,

scarves and preparing food parcels for their soldiers.

There was an Army training camp in the Recreational

Reserve and the old Market buildings next to the Old

Shire Offices were also used by the Army for

administration and accommodation. The War was

certainly more immediate for the Cranbourne

community this time.

Local resident, Mr. Peter Cowe, grew up in Cranbourne,

where his parents ran ‘Cowe’s Milkbar’ in High Street. He

enlisted in 1941 and convinced his father to sign the

papers with the false age of 19 years – Peter was only 17.

He spent the War serving in the Infantry in the Middle East

and then in the Pacific. He returned in 1945, after being

discharged. Peter reflects on the experience of fighting in a

brutal war when still only a teenager:

I was pretty young but I suppose I could say I aged a bit

quick over the three years that all this took. And you

missed out on quite a bit of life, I suppose, when you look

back at it, to what the young people have today…

A majority of the Australian soldiers, like Cranbourne’s

Peter Cowe, served in the Pacific in the Second World

War in the capacity of directly defending their country,

whereas the First War had been fought mainly on the

Western Front in Europe, to assist the British interests. 
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Tooradin, on Western Port Bay, was the site of an

Aircraft Spotting Station. It was located on a hill,

behind the Tooradin Hotel. Locals of all ages had shifts

at the Station. Mrs Joyce Duggan was 15 at the time and

her shift was Saturday mornings - 9 until 12. She recalls

the skills that were learnt during this time:

It was quite good…you sort of felt you were doing

something. I remember Mrs Ewit used to come down and

teach us how to roll bandages and how to wrap people

up and I’d go, and I was their patient…and we knitted

socks and scarves, I think we packed food parcels.

Cranbourne resident Mr. Doug Smith remembers the

local reaction regarding the threat of invasion through

Western Port:

I don’t think most of the local people really expected it

to happen, although it was in the back of our minds as a

possibility. I think we probably felt that Western Port,

with its shoals and channels and so forth would be

perhaps a little difficult for them to come close. 

Cranbourne also had its own local militia called the

Home Guard. They met and trained regularly. Petrol

rationing was another constant reminder to the locals

that there was a war on. People were issued around 4 to

6 gallons of petrol a month. The community really

joined together to help the war effort, each making

sacrifices in their own way, whether through limited

transport due to petrol rationing, contributing to the

many fundraisers that were held, or making wares to

send to the front. Anice Stammers (nee Facey) was the

daughter of the local butcher. She was a little girl at this

time and she remembers that:
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The hall was used for balls, picture shows and other

things and during the War while the army camp was in

town it was used for regular dances and card evenings to

entertain the soldiers and raise funds for the Red Cross.

We would go, as a family, there were always other

children to play chasey and hidey with.



uring the Second World War, a Military Camp

was started at the Cranbourne Recreation

Reserve. American servicemen were stationed

at the buildings next to the original Shire Offices, where

the Market used to be held. The Army presence created

some changes for the locals. Pam Ridgway’s father, Colin

Ridgway used to go up after the milking and help Joe

Taylor bake extra bread and pies for the Army. Pam

remembers with humour that after three months work,

her father’s final payment was a bag of flour, ‘which

didn’t go over very well at home.’

There was also a voluntary Defence Corps in Cranbourne

for the locals. Their training took place in the scrub and

sandpits surrounding Cranbourne, part of which is now

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne.
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8.1

Leisure & Recreation



here was a great and very close social scene in

Cranbourne that endured until the larger

influx of settlement began after the Second

World War. Families like the McLeods, Brunts, Savages,

Nurses, Campbells, Closes, Donnellys, Rolstons, Faceys,

Allens, Pooles, Greaves and so on met regularly at the

large array of functions. These events were always

supported by the relentless cooking energies of the Red

Cross Ladies, Country Women’s Association, Ladies

Guild or Mothers’ Club. 

In genuine country town style, people holding a

celebration such as a 21st or an engagement, simply

stuck a sign in their shop window or out the front of

their property and the whole town would come along.

Dances were a regular event, held either at the Shire Hall

or the Church of England Hall in Russell Street, until the

Cranbourne Public Hall was built in around the 1960s. 

Concerts for fundraising were common, particularly

during both of the World Wars. The school held a

concert every Friday during the Second World War that

featured whatever creativity the children felt like

displaying. Many of them could play an instrument, sing,

dance or recite. In the absence of television, these skills

were quite common and they were put to good use for

a cause that they believed in.

The ‘Back To’ celebrations of 1927 were a colourful

example of the vibrancy of the Cranbourne community

and also of their pride in belonging to the township.

One local newspaper at the time described Cranbourne

as ‘one of the oldest towns in the State, it is rich in

historical associations’. The people obviously felt proud

of the achievements of the town since its early

settlement in the 1850s. During the first celebration of

Cranbourne’s history, residents were fortunate to have

guest speakers who were among those early families

that originally came to Cranbourne. 

The ‘Back To’ celebrations involved a weekend of activities.

Highlights included a parade, a dinner dance and a

school reunion. Local people dressed up for the parade

as gold diggers, aboriginals, market carters and bush

policemen, representing what they thought were typical

aspects of their settlement history. In the evening, the

children of some of Cranbourne’s early settlers told

stories of the early years in the town. Early settler

William Brunt was too unwell to attend, but conveyed

his feelings that ‘the old town was progressing, and if

they got the electric light it would move ahead.’ 
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It is not surprising that people’s tastes in social

activities changed over the years. During the 1880s,

there was an intellectual men’s clubs in the Cranbourne

Temperance Hall. There was a Tennis Club, enjoyed

equally by the ladies and the men. Bush picnics were a

highlight on weekends and people did not have to

travel far to find a spot. Behind the racetrack was one

popular spot. The social life for children revolved around

their Sunday school. Almost every child attended Sunday

school as a social outlet as much as a part of religious

education. Children at the Presbyterian Sunday School

would introduce new leaders to the area through a bush

picnic. The bushland near the sandpits on the edge of

town was a favourite spot. Bike riding was a popular

activity for children. The roads were very quiet and

bikes could be ridden safely as far as Tooradin for a

swim or to Berwick for a picnic.

Entertainment
Cranbourne, the country town thrived on social activity.

As a small community, it enjoyed the benefit of having

people that would join together for concerts and shows

to raise money and be entertained. Anice Stammers

remembers that: 

Entertainment was mostly local flower shows, bazaars,

penny concerts at school during the war, listening to the

radio, visiting relatives/friends, and for me riding my

bike around the town, especially along Clyde Road with

its sealed surface that allowed you to go really fast.

During both World Wars, concerts were held weekly 

to raise funds for soldier comforts, with everyone

contributing in their own way. There were comedy skits,

music recitals, poetry readings and singing performances.

The local sporting clubs were particularly partial to

having their male club members dress up as women for

these social events. Cross-dressing footy matches were

especially popular!

Leisure in the Cranbourne Township
Until the 1950s Cranbourne was a rural township where a

great sense of community was nurtured through a whole

range of leisure activities. With most people working

hard on farms or in related industries in the township, fun

activities were very welcome. Many of these activities

were conducted through the Church, which provided a

central social outlet. There were Church Balls in the

Temperance Hall, picnics, parades in the main street ,and

a brass band to accompany the festivities. 

Residents remember that during the 1930s and 40s an

engagement or 21st would be announced and the whole

town arrived, to enjoy the sponges and other treats that

were the result of much communal cooking.
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he heartbeat of many of the social gatherings

was the Cranbourne Racecourse. Situated in

the centre of the town, next to the Shire

Office, the racecourse has always held a special place

of importance in the town. A passion for racing and

breeding horses was a trademark of the area, with many

landholders developing horse studs. Land was set aside

for a racecourse and recreation reserve in 1860, such

was the early enthusiasm of the local power brokers.

Men such as Lyall of ‘Harewood’ in Tooradin, Dr. Adams

of ‘Balla Balla’ and James Lecky were notorious for their

commitment to racing. People would gather at the

races in their Sunday best armed with picnic lunches,

and in later years would bring along their cars to show

off. The following extract is from the local newspaper

in 1882 and describes the traffic that made its way to

the racing events at Cranbourne:

There were buggies, coaches, wagonettes, and numbers

on horseback, all of which went to make the road

between Dandenong and Cranbourne particularly gay

and lively.1

The Racecourse committee has been an important

institution in Cranbourne. Local identities such as

Lawson Poole who ran the local garage and was a

renowned philanthropist, was a life member after many

years of service, and Colin McKaskill and the Donnelly

family also gave many years to the club. 

The reserve has developed over the years to be used for

things other than just racing. The area is used by the

Turf Club, Scouts, Greyhound Club, Tennis club, the

swimming pool complex, little athletics and Girl

Guides. Throughout the nearly one hundred years that

the Primary School was located on the South Gippsland

Highway, the children would play their sport over at the

reserve and they enjoyed watching the Cranbourne Cup

from just over the road. 

Cranbourne Turf Club



n response to the growing tension in Europe

during the late nineteenth century that would

later escalate into the First World War, rural

communities in Australia began to establish rifle clubs.

The ties with Britain were strong and many people felt

that they should be sufficiently trained in readiness for

Britain’s call. In the 1890s, the Cranbourne Ranges Rifle

Corp was begun and members included Josiah Allan, C.

Manks and Michael Donnelly. This club would have

served the purpose of improving skills as well as being

a leisure outlet. This was a sport that most local men

could participate in because the use of guns on farms

was very common. 

Despite training and familiarity, there would always be

accidents and Cranbourne was no exception. There was

a sad shooting fatality in 1891 at the property of Mr.

McSwain on Cranbourne Road. The inquest determined

that McSwain’s son had accidentally shot a farm

labourer. The victim was Charles Martin, a boy of only

15 years old. Another sad case was in 1875, when 25 year

old local man Enoch Goulter was accidentally shot on

Christmas Day. 
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cricket club began in Cranbourne in 1881. In

these early years it was common for teams to

include the local Reverend, teachers and

generally people who might have learnt how to play

cricket at college. The club was originally part of the

Berwick District Cricket Association. 

It was decided in 1946 to leave Berwick and join the

Dandenong Association because players felt there was

too much travelling. The move to Dandenong proved

difficult because Cranbourne had to join the lowest

rank and work their way up. They were unable to recruit

enough players on a regular basis and were forced to

disband. In 1954, the club re-formed in Cranbourne. Joe

Cam donated a full kit of gear and the club were poised

for a career spanning many years. 

There was much networking between the cricket club

and the R.S.L. Many players were members of both.

Cricket was an important part of local culture, with

annual Christmas dinners, fundraisers and presentation

nights. Cranbourne Shire Engineer Harry Cockcroft is

said to have asked any new staff ‘can you play cricket?’

It seems that cricket in Cranbourne permeated home

and working life as a favourite leisure activity. 

Australians have always been noted for their love of

sport and the newspapers from the First World War

confirm this. The local paper, the South Bourke and

Mornington Journal, is full of reports about the cricket

and football, almost dominating the war reports.
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n 1996, the headquarters of the long-

established Melbourne Hunt Club along

Cameron Street were demolished. The end of

these charismatic buildings was the end of an era when

Cranbourne and its surrounding districts were at the

centre of this traditional sport. Today when you travel

along Cameron Street, you will see the construction of

a new housing estate called The Hunt Club Estate. This

is yet another symbol of the passing of time and the

rapidly changing land around Cranbourne. Its rural

foundations are gradually disappearing and are being

replaced by the trademarks of progress. The Hunt Club

name survives and with it a fascinating history that saw

the intermingling of ‘elite’ Melbourne society with a

farming community. 

A long-time member who had enjoyed close

associations with the Hunt Club since being a teenager

in the 1940s, Mr. Derry Francis remarked that: ‘to see the

club house, stables and houses removed recently was a

very sad loss of a great lot of memories!’ 

The English tradition of fox hunting on horseback was

established in Australia during the 1830s and the

Melbourne Hunt Club dates back to the 1840s. By the

1870s, Melbourne’s wealthy families like the Chirnsides

and the Clarkes, indulged in the hunt as a prestigious

leisure activity for special occasions. Kangaroo hunts, as

well as traditional foxhunts, were also popular. The club

needed headquarters to stable members’ horses and to

breed the hounds. The hounds were pivotal to the club.

A club would become well known for the pedigree of

its hounds and for how well the chief huntsmen could

train them. Well-trained hounds would ensure a good

chase of the fox for the hunters on horseback. 

Cranbourne was selected as a new site for the Hunt

Club when urban development was squeezing them out

of their existing site in Oakleigh during the 1920s. Fox
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hunting relies on the availability of space and

cooperation with neighbouring farms: land was the key

to the survival of the club. Oakleigh’s farms were

beginning to disappear, signalling a problem for the

club. The Cranbourne site, on the corner of Thompsons

and Narre Warren Cranbourne Roads was chosen by a

special ‘Country Committee’ of the Melbourne Hunt

Club in the late 1920s. The committee included

Pakenham identity J.J. Ahern, S.A. Greaves and the owner

of the ‘Mayfield’ property in Cranbourne, R.G.Hope.

These men provided an important link between the

Melbourne gentry society and the Cranbourne and

Berwick Shire areas. As influential landowners, they

could persuade the Club that Cranbourne would sustain

the Club’s endeavours, providing them with plenty of

space for their activities and township support.2

When the club moved to Cranbourne, there had already

been a long association with the Casey-Cardinia region.

The first Master of the hounds was George Watson,

from the I.Y.U property in Pakenham. Permission was

required from landowners to hunt across their property

and the committee had to work very hard to achieve

and maintain this. There was eventually a network of

properties that would participate in the hunt, making

their land available and allowing the club to install

special points in their fences where horses could safely

jump. Watson became a stoic figure in the club over the

years and enjoyed the benefits of his sons owning land

in Narre Warren and Hallam during the 1890s. His son

Godfrey Watson owned ‘The Pines’ and kennelled the

hounds there during the 1897 season. The Greaves

family in the Berwick and Cranbourne district also

featured in the history of the Hunt Club. Again they

were a useful connection because they owned large

properties and allowed the hunts to operate there.

Greaves family properties included ‘Fernside’ at

Cranbourne and ‘Strathard’ at Narre Warren. 

The Hunt Club adopted parts of Cranbourne culture as

its own. The sustaining industry during the 1920s and 30s

in Cranbourne was dairying and the town was an industry

leader in providing the first bottled milk. The Hunt Club

picked up on the local culture and the following club

poem describing local sites highlights this:

The Lyndhurst, Clyde and Cranbourne chaps-

There must be easy seven-

And other men from Nar Nar Goon,

We’d make up to eleven,

The Huntsmen coves, the General said,

Put sugar in their tea,

And Cranbourne milk is pretty strong

You take the tip from me…. 

The 1920s clubhouse at Cranbourne was the scene of many

social engagements, especially refreshments after a hunt,

and was a notoriously beautiful building. It was located

near the railway line on Narre Warren Cranbourne Road,

where the Hunt Club housing estate is now being

developed. The buildings could not be seen from the road.

They were at the end of a long and winding driveway. The

clubhouse was on the left, followed by the Bregazzi house.

There was an orchard, dog kennels, exercise yards and a

room where all the meat was boiled up for dog food. At

the end on the right hand side were the enormous stables.

A car could be driven through the centre and there was a

chute along which the chaff was shovelled. 



A curious and compatible relationship developed

between the local Cranbourne community and the

patrons of hunting who travelled up from Melbourne.

They shared a love of the country and of sport. Horse

people and other locals from surrounding properties

joined in the club activities, rubbing shoulders with

prominent politicians, visiting dignitaries and wealthy

business people from the city. 

One of Cranbourne’s pioneering families, the Bregazzies,

had a special association with the Hunt Club. Keith

Bregazzi worked for the club between the early 1930s

and 1975 when he retired. Keith was highly respected as

‘the backbone of the Melbourne Hunt Club’. He and his

wife Phyllis lived in a cottage on the Hunt Club grounds

and were well-known personalities, both locally and

among the many and varied club members that came to

Cranbourne to enjoy the high-quality organization that

Keith quietly and efficiently maintained. He was in

charge of the training and breeding of the hounds, the

welfare of the horses and the overall property. Club

member Derry Francis remembers: 

We became very friendly with Keith and I often went up

to help him with the hounds and horses. On my 15th

birthday, I was given a pony ‘Bidgee’ then I could go and

help work the hounds pre-season, with Keith and Ted

McCoy. Late teens I got a hunter and hunted with the

hounds for years. In that period there were 4 different

Masters – Sir Alex Creswick, Peter Ronald, Owen Moore

and Jeff Spencer – great years!!
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The Club was a very established part of Cranbourne’s

identity. There are many memories held by locals who

had various involvements with the club, either as

members of the Hunt, workers at the hunt complex or

as children. Children from nearby properties loved to

play at the grounds. Pam Ridgway recalls: 

We spent a lot of time at the Hunt Club visiting the

Bregazzi family. We used to play in the stables and

around the kennels. During the hunting season the

hunting party looked magnificent in their red coats and

black hats. There were hurdles along farmers paddock

fences so that there were safe places to jump. 

Locals would follow the hunt by road in cars, on

horseback and in jinkers, making a real occasion. The

Hunt Club was a prestigious part of Cranbourne for many

decades. Its headquarters are now located at Pakenham.



9.1

Environment



he Centenary of Federation in 2001 calls us to

reflect on the historical development of the

nation and of our local areas. As Cranbourne

developed as an agricultural area, a look at the vegetation

gives an interesting key to the history and a comparison

between what is now, and what may have been before

exploration and settlement. In Cranbourne there is a

unique opportunity to explore the vegetation through

exploring the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne. 

In describing the Royal Botanic Gardens, Robin Taylor

mentions that the sandy heathlands were formed from

sand being blown up from the dry seabeds of Port Phillip

and Western Port a million years ago, in the Pleistocene

epoch.1 This is considered geologically recent, much

more recent than the age of dinosaurs. The animal life of

Australia probably already resembled the species we

know today, although perhaps larger.2 How this touches

the imagination and makes us wonder what has been

happening around Cranbourne in all that time. 
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Long before the early nineteenth century when

Europeans settled in the area, the original bare sand

dunes had developed into heathlands on the slopes,

and swamplands in the hollows. The soil type of the

area is described as ‘Tertiary Sands’, commonly known

as ‘Cranbourne Sand’.3 Some areas of the district have

clay soils deriving from much older Silurian sediments,

this soil type is commonly known as ‘Narre Clay’ so

named for it’s occurrence through Narre Warren. It is

more nutritious and holds more water, and thus is able

to support grassy woodlands on some of the slopes. 

Aboriginal tribes found the birds of the swamps a great

source of food, and in the grassy woodlands they hunted

kangaroos, possums and emus.4 The vegetation of the

area was a source of aboriginal food supply and other

commodities. Tubers of orchids and other plants were

eaten along with berries, seeds and fruits of many plants;

the cones of banksias were soaked to get nectar.5

Archaeological studies in the area of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Cranbourne have revealed evidence of

Aboriginal sites6, indicating good available food supply. 

The early European explorers and settlers found the

vegetation of Australia so profoundly different from

that known and studied in Europe, that it was difficult

for them to describe, and difficult to recognize potential

uses of the plants. Many of their strategies, based on the

best of intentions, are now with hindsight seen as most

unfortunate moves for example excessive clearing and

introduction of plants which became weeds and exotic

birds such as sparrows. In 1864 it was stated, ‘Victorian

farmers and gardens suffer very much from the

depredations of insects, and therefore any of the soft-

billed birds of Europe, or other temperate countries, are

desired in unlimited numbers.’7 The introduction of

sparrows was seen as an answer to this problem.

Descriptions of the vegetation found by the first

explorers and settlers are scant, and very general in

relation to landmarks. George Bass, who explored the

coast of Western Port Bay in 1798, stated that ‘the grass

and ferns grow luxuriantly, and yet the country is but

thinly and lightly timbered. The gum tree, she and

swamp oaks, are the most common trees. Little patches

of brush are to be met with everywhere…’.8

Among early botanists to visit with explorers were

Robert Brown and Ferdinand Bauer who accompanied

Matthew Flinders on board the ‘Investigator’ in 1801.9

Wiry Bauera Bauera rubiodes and Juniper Wattle Acacia

ulicifolia ssp. brownii named in honour of these men are

known to be indigenous to the Cranbourne area.

Botanist George Caley visited with James Grant on

board the ‘Lady Nelson’.10 Grant was responsible for

planting wheat, a variety of vegetables, and fruit on

Churchill Island.

Both French and British explorers were active in Bass

Strait and Western Port in the early nineteenth century.

The British Empire, which had already raised their flag

and established a penal colony in New South Wales

decided to establish a military settlement at Corinella

in 1826 to secure their sovereignty in the south over the

French.11 In 1827, the overland explorer William Hovell

made a number of explorations from Corinella, on one

occasion going through to Port Phillip, probably going

through the area destined to be named ‘Cranbourne’.12
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3 Ellender, I. 1998 An archaeological survey for Aboriginal Sites in the Australian
Garden The Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne. Unpublished paper

4 Taylor, R. 1999 p. 142
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close look at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Cranbourne, which is an annex of The Royal

Botanic Gardens, Melbourne offers an insight

into the ecological history of the district. It is indeed

most fortunate that within the botanic garden reserve,

remnant vegetation of the Cranbourne district is still

present and protected.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne were

established in 1846.13 In the 1940’s it was recognized that

difficulties encountered in establishing native species

could be overcome to some extent by using land where

the soil was more sandy and less shaded than that in

the Melbourne gardens. In addition to this it was

recognized that more space was required and that this

need could be best met outside Melbourne, in an area

within reasonable travelling distance, and having

different soil features.14 After considerable research a

Commonwealth military reserve of 345 acres near

Cranbourne was chosen, on the recommendation of

adjacent landowner Alan Ritchie of ‘Maintop’.15 The area

was ‘almost virgin heathland’ on black sandy loam,

featuring ‘tea-tree, heath, wattles and ground orchids’,

believed to be close to undisturbed vegetation.16 In 1969

the site was inspected by the Director and Government

Botanist, both of whom were impressed by the

suitability of the land ‘for the purposes of growing and

studying Australian native plants’.17 However it was not

until 1970 that the purchase was actually made and the

land secured as a permanent reservation as Botanic

Garden and Research Institute. There were delays in

negotiating an agreed price with the government, and

intervention by the Department of the Interior who

were unwilling to see the land released from military

control due to Australia’s role in the war in Vietnam.18

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne in association

with the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne, the

Herbarium (established by von Mueller, in 1853), and the

Australian Research Centre for Urban Ecology, forms

the oldest scientific institution in Victoria. 

The Mission of the Royal Botanic Gardens is:

To advance the knowledge and enjoyment of plants,

and to foster their conservation, in order to give people

a better understanding of the essential part that plants

play in all life on earth.19

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne

By Robin Allison, 

Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne



The corporate strategies for gardens at Melbourne and
Cranbourne include: 

1 Diversity and richness of visitor experiences.

2 Superior management and enhancement 

of the collections, gardens, and natural habitats.

3 Leadership in research and conservation.20

Projects within the Cranbourne gardens are specific to

Australian species. In addition to the maintenance and

protection of remnant vegetation, restoration of

vegetation and cultivation of Australian plants there are

scientific, recreational and tourist features.21 Facilities and

activities in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne

include recreational walking tracks and visitor facilities.

Visitor programs are conducted to promote appreciation

of flora and fauna. Scientific research is ongoing and

includes studies by scientists from other institutions.

Important studies include the study of long range

changes in vegetation, including carbon dating by Donna

Aitken (1990)22 and an archaeological survey for

Aboriginal sites by Isabel Ellender (1998).23 Education

programs are facilitated for primary, secondary and

tertiary students.

A development in the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Melbourne of significance to Cranbourne was the

establishment of the ‘Maud Gibson Trust’ in 1945. Miss

Maud Gibson wished to establish a memorial to her

father that would benefit Melbourne, the city in which

her father had prospered as a founding member of the

firm ‘Foy and Gibson’.24 The Trust undertook to

financially support the acquisition of more land, and

has continued to support the development ever since.

Further parcels of adjacent land have been purchased

with assistance from the fund, and the total area is now

363 hectares.25 The initial land acquired was surveyed by

the Lands Department in 1968 and described as:

Swamps and flats, and sandy undulation of moderate

slopes, eucalypts were stunted and sparse (except on the

eastern boundary), with dense undergrowth of tea-tree,

hakea and melaleuca. Many sandy tracks traversed the

area, and sand excavations extended along the northern

boundary and caused erosion along this boundary.26 

The later land acquisitions included land cleared for

farming and land from which vast quantities of sand had

been mined. Sand mining also occurred on the land

under military control between 1920 and 1970. The

highest point in the sand dune ridges was thirty metres

high and was known as Empire Hill.27 This part of the

ridge was mined for sand. The highest point remaining

in the Gardens is Coronation Hill on which the Trigg

Point Lookout was constructed.28 This Lookout

commands a 360° view over the vegetation of the park

taking in the Dandenong Ranges, Gippsland Hills,

Western Port Bay, Mornington Peninsula, and the skyline

of Melbourne.

The ‘Friends of Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne’ is a

strong group of people interested in Australian

vegetation and its preservation and the promotion and

support of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne. The

‘Friends’ have volunteer working bees to assist with

maintenance and development at the gardens. They

grow Australian plants to sell to raise funds for the

Gardens and also to give to children attending

educational programs. The group arranges seminars and
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runs functions in conjunction with the Gardens

management. The Friends in return gain knowledge,

experience and pleasure through meeting people with

mutual interests and working alongside the staff of the

Gardens. Many of the Friends enjoy walking through the

park, observing vegetation and wildlife, and are

sometimes able to report unusual and important

sightings to the staff. Various other projects are

undertaken by Friends including the writing of this paper.

The significance of the vegetation for the future is

acknowledged by the City of Casey. It is believed that:

…protection of remaining significant vegetation is

necessary for a range of reasons, including wildlife

habitat, aesthetics, protection of biodiversity, cultural,
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29 ‘Environment Effects Statement’ Unpublished paper prepared by Kinhill Pty
Ltd 1997

30 City of Casey Conservation Strategy p.3 (in City of Casey Environmental
Education Kit)

historical, educational and recreational values and

cultural heritage. Special significance should be given

to the habitats of endangered flora and fauna.29

The City of Casey acknowledges, ‘the scattered pockets

of remaining remnant vegetation, single trees and

wildlife corridors are therefore all the more precious

due to their scarcity’.30

As we celebrate the Centenary of Federation in 2001,

we move forward with greater scientific understanding

of our environment, but also with ever changing

challenges in dealing with different problems. May we

acknowledge that the natural vegetation is deeply

rooted in our history, and that with our care the

blossoms will shower over succeeding generations.
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Vegetation of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne

The area of the Botanic Gardens includes the following

six ecosystems,31 with the listed examples of typical

indigenous plants:

1 Heathy Woodland

Coast Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis, Heath Tea-tree

Leptospermum myrsinoides, herbs, lichens and mosses.

2 Grassy Woodland

Narrow-leaf Peppermint Eucalyptus radiata, Hedge

Wattle Acacia paradoxa, Austral Bracken Pteridium

esculentum and grasses.

3 Grassland, derived from altered Grassy Woodland 

Narrow-leaf Peppermint Eucalyptus radiata, Various grasses

4 Wet scrub, occurring between sand ridges

Scented Paperbark Melaleuca squarrosa, Herbs

5 Swamp Scrub

Prickly Tea-tree Leptospermum continentale also

Paperbarks, Sedges, and Coral Fern Gleichenia

microphylla.

6 Wetland Complex,

occurring in natural depressions, and excavated areas.

Sedges and Swards, Bladderwort, and Water-ribbons

Triglochin procera.

Vegetation

By Robin Allison, 

Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne



Glossary

Biodiversity - The variety of all life forms – the

different plants, animals and micro-organisms, the

genes they contain, and the ecosystems of which they

form a part. 

Ecology - The study of the relationship between

organisms and their environment.

Ecosystem - The complex relationship between all the

living and decaying organisms (including plants and

animals) and the non-living components (including soil,

water, air, light) in a defined environment. 

Pleistocene Epoch - 50,000 years ago.
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orticulture became a popular element of the

Health and Social Reform Movement during

the 1910s and 20s. It was believed to be

beneficial for children to have experience with the

natural environment and so the State School

Horticultural Society was established.32 Cultivated

seedlings were sent out to schools that joined the

Society. Regardless of what the social theories of the

time proclaimed, the children enjoyed these studies of

the world outside their classroom. Lotus Brady can

remember that: ‘Nature study walks and subsequent

projects were always looked forward to…’.33

From 1923, school forest plantations began and by 1929

there were 241 participating schools covering 3,000

acres in total.34 Cranbourne Primary School had its own

plantation located on Sladen Street (next to the Bear

House Restaurant). The children would go there

regularly to weed and to continue planting. You can still

see some of the trees today. The routine of caring for

the plantation continued for many years. 

Children would also be taken for nature walks around

the racecourse bushland and further down, along

Cranbourne Clyde Road and into one of the commercial

sandpits. Pam Ridgway describes the familiar scenario

where a few kids spoilt the others’ fun on such

occasions: 

We used to observe bird nests and other items of interest

and we would later check the progress of baby birds. On a

couple of occasions boys robbed nests, causing the rest of

us sadness. No sympathy for the culprits getting the strap.35
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School Plantation

By Claire Turner, Casey Cardinia Library Corporation



he Cranbourne meteorites have a long

history and are of interest not only to 

the Cranbourne community, but are also

significant on a world scale.

Originally it is believed that the meteorites were of

significance to the Aboriginal communities passing

through the area. These strange rocks were believed to

have special properties by the Aboriginals who viewed

them as sacred. As a result they were often the focal

point of ceremonies and celebrations.

There have been 12 meteorites discovered between the

early 1850s and 1982, mainly in the Cranbourne area, but

also scattered throughout Pearcedale, Langwarrin,

Pakenham, Clyde, Officer and Beaconsfield. When

referring to the map of the flight path, it is evident that

with the exception of the Pakenham No. 6 and

Pearcedale No. 11, the remaining meteors were all located

in a perfectly straight line approx 21 kilometres apart.

Referred to by size, the meteorites ranged from

Cranbourne No. 1 at 3.5 tons through to Cranbourne No.

12 at 23 kilograms. In fact, Cranbourne No. 1 and 2 at 3.5

& 1.5 tons respectively, are ranked in eleventh place on

the list of the world’s heaviest known meteorites, and in

Australia second only to the Mundrabilla fall (on the

Nullabor Plain, W.A.) boasting two large masses at 12

and 5 tons.
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Cranbourne Meteorites

By Caroline Bell, City of Casey



As outlined in Table 1, Cranbourne No. 1 first came to

public attention at the Melbourne Exhibition in 1854.

This exhibition featured an exhibit of a horseshoe made

by a Melbourne farmer from (quote) ‘a specimen of iron

from Western Port’. Investigation later showed that a

small portion of the meteorite had been chiselled off

the main mass located on a property off Craig Road, in

Devon Meadows. Cranbourne No. 3 was later found on

the same property in 1857.
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Meteorite No. Year of Find Original Mass Present Location

1 1853 3,550 kg British Museum, London 

2 1853 1,525 kg National Museum, Melbourne

3 1857 6.8 kg Lost

4 1923 1,270 kg National Museum, Melbourne

5 1923 356 kg Victorian Mines Department, Melbourne

6 1928 40.5 kg Victorian Geological Survey Museum, Melbourne

7 1923 153 kg Geology Department, University of Melbourne

8 1923 23.6 kg Victorian Geological Survey Museum, Melbourne

9 1876 75 kg Probably widely distributed

10 1886 914 kg National Museum, Melbourne

11 1903 762 kg U.S. National Museum, Washington

12 1927/1982 23 kg City of Casey, Narre Warren

Table 1



Cranbourne No.s 4, 5, 7 and 8 were found in a

neighbouring property in 1923 as a result of the owners

ploughing these fields. No. 4 was the largest of these

weighing in at 1.25 ton/1270 kilograms.

Cranbourne No. 2 was found some 6 kilometres away in

approx. 1853, again on private property just off

Patterson Road, in Clyde. This was the first of the

meteorites to be reported in scientific journals and

aroused considerable interest in Europe, where a

meteorite of this size by far outweighed any other

known meteorite.

Cranbourne No. 6 was actually found during road widening,

on the Princes Highway in Pakenham, near the intersection

of Cardinia Road in 1928. This meteor doesn’t lie on the

direct flight path of the others, and can now be found in

the Victorian Geological Survey Museum, Melbourne.

Cranbourne No. 9 (or the Beaconsfield iron) was found

in a railway cutting approx. 3 kilometres east of

Beaconsfield station. It is believed that the meteorite

was uncovered some time between 1873 and its

discovery in 1876 at which time the main Gippsland

railway was under construction.

Scaled models of the Cranbourne meteorites can be

found in the Cranbourne meteorite park on South

Gippsland Highway, whilst a number of others are

located in the National Museum, Melbourne.

Cranbourne No. 12 is on display in the foyer of the City

of Casey Council Offices, Narre Warren and can be

visited any time during office hours.

To find out more about the meteorites, please refer to:

• Cranbourne Sun April 1982.

• Cranbourne Shire Historical Society collection.

References: The Good Country P 63-65

A History of the Cranbourne Meteorites

by T Vickerman, 1982

Australia – Treasure Hunter, Year Book

1982 article by William J Cappadonna.
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10.1

Appendices



For further information about the history of

Cranbourne, please contact:

Local History Officer

Casey Cardinia Library Corporation

Overland Drive

Narre Warren Vic 3805

Telephone: (03) 9704 7696

Fax: (03) 9796 6754

Email: cclcmain@cclc.vic.gov.au

Website: www.cclc.vic.gov.au

or visit the Cranbourne Library

65 Berwick Cranbourne Road

Cranbourne Vic 3977

or

Cranbourne Shire Historical Society

c/o Tooradin Fisherman’s Cottage Museum

The Foreshore

Tooradin Vic 3980

Telephone: (03) 5998 3643

10.2

Further Information

Guest speakers may also be available from these organisations if required.
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The Melbourne Hunt Club – 
A Part of the Cranbourne Community

by Graham S. Facey - 

Melbourne Hunt Club Member 1954 – 1984

ranbourne has an interesting and varied

history, and would not be complete without

the inclusion of Melbourne Hunt Club. The

history of the Club is well recorded in the book

‘Hounds are Running’ by Heather B. Ronald.

The Melbourne Hunt Club has the oldest established

pack of hounds in Australia, founded in 1853, with

hounds brought from Ireland by George Watson of

Cobb & Co. fame. The original Kennels were on his

premises ‘Kirks Bazaar’ in Bourke Street, Melbourne,

followed by various moves to St. Kilda, Caulfield,

Mordialloc and Deer Park, each on the outskirts of

Melbourne in their time.

In 1897 the Club established at Oakleigh and then to

Cranbourne in 1929, where they were based for 68 years,

until they moved to Pakenham in 1997.

Our early English and Irish settlers loved their horses

and riding, horses were plentiful, horse sports were

most popular, and successful horses and riders were the

sporting heroes of the day. Hunting was a very popular

sport. Newspaper coverage each week gave reports of

the Meet at St. Kilda or Melton, ‘over 100 in the field

and as many onlookers.’ They detailed the events of the

day – ‘a run of fourteen miles and about 50 fences

jumped in the Heidelberg area.’

Melbourne Hunt was recognised as the best in Australia,

with the finest pack of hounds. The Master and

Committee maintained the high standards and

traditions, and with pride handed them on to each

generation. They were men of very strong character.

Victorian horse racing, the Royal Agricultural Society,

and other organisations benefited from their support. 

The Members were a most colourful crowd from all

walks of life. Some from Melbourne’s oldest established

families, leading business and community members, the

Governor and Members of Parliament, famous riders,

local farmers and battlers. In the hunting field they all

had the common interest – their love of horses and

hunting, and the excitement and thrill of the ride across

country with the hounds.
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Memories



Adam Lindsey Gordon was a member of Melbourne Hunt.

He and his wife hunted for years - many of his poems

capture the spirit and challenge of riding and hunting.

From about 1900 Melbourne Hunt often met in the

Cranbourne/Berwick area. Travelling from Oakleigh on

the ‘Hunt Special’ – a steam train with special trucks for

the hounds and horses.

Locals looked forward to a meet in their area, waiting at

their railway station to watch the horses and hounds

unload. Farmers would have loaded their cans of milk

for Melbourne on an earlier train, and now some, with

the family in the spring cart would drive around

following the hunt, others would be mounted and

ready to follow the hounds. After an enjoyable day they

would join the members for the plentiful eats and

drinks at the station, before the Hunt Special loaded up

and departed.

Melbourne Hunt had a very high profile, with many

important members and notable riders. They encouraged

the participation of the local farming community, and

many long term friendships developed. Without the

generous local support, hunting would not exist.

In 1928 the Melbourne Hunt Master, A. T. Creswick and

his Committee decided, due to closer development

around Oakleigh, that it was time to relocate further

out. The Committee, and a supportive group of

Cranbourne and Berwick landowners formed a Country

Committee. They assisted with the choice of a

property, and panelling (timber jumps set in wire

fences) the new country to be hunted. 
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‘The Kennels’ Cranbourne became the new home for

Melbourne Hunt Club in 1929. The property, 170 acres in

Narre Warren Road, was known locally as the ‘Quarry

Paddock’. The exposed chalk face was a local landmark,

it had been quarried in earlier times to surface roads.

The long driveway swept around the Quarry hill to

reveal the magnificent purpose built facility set

amongst trees and gardens. All the buildings were

weatherboard, stained timber interiors, with extensive

brick paving in work areas.

A lovely Clubhouse - a wide shady verandah with

substantial timber pillars framed the entrance, the glass

panelled double doors led into the main room which had

a most imposing clinker brick fireplace with large timber

mantelpiece. Lovely timber panelled walls, cathedral

ceiling and many red cedar windows gave a bright airy

appearance. Pictures on the walls of former Masters and

Huntsmen were a reminder of the Clubs history. Polished

timber chairs and a large table added to the dignity of

the room. A kitchen and pantry, toilets and showers, and

a cosy little bar were also part of the building.

Two houses for staff were of similar pleasant style – one for

the Huntsman and his family, the other for the workmen. 

The stable - a substantial timber building of traditional

style, a long central passage with twelve loose boxes,

feed and tack rooms, all lined with timber and brick

floors, above was a huge loft for feed storage.

The hound kennel and other buildings were of a similar

high quality, the hound feed area included a killing and

meat preparation area and wood fired coppers.

Electricity wasn’t available until approximately 1953.

The hound kennels were spacious timber lined

buildings. There were extensive outside yards and

shelters, for both horses and hounds. Tree plantations

and a Polo Ground were soon developed. This facility

had been built during the depression years, it had

provided valuable employment. 

Melbourne Hunt and their property ‘The Kennels’ soon

became part of the local community. Permanent and

part time staff were employed to run the property, care

for and exercise the horses and hounds in the winter,

and the polo horses in summer. At times up to 10 were

employed, it was a new industry in Cranbourne. The

blacksmith, grain store, hardware, saddler, garage, hotel

and others all benefited. The move to Cranbourne was

followed by a number of members, they bought

properties in the Cranbourne/Berwick area within

riding distance of most meets.

Melbourne Hunt brought a new dimension of sporting

and social activities to Cranbourne and the surrounding

district, the locals were encouraged to become

involved with the Club, many became hunting

members. The Country Committee maintained the

good relations with landowners who allowed hunting

on their properties, hounds often run for miles across

many properties during a hunt.

The annual ‘Landowners Dinner’ was held at Kelly’s

Hotel for some years, an invitation from the Master to

attend these colourful occasions was highly prized. The

annual ‘Landowner v. Members’ Cricket Match was also

a great event, both sides had many good players who

took the game seriously - however, the landowners

usually won!

The annual ‘Point to Point’ picnic race meeting was held

for many years on the Master, C. C. Moores property

‘Strathard’ on Cranbourne Road, Narre Warren. Then

from 1964 was held at ‘The Kennels.’ Landowners again

joined the members for a great day. Some of Australia’s
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top horsemen and women thrilled the crowds with

their skills as they raced over post and rail and brush

fences in steeplechase races, and other events.

Bookmakers, catering and a bar, assured a great day out!

The annual ‘Melbourne Hunt Ball’ was a colourful

highlight. Held at various venues – St. Kilda, Caulfield,

Berwick, Dandenong and Pakenham. Then for many

years at Cranbourne Public Hall, about 300 would

attend in formal dress – the senior hunt members wore

scarlet tail coats, the ladies in the latest ball gowns. The

hall would be elaborately decorated in a hunting theme.

There would always be good music, lots of dancing, the

traditional hunting song ‘Do ye ken John Peel’ would

always be sung with great vigour, the party atmosphere

would often continue until dawn. Local charities were

given a share of the profits for some years.

‘Children’s Hunts’ gave the young and inexperienced the

opportunity for a ride with the hounds, at times over

200 riders in the field. This introduction often led to

them becoming members.

‘Hunt Races’ were held at Moonee Valley, members and

landowners were guests for the day. Some Hunt

Members were eligible to ride in the amateur

steeplechase, the Victorian Hunt Club’s Cup was a

prized trophy. The ‘Royal Melbourne Show’ provided

events for qualified Hunters – to represent the Club

was an honour.

The Club ran many other equestrian and social events.

The Clubhouse was regularly used for meetings and

hunting activities, also for a great variety of social

functions. Members and their friends enjoyed many

memorable B-B-Q’s, dinners, dances and parties, etc.

Other functions held at ‘The Kennels’ included:

• Red Cross fundraising Gymkhanas’ during the War.

• Equestrian Federation of Australia, - the first

Olympic style One Day event in Australia

• Polo Tournaments

• Polocross Tournaments

• Country Fire Authority demonstration championships

• Cranbourne Scout annual Gymkhanas

• Victorian Pony Club Championships

• Cranbourne Pony Club rally ground

I have many wonderful memories of Melbourne Hunt

Club and ‘The Kennels.’ Keith Bregazzi lived at ‘The

Kennels’ with his wife Phyllis and daughter Lotus, they

were our neighbours and close family friends. Keith was

the Huntsman, he was responsible for the management

of the horses and hounds, the property, and the men

who worked there. He hunted the hounds, and was the

vital link with the local community.

Melbourne Hunt could not have chosen a finer person,

Keith Bregazzi was very well known and popular, a

wonderful rider, most highly respected in the

equestrian world. As a Huntsman he was considered

equal to the best. His horses and hounds loved him.
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Keith was a lovely kind person with an inspiring

personality. The Bregazzi family were great hosts. My

friends and I spent a lot of time at ‘The Kennels’ – much

more exciting than at home on the farm. 

During the hunting season about 4 or 5 horses would

be in feed and worked, they would take the hounds

and trot for miles around the gravel roads, in summer

about six Polo horses would be worked, riding one and

leading another. Young horses were broken in by Ted

McCoy, a great rider and horseman, who also lived and

worked at ‘The Kennels.’ At times a stallion was

available to serve the mares.

The pack comprised of at least 20 couple of English Fox

Hounds. Imports from the best English and Welsh packs

and careful breeding maintained the standard of this

magnificent pack. The hounds were walked each day in

the summer, on hot days Keith would walk them down

to the dam where they would enjoy a swim. Keith

controlled the hounds with his voice and the hunting

horn, the young hounds were coupled to older hounds

until they learned to co-operate.

Horses and cattle were slaughtered, the club also

picked up dead or down stock from local farmers. Meat

and grain was cooked and fed to the hounds in long

wooden troughs. The hounds spent their day in a large

grass yard, in the evening they were drafted, ‘bitches

only,’ and they would stream through the door to their

kennel, the dog hounds would wait for their cue, then

into their kennel.

Hunting was from May to September – mostly on

Saturdays. Polo was during the summer, mostly on

Sundays. Tournaments were played against other clubs,

many from the Western District of Victoria. Melbourne

Hunt were a very successful team. One of the best

players, Rupert Richardson, was also one of Australia’s

most successful equestrian competitors, polo,

showjumping, point to point racing. He loved his

hunting and was an honorary whip for many years.

‘No game was ever worth a rap for a rational man to

play into which no accident, no mishap could possible

find it’s way’ (A.L. Gordon)
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Hunting in the Fifties.

The popular meets of the fifties were:-

• corner of Pound and Hallam Roads

• Berwick Inn 

• Beaconsfield Railway Station

• Pakenham Race Course

• Clyde Railway Station

• Craig Road, Pearcedale 

• ‘The Kennels’

I recall the excitement of my first hunt – a Children’s

Meet at ‘The Kennels’ in about 1951, with my old pony

and some borrowed gear. I rode off behind the Master,

David Knox and a field of about 40 horses and riders.

The Huntsmen in their scarlet jackets and the hounds

were a colourful sight. The hounds were soon hunting,

their voices had a magnificent musical sound. The

hounds, huntsman, and whips were an inspiring sight as

they swept out of the big ti-tree covert (cover for game)

in ‘The Kennels,’ jumped a post and rail fence, then out

across the grass paddocks, over more fences towards

Thompson Road. We followed the Master, galloping

across the paddocks, jumping the lowered fences and

over boggy ditches, we crashed through the scrub in the

sandpit then crossed Thompson Road, where a few

onlookers and parents anxiously watched, then over

Narre Warren Road and many more obstacles. When we

pulled up in ‘Strathard’ – the horses were all blowing

and stood in clouds of steam.

For many young riders it was their first opportunity to

enjoy the thrill of a fast ride across country. A great sense

of achievement showed on many of the happy, mud

splattered faces. I was one of those, and could hardly

wait to get a better horse and go hunting regularly! 

In about 1954 Keith encouraged me to ‘come out hunting’

– my young pony and I were very inexperienced, however

despite a few harmless falls our enthusiasm always saw

us get around. The following year I had a new young horse,

and I was asked to assist with the hounds. ‘Whipping in’

was a privilege usually offered to the most experienced

members. Many were unavailable – the Master, Alex

Creswick took leave to manage the Australian Olympic

Equestrian team. Three Melbourne Hunt members were

selected to train in the U.K. for 12 months. Other members

had illness or business commitments.

We would ride to most meets with the hounds. At the

meet there would be cars, floats, trucks, eager horses,

and riders not quite ready, many wishes of ‘Good

Morning.’ Locals took time to stop and talk with Keith,

the hounds loved a pat and the attention, they would

stand by Keith’s horse waiting patiently. At 11a.m. with a

nod from Peter Ronald, the Master, and a short note

from the Huntsman’s horn, we would move off.

‘time, tide and the Melbourne Hounds waits for no man!’

These winter mornings were often cold, the horses and

hounds would be eager as we trotted down the road.

Onlookers would gather to watch as we jumped the

first panel. The Huntsman has the challenging task of

using the hounds to provide an exciting ride for the

members, he and his assistants ‘the whips’ (whippers in)

need to be well mounted, wire fences and other

difficult obstacles need to be jumped when trying to

keep with the hounds.

Keith would encourage the hounds with his voice and

the horn to draw the covert – they would spread out

through the ti- tree or scrub. We would look and listen

as we waited, our horses would also listen in

anticipation, they also enjoyed the thrill of the chase! 

Suddenly, the hounds are hunting, they sound

magnificent - tally ho!
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The fox has been viewed away, we wait as the hounds

work through the thick undergrowth, then they are out

and away, heads down, following the scent. The Huntsman

blows the horn – gone away! Hounds have extraordinary

noses. They can follow the scent in very difficult

conditions. We gallop to keep with the hounds, there are

many fences jumped, much easier for both horse and rider

with the adrenalin going, at times there is a check when

the scent is lost, then on! The fox is clever and knows

many lurks to lead the hounds astray. Some foxes are

caught – the farmers are pleased, many get away. 

The Master has the difficult task of leading the field of

forty or so riders, he needs to keep the Huntsman and

hounds in sight, know the country well, and be mounted

on a good horse. A variety of horses and riders would be

in the field, senior members on their trusty hunters,

young riders on good ponies, amateur riders on

prospective steeplechasers, show jumpers, and hacks,

local farmers on their stock horses - all enjoying their day

with the hounds. In the hunting field riders are not in a

competition, rather, they ride for pleasure, hunting is

exciting, a day out with the hounds was always good,

some days were great and unforgettable.

A hunt from ‘The Kennels’ may only produce a 2-3km

run to the Thompson Road area, or on a better day we

would hunt on across to the Cardinia Creek and on up

the Creek over the Highway at Beaconsfield. A

memorable run from a Pound and Hallam Road meet

went through Andersons, across the South Gippsland

Highway and the railway line at Lyndhurst, then turned

back, crossed the Highway near the Cranbourne Golf

Club and over to the sand pits in Thompson Road, the

hounds ran on out towards Clyde.

There was always afternoon tea, some would stay on for

a drink or two. There would be the quiet ride home

with the hounds, Keith would feed the horses and

hounds and take care of any injuries. When the hunt

finished at ‘The Kennels’ the bar in the clubhouse was a

cosy place to relive the excitement of the day.

‘I remember how merry a start we got, When the red fox

broke from the gorse, In a country so deep, with the scent so

hot, That the hound could outpace the horse.’ (A. L. Gordon)

‘We formed into line, ‘neath the merry sunshine, Near the

logs at the end of the railing: Are you ready, boys? Go!

Cried the starter, and low Sank the flag, and away we

went sailing.’ (A. L. Gordon)

My greatest thrill when I was seventeen was to ride my

horse ‘Blue’ (Alaska) in a Point to Point race at

‘Strathard’. I knew and admired many of these horses

and riders, they were in the hunting field each week. In

the mounting yard my friends and neighbours wished

me luck, race riding can be a risky business. I looked at

the other experienced riders and wondered whether I

should be here! As we rode down to the start some of

the horses started to reef and pull with excitement,

riders discussed their plans, some expected to lead,

others just happy if they got around. We lined up, ‘just

walk up quietly’ said the starter, ‘Go’! We were off - flat

out - the noise of galloping horses, riders yelling, mud

flying up all around us, we flew the first fence all

jammed together, by the second fence three were

racing ahead, it was a particularly wet year, ‘Blue’ wasn’t

fast, but he felt safe.
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Horses jump more boldly when they are racing, these

were big post and rail fences. About half way some

horses were tiring and hitting the fences. One jumped

awkwardly, they fell, horse and rider slid along in the

water. Another fell at the log fence. We turned for the

run to the finish, there were only three fences to jump,

we were well behind –last! As we came to the next fence

another rider fell. The other two were locked together as

they drew to the water jump, I couldn’t believe my luck

as I saw both these most experienced riders nosedive. 

As we jumped, the soaking wet, mud covered riders

yelled, ‘keep him going,’ they were frantically trying to

remount. ‘Blue’ just kept bowling along over the last, a

brush fence. The crowd was cheering as we went past

the post, I couldn’t believe we had won a race – the

lovely Norman Wood Memorial Trophy proudly sat on

our mantelpiece for the next year! 

Hunting in the Cranbourne/Berwick/Pakenham area

continued with great success until about 1970, when

suburban development again forced the Club to travel

further out for suitable hunting country, and the

support of the local farming community. ‘The Kennels’

was the home of Melbourne Hunt from 1929 to 1997

when the Club sold the property – sadly all the

buildings were demolished!

I loved my Hunting, and continued for over 30 years.

With pride, I held the positions of: Hon. First Whip,

Committee Member, Hon. Huntsman and Life Member. 

I am very proud of Melbourne Hunt history, and believe

they were a special part of Cranbourne - the country town!
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Masters of Melbourne Hunt Club
1853–1868 George J. Watson

1968–1871 Sam Waldock

1871–1906 George J. Watson

1906–1909 John T. Lempriere 

1910–1919 Reginald C. Power 

1919–1932 A. T. Creswick 

1932–1947 C. C. Moore 

‘Strathard’ Narre Warren

1948 - 1951 Major D. W. R. 

Knox ‘Neathfields’ Cranbourne

1951 – 1958 A. R. Creswick

‘Kent Park’ Ferntree Gully

1958 - 1967 Joint P. B. Ronald

‘Koo-Man-Goo-Nong Pakenham

1958 - 1967 Joint C. O. Moore 

‘Chechingurk’ Mornington

1967 – 1971 D. H. Bourke 

‘Monomeith Park’ Monomeith

1971 – 1981 J. E. H. Spencer 

‘The Springs,’ Berwick

1981 – J. S. Masterton 

‘Byron Park,’ Pakenham

1995 - Joint J. S. Urie

Huntsmen at Cranbourne 
1909 – 1946 Norman Wood (Hon.)

1947 – 1976 Keith Bregazzi 

1977 – 1978 Peter Fraser 

1979 – 1984 Graham Facey (Hon.) 

1985 – 1997 Tom Phelan 
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Growing Up in a Small
Country Town

By Anice Lenzel Stammers (nee Facey)

n the 1920s, my mother Eunice Fowler

frequently visited Cranbourne where she had

numerous relatives. Eventually she met my

father Alfred Facey, a fourth generation resident of the

area and after a 6 year engagement they were married

in 1930. I was born in 1933.

I have often thought how fortunate I was to be born a

wanted child of loving and hard working parents. The

depression years were still causing hardship for many

families. My father owned the local butcher’s shop and

people would often settle their monthly account with

a bag of potatoes, onions or sometimes a case of

apples. I would often accompany dad when he made his

‘long haul’ deliveries to areas like Pearcedale or

Langwarrin. Some customers had no form of transport

so weekly deliveries were a help (no supermarkets and

fast cars in those days). He also had two carts pulled by

horse for the closer areas like Clyde and Cardinia.

Cranbourne in the years that I remember (probably from

1937 onwards) was a good town to live. You knew most

people and they knew you, or quite often they were

relatives. I had such freedom that today’s children

cannot be allowed. We lived on the main street (High

Street) in a house connected to the shop; most of the

shops had living spaces like ours. We had two bedrooms,

a sitting room with an open fire, and a kitchen/dining

room with a wood stove where my mother would warm

my school clothes over the oven door in winter. A

laundry with wash troughs and a copper for boiling the

butchers coats and aprons each week. We had a very

pretty garden... my mothers pride and joy. A cypress

hedge screened the outside lavatory, vegetable garden

and chook yard from the house. There was also a large

shed that housed the carts and truck; beyond that were

the stables and a paddock for ‘Dolly’ and ‘Robin’, the two

horses and there was also a pond where we caught

tadpoles. We had a chip heater in the bathroom and we

usually only bathed on Saturday nights with washes on

other nights. Our telephone was lodged on a shelf

between the shop and the house so it could be used in

both places, it was CRAN: 30 and connected to the

manual exchange located at the Post Office.
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I was an only child up until 1945 (when my sister was

born) so I was always off playing with someone or over

at Kelly’s Hotel annoying Mr and Mrs Kelly, as they had

a wonderful playhouse that their girls had outgrown. I

spent many hours there. The hotel was opposite our

shop and boarded the local school teacher, bank clerks

and others. It is still a a landmark today but not the

place I remember with a huge stove in the kitchen, a

pantry and ironing room, a dining room with starched

white table cloths and crocheted sauce bottle covers.

At the top of the hill where an avenue of oak trees

began was the Post Office, Shire Hall and Shire Offices.

The hall was used for balls, picture shows and other

things. During the war while the army camp was in town

it was used for regular dances and card evenings to

entertain the soldiers and raise funds for the Red Cross.

We would go as a family, there were always other

children to play chasey and hidey with. On the other

side of the road was the police station complete with

lock up, and manned by Constable Lewis, who seemed

in my eyes a very big man and not to be trifled with.

Behind the police station was the Cranbourne School. I

loved school and couldn’t wait to start when I was five.

You started in ‘babies’ or prep as it is now know and you

went through to Grade 8 or Grade 6. If you went to

Grade 8 you usually went on to a job or helped at

home. After Grade 6 you would go to high school in

Frankston (by bus) or Dandenong (by train). We had

segregated playgrounds and toilets: boys on one side of

the grounds and girls on the other. No flush toilets in

those days! In the hot weather we sometimes had

lessons under the shady oak trees and on race day we

had a good view of the racetrack opposite and could

hear the horses thudding past. Every year the gypsies

came and camped alongside the track near the road.

We were told not to go near but it was tempting, as

they were so different.

I used to love starting near Poole’s Garage on my

scooter and free-wheeling down the footpath to our

house. First I’d pass Joe Taylor’s horse paddock and his

bakery shop and bakehouse where I would be sent to

get a loaf of bread still hot from the oven. I’d pass

Mosey Miles, the saddler then the National Bank, the

estate agents, and next to our place, Mr and Mrs Cowe’s

shop which sold fruit and vegetables, ice cream, ice

blocks, cigarettes and, best of all, lollies. A large variety

that involved great decisions and must have been a test

of patience for both of them. On certain mornings of

the week, Dr Langmore from Berwick conducted a

surgery in Mrs Cowe’s sitting room. Our butcher’s shop

had sawdust on the floor, a large cool room

(refrigerated) for the meat and wire doors to keep the

flies out. The parcels of meat were wrapped in

greaseproof paper then newspaper, a good way to

recycle but not acceptable today.

Thorpe’s Bakery abutted our place, they made malt

loaves and wholemeal bread as well as white bread.

Miss Thorpe was elderly, she wore long skirts down to

the ground and seemed to glide rather than walk. I

often used to wonder if she had legs…… Mr Bregazzi,

who had the local dairy delivered our milk; he came to

the back door with a pail with a lid and ladled lovely

creamy milk into your jug. Going to Melbourne meant

leaving early in the morning to catch the steam train

and then changing to the electric train in Dandenong

and not getting home until 7pm. 
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The town had three grocery stores, which my mother

patronized turn about to be fair; they sold just about

everything in the grocery line. Hoggs, who was the

closer of the three to our place sold clothes, shoes,

haberdashery, timber, newspapers and toys, as well as

groceries. Sometimes I would be given a list of things

my mother required and a basket and if I was lucky, a

slice of cheese or an iced biscuit would be mine as I

walked home.

We had three churches – Catholic, Anglican and

Presbyterian, where every week I attended Sunday school

dressed in my best, complete with hat and gloves. 

Entertainment was mostly local flower shows, bazaars,

penny concerts at school during the war, listening to

the radio, visiting friends/relatives, and for me, riding

my bike around town, especially along the Clyde Road

with its sealed surface that allowed you to go really

fast. However from memory, skinned knees and

swooping magpies were the only hazards and as long as

I got home before dark, all would be well.

Exploring the local cemetery, we would look at the

tombstones to see who we knew. The sandpits behind

the cemetery were out of bounds so of course we went

there looking for wild flowers and just mucking about...

as you do when you’re a kid. 

The sun seemed to always shine and the days were long,

growing up in Cranbourne was a happy time for me.
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Life as a Child

By Betty Johnson (nee Cowe)

s a small child (aged 4 years) I attended the

Cranbourne State School No 2068 from

1938-1944.

Unlike the primary schools of today, Cranbourne State

School was more like being part of a large family.

Cranbourne in this era was just a little country town, so

it followed that with an attendance of approximately

100 children, we all tended to know each other.

There were no signs of any cars waiting to pick children

up from school as, in most cases, we walked, some up

to two to three miles. If we were fortunate to have a

bike then we rode to school.

The school itself consisted of three classrooms and

educated children from Prep up to Grade 8, whereby if

you passed your exams, you achieved your Merit

Certificate and were entitled to leave school and gain

employment. Things were simple in those days. 

My earliest memories of my teacher were those of a

Mrs Canty – a typical schoolmistress with steely gray

hair thrown back in a ‘bun’, rimless glasses worn over a

stern countenance and a no-nonsense attitude. Then

there was Mr Livingstone – youngish, good fun, and a

decided contrast to Mrs Canty. Then came Mr

Mulvaney. He was an Irishman with a passionate interest

in cricket. We seemed to spend more time outside

playing cricket than we spent inside learning ‘A,B,C’.

However we were happy and most of us went on to

bigger and better things.

As we had no entertainment facilities (ie. swings, slides,

monkey bars) at the school, we had to make our own

fun and I can remember playing 2º and 3º - a running

game, before we went into class on a cold morning.

Skipping ropes and hopscotch were also popular. The

school was built of brick, so it was a good place to

practice tennis – hitting against the wall, the ball always

came back. 

Other happy memories I have of our school are hunting

for Easter eggs that the Mothers Club had planted on a

grassy slope at the school, making sure that each child

received an egg. As small children we really thought
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that the Easter Bunny was responsible. Then there were

the ‘penny concerts’ which were held each Friday

afternoon. A penny admission and lots of fun for all.

As my time at Cranbourne State School was during the

second World War, I also remember the air raid shelters

to which we were sent regularly as part of an air raid

drill. Also part of our ‘war effort’ was to bring eggs to

school – I’m really not sure why! I think they were sent

off to hospitals in the city as I can remember Mr

Mulvaney giving me a telling-off because I couldn’t

spell PRAHRAN - I assume the eggs were going to the

Alfred Hospital.

All in all our time at Cranbourne State School was a

brief yet precious encounter in our lives. Brief yet in

many ways it has probably moulded us into the people

we are today!
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Reflections

By Lotus Brady (nee Bregazzi)

t was always a fun adventure going off to

school along Narre Warren Road, a dirt road

with wonderful iced-over potholes and

puddles. On cold winter mornings we raced to see who

could ride our bikes through the most and hear them

crackle as the ice shattered. 

Upon arrival at school on these cold days there was a large

cauldron of hot cocoa, a delicious warm-up drink that

distracted us from the chilblains some of suffered from.

The students in the big room were more fortunate as

they had an open fire, of course enjoyed by all as we

moved to higher grades. Monday morning inspection

and pledging the flag were somewhat uncomfortable in

the cold, but that was not to be altered procedure.

Older students also had the privilege of using pen and

ink. Joining this group as we matured, the fingers were

always stained with ink and woe betides the student

who accidentally or on purpose spilt it. Whilst the

teacher was writing on the board it was always fun to

flick pieces of chalk or paper at the other kids using our

wooden rulers – Mr Mulvany (the teacher) was not

amused. I recall one teacher giving us Greek mythology

lessons – a source of intrigue and inspiration, perhaps

planting the seed for overseas travel. Nature study

walks and subsequent projects were always looked

forward to, pressing various wild flowers between the

pages. On occasion it was fun to ride the pony to

school, leaving her at Mrs Rylands opposite the school. 

There was a large peppercorn tree at the top of the play

yard and a couple of shelter sheds, some boys were

extremely daring and sneaked a ‘fag’ behind the shed. I

remember little ‘Bones’ Duncan, he suffered from

rickets and died a few years later, we were all very sad

as he was such a sweet person.

Each year the gypsies would descend on Cranbourne,

sometimes staying under the oak trees outside the

school. We were strictly forbidden to liaise with them

as perhaps we’d be kidnapped with a mysterious ugly

fate to follow – difficult to comprehend as the kids

seemed harmless enough…… at the time we were all of

Caucasian persuasion so a different face was a novelty. 

All too soon we sadly departed the old school for

further education. In later years it was nice to drive by

the gracious old building. I went to live overseas and

upon one trip back visiting relatives in Cranbourne I

passed by the school, receiving a very rude shock, it was

no longer there! The so-called developers had ripped it

down – an all too familiar scenario destroying yet

another piece of heritage.
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Remembering the Old School

By Peter Cowe 

started school in February 1929 at

Cranbourne State School No 2068. The school

was located on the highway opposite the

Cranbourne Racecourse. I must admit I never enjoyed

going to school.

Most years the number of pupils was about the one

hundred mark, there were four teachers. The headmasters

name was Thompson, the kids called him Wag! I think he

was a nice person but a bit easy on the kids.

One teacher that I always remember was Miss Sweeney.

She was not very young but must have been a very kind

person at heart. In the mornings she would give many of

the children a glass of milk and some biscuits and care for

them like a mother. (I did not know then but I realised

later in life that those were the years of the Great

Depression and she knew the ones that were in need.)

There was no transport for children in those times so

they had to get to school the best way they could. I

remember that there were three (two boys and a girl)

named Addison – they came from what is now

Langwarrin about five miles away, and walked it every

day! Very few had a bike, and all had to walk.

The week would start Monday. 9.00am the flag would

go up the flagpole and all would be lined up in the yard

with the National Anthem being sung. Also once a week

we would have religious instruction. Friday afternoon

was sport. Once a year a grey van would arrive in the

yard, that was the dentist. I don’t think he was very

popular with the kids!

The school ground was rather large and one side was for

the girls, the other for the boys. Some of the big boys

would throw cricket balls up on to the roof and then

when school was in class, Wag Thompson would ask

them to get up on the roof and find them, and while

they were up there he would get them to clean out the

spouting. This could take all afternoon at times.
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